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review experience and opinion, even 
controversial opinion, provided this 
might lead to a better understand
ing of problems related to natural 
resources. 

The views expressed in signed 
articles, including contributions by 
members of the United Nations 
Secretariat, are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily rellect the 
views of the United Nations. 

The designations employed and the 
presentation of the material do not 
imply the expression of any opinion 
whatsoever on the part of the 
Secretariat concerning the legal status 
of any country or territory or of its 
authorities or concerning the delimi
tation of its frontiers. 

All material in this publication 
may be freely quoted or reprinted, 
but acknowledgement is requested, 
together with a copy of the publica
tion containing the quotation or 
reprint. 

Symbols of United Nations docu
ments are composed of capital letters 
combined with figures. Mention of 
such a symbol indicates a reference 
to a United Nations document. 

La Trib11,re des resso11rces naturel
les est coni;ue comme une revue 
spccialisce destinee a rendre compte 
des experiences et des opinions, 
mcme de celles qui sont sujettes a 
controverse, en vue de favoriser une 
meilleure comprehension des proble
mes touchant les ressources naturelles. 

Les opinions exprimees dans les 
articles signes, y compris ceux qui 
sont redig~s par des membres du 
Secretariat de !'Organisation des 
Nations Unies, n'engagent que la res
ponsabilite de leurs auteurs et n'ex
priment pas nccessairement les vues 
de !'Organisation. 

Les designations utilisees dans cette 
publication et la presentation des 
donnees qui y figurent n'impliquent 
de la part du Secretariat de !'Organi
sation des Nations Unies aucune 
prise de position quant au statut 
juridique de tel ou tel pays ou 
territoire, ou de scs autorites, ni 
quant au trace de ses frontieres. 

Tous les textes publies dans la 
Trib11ne des ressources naturelles 
peuvent etre cites ou reproduits sans 
autorisation speciale. On est prie 
toutefois de faire mention de la 
source et d'adresser a la Redaction 
un exemplaire de la publication con
tenant le passage cite ou l'article 
reproduit. 
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Les cotes des documents de 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies se 
composent de lettres majuscules et 
de chiffres. La simple mention d'une 
cote dans un texte signifie qu'il s'agit 
d'un document de l'Organisation. 
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nados con los recursos naturales. 

Las opiniones expresadas en los 
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FOREWORD 

There is today an increasing understanding of the 
role of natural resources within the framework of eco
nomic development, either as the driving force of 
development-as may be said of petroleum and other 
minerals--or as an indispensable element of infrastruc
ture-as may be said of water and energy resources. 

Opportunities for development brought about by the 
foreseen demand for key minerals in the years to come, 
and the challenge posed by the infrastructural needs 
associated with population and economic growth, have 
made the tasks of natural resources development among 
the foremost efforts required for rapid self-sustained 
growth. That such opportunities and challenges are 
now well understood by Member States of the United 
Nations is reflected in the emphasis placed in recent 
years by the General Assembly and other United 
Nations bodies on international rivers and marine 
resources; and of course in the recent establishment by 
the Economic and Social Council of a standing Com
mittee on Natural Resources. 

It is the conviction within the United Nations that 
the challenges of the future can be successfully met by 
the use of modern technology and by a high calibre 
of expertise. Accordingly, the United Nations, through 
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technical co-operation activities, as well as through 
studies, seminars and symposia places considerable 
emphasis on assisting developing countries in their 
efforts to explore and develop their natural resources. 

The storehouse of experience gathered by United 
Nations experts over the past twenty years and the 
similar knowledge acquired by professionals all over 
the world; the ever-growing complexity of technology; 
the need for information among experts in national 
and international organizations, enterprises and institu
tions of applied research; the necessity for creating 
common approaches between technical specialists and 
policy makers: these considerations have led the Eco
nomic and Social Council to approve the publication 
of the Natural Resources Forum, a journal devoted to 
the exchange and dissemination of information and 
experience in the natural resources field. 

Philippe DE SEYNES 
Under-Secretary-General 

for Economic and Social Affairs 



A VANT-PROPOS 

L'opinion mondiale prend aujourd'hui une conscience 
de plus en plus nette du role que jouent les ressources 
naturclles dans le processus du developpement econo
mique, que ce soit a titre d'element moteur du develop
pemcnt - comme c'cst le cas du petrole et d'autres 
ressources mincrales - ou a titre d'element indispen
sable d'infrastructure - comme c'est le cas de l'eau et 
des ressources cnergetiques. 

Les possibilites de developpement que laisse entre
voir la demande previsible de mineraux clefs clans les 
annees a venir et les problemes poses par les besoins 
d'infrastructures qu'entraine la croissance demogra
phique et economique ont place 1a mise en valeur des 
ressources naturelles au premier plan des efforts a 
accomplir pour realiser une croissance rapide et auto
nome. Les Etats Membres de !'Organisation des Nations 
Unies l'ont bien compris : la preuve en est !'attention 
soutenue que l'Assemblee generate et d'autres organes 
des Nations Unies ont portee aux fleuves internationaux 
et aux ressources de la mer au cours des dernieres 
annees et aussi, evidemment, la creation recente par le 
Conseil economique et social d'un Comite permanent 
des ressources naturelles. 

L'Organisation des Nations Unies est convaincue que 
le recours aux techniques modernes et l'emploi d'experts 
hautement qualifies permettront de vaincre les obstacles 
qui se dressent sur les chemins de l'avenir; en conse
quence, par le biais de ses activites de cooperation 

technique ainsi que par des etudes, des seminaire~ et 
des colloques, elle s'attache particulierement a aider 
les pays en voic de developpement dans les efforts 
qu'ils deploicnt pour explorer et mettre en valeur 
lcurs ressources naturelles. 

La vaste experience accumulee par les experts des 
Nations Unies au cours des 20 dernieres annees et la 
masse de connaissances acquises par les specialistes du 
monde entier, la complexite toujours croissanJe de la 
technologie la necessite d'etablir un courant d'mforma
tion entre '1es experts des_ organisati_ons_ n~tionales et 
internationales, les entrepnses et les mshtut1ons _de re
cherche appliquee et celle de rapprocher les pomts. de 
vue des experts et des responsables. d~ 1~ formul_at1on 
des politiques soot autant de cons1derahons qm ont 
conduit le Conseil economique et social a approu1:er la 
creation d'un periodique qui, sous le nom de Tribune 
des ressources naturelles visera a assurer l'echange 
et la diffusion de l'inform'ation et des donnees d'expe
rience clans le domaine des ressources naturelles. 
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Philippe DE SEYNES 

Secretaire general adjoint 
aux afjaires economiques et sociales 



PROLOGO 

En la actualidad se comprende cada vez mejor el 
papel de los recursos naturales en el ambito del desa
rrollo econ6mico, ya sea como factor dinamico del 
d~sarrollo, en el caso del petr6leo y otros minerales, o 
b1en como elemento indispensable de la infraestructura, 
tratandose de los recursos hidraulicos y energeticos. 

Las oportunidades para el desarrollo creadas por la 
demanda prevista de minerales esenciales en los pr6xi
!11os aiios y las cuestiones que suscitan las necesidades 
mfraestructurales inherentes al crecimiento demografico 
Y econ6mico ban determinado que la tarea del desa
rr?ll~ de los recursos naturales constituya uno de los 
prmc1pales esfuerzos necesarios para un progreso rapido 
Y _autosostenido. El hecho de que ahora los Estados 
M1embros de las Naciones Unidas comprendan bien 
estas oportunidades y cuestiones se refleja en la impor
tancia atribuida en los ultimos aiios por la Asamblea 
General y otros 6rganos de las Naciones Unidas a los 
rfos internacionales y los recursos del mar; claro esta, 
en la reciente creaci6n de un Comite permanente de 
recursos naturales por parte del Consejo Econ6mico y 
Social. 

En las Naciones Unidas existe la convicci6n de que 
los problemas del futuro se pueden afrontar con exito 
recurriendo a la tecnologfa moderna y al saber alta
mente especializado. En consecuencia, las Naciones 
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Unidas, por conducto de las actividades de cooperaci6n 
tecnica y de estudios, seminarios y simposios, asignan 
gran importancia a la prestaci6n de asistencia a los 
pafses en desarrollo en sus esfuerzos por explorar y 
aprovechar sus recursos naturales. 

El acopio de la experiencia adquirida por los exper
tos de las Naciones Unidas en los ultimos veinte aiios 
y los conocimientos similares obtenidos por profesio
nales en todo el mundo, la creciente complejidad de la 
tecnologfa, la necesidad de informaci6n entre los ex
pertos de organizaciones nacionales e intemacionales, 
empresas e instituciones de investigaci6n aplicada y el 
imperativo de crear enfoques comunes entre los espe
cialistas tecnicos y los que formulan las politicas ban 
sido las consideraciones que ban llevado al Consejo 
Econ6mico y Social a aprobar la publicaci6n del Foro 
de Recursos Naturales, revista dedicada al intercambio 
y la difusi6n de informaci6n y experiencia en la esfera 
de los recursos naturales. 

• 
Philippe DE SEYNES 

Secretario General Adjunto 
de Asuntos Econ6micos y Sociales 
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STATEMENT BY PHILIPPE DE SEYNES, UNDER-SECRET ARY-GENERAL FOR ECO
NOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS, AT THE OPENING MEETING OF THE FIRST SESSION 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES 

It is a great privilege for me, on behalf of the 
Secretary-General and the Organization as a whole, to 
th:mk you for attending this first session of the Com
mittee on Natural Resources. I should first like to wel
c~me the delegations present here and to convey our 
fnendly greetings to those who have not arrived in 
time for this first meeting and to those for whom a 
place has not yet been assigned here. A glance at the 
list of participants, many of whom are among the most 
eminent authorities in the field of natural resources, 
shows that rhetoric would be out of place. Neverthe
less, a few words should be said to mark the signifi
cance of the occasion in which we are participating 
today. 

United Nations work in natural resources has been 
influ~nced essentially, if not exclusively, by a certain 
practical or pragmatic internationalism directed mainly 
or exclusively-perhaps too exclusively-at achieving 
the_ most immediate results. On this level, the Organi
zation can take pride in its appreciable success. Given 
the importance to developing countries of foreign 
earnings from the exploitation and sale of raw ma
!erials, United Nations technical assistance and pre
mvestment activities are surely among the most pro
ductive in the sphere of international co-operation, 
whether bilateral or multilateral. 

We must recognize, however, that even these practical 
activities are marginal by comparison with the needs 
of the developing countries and perhaps also of the 
industrial countries, and with the known and foresee
able possibilities of new technology in the exploitation 
of natural resources. For example, geological surveys 
have certainly not been proceeding at the pace which 
is desirable in view of the current situation of the 
international market for certain primary commodities. 
Existing activities are also marginal by comparison 
with the project executing capacity which has been 
gradually built up by the United Nations family of 
organisations. This executing capacity, which has been 
acquired through fairly long experience in extremely 
diverse conditions, has naturally produced a store of 
economic and technical expertise which in my opinion 
is far from being put to full use for lack of adequate 
financial resources. 

Even if it is argued, in the light of the principles of 
pragmatic internationalism to which I have referred, 
that United Nations activity in the field of natural 
resources should be restricted to individual projects in 
programmes of practical action, the existence of a 
Committee like this one would be justified and ex
tremely useful. The technical problems needing to be 
solved at the practical action level are numerous, and 
the effectiveness of future operations is directly de
pendent on their solution. These problems relate to 
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the rational utilization and management of resources, 
particularly in developing countries; the co-ordination 
of resource exploitation with the implementation of 
national plans-we know what crucial problems arise 
when heavy investment is carried out in small-scale 
economies; the accurate assessment of the practical 
possibilities offered by new technological methods
the use of satellites, to cite only one example; the 
methodological difficulties of cost-benefit analysis for 
the alternative courses of action open to countries in 
the exploitation of their resources. Even if the approach 
is confined to individual projects, some research is 
essential, some technical and economic discussion is 
necessary, and the existence of a Committee like this 
one can provide a most valuable instrument for the 
promotion as well as the guidance of such research and 
discussion. There are complex and controversial ques
tions in this area. There is, furthermore, knowledge 
which must without fail be spread and disseminated. 
There is also a need to determine what are the most 
appropriate organizational arrangements for activities 
in different circumstances. 

Yet I must confess that I do not think that the 
Economic and Social Council and the General Assem
bly would have taken the bold decision to establish a 
new organ in contravention of one of their most per
sistently stated articles of faith if it had been solely to 
guide the administrations of the United Nations family 
of organizations in their practical activities and in the 
execution of specific projects, I think that it relates 
to a question of growing urgency about the exploita
tion and disposal of natural resources. I think it in
dicates that the international community is questioning 
whether the exploitation and disposal of natural re
sources can continue, indefinitely, on the basis of 
current patterns, procedures and criteria or, whether 
the new circumstances do not require even now, and 
increasingly in the future, a degree of organization and, 
if not planning, at least guide-lines on a world scale. 
For in the field of natural resources, activities in one 
small part of the globe directly affect vast regions of 
the world. The work of the Sea-Bed Committee, for 
example, and the prospect of an international regime 
which might make some planning obligatory for a great 
portion of the reserves of certain resources; recent con
cern for environmental protection, which is putting a 
new light on technical options in the exploitation of 
natural resources; other very recent developments which 
show the influence of temporary or even chance factors 
on the world supply of certain commodities important 
for development: all these would indicate that some
where-and it can hardly be elsewhere than in the 
United Nations-a start should be made in formulating 
a world natural resources policy. 



At the present time, natural resources exploitation 
is carried out mainly on the basis of short-term govern
mental policies, but very rarely by international con
siderations. This situation is not essentially new, but 
I think that in the present circumstances there are 
various considerations favouring a different attitude, 
and the time has come to examine whether certain 
elements of an international policy on raw materials 
should not now be considered and explored. 

The first problem is the possible exhaustion of raw 
materials. This problem is not new either, and has 
arisen from time to time in connexion with certain 
surveys and projections on natural resources as a whole 
or certain individual ones. But it seems to be receiving 
more attention now that we tend to compare our 
planet to a space ship-one of the most popular 
images of the day-a space ship whose existing or 
foreseeable resources require infinitely more conscious 
and prudent management than they now receive. The 
population/resources relationship, which is a restate
ment or reformulation of the Malthusian dilemma of 
the nineteenth century, is causing disquiet in its global 
ramifications within a segment of public opinion that 
is still small, but quite influential, and interested in the 
future-or various possible futures-of our planet, and 
in the interplay of what appear to be the determining 
factors for this future or futures. It must be recognized 
that speculations regarding this problem of resource 
exhaustion are often purely intuitive. They are some
times even presented in the form of an absolute postu-
late based on an extrapolation of recent trends which 
stresses certain factors while taking no account of 
others, such as, for example, technological innovation. 
With regard to the possible or impending exhaustion 
of natural resources, there is no consensus on which 
to base political action unless it is agreement as to the 
probable long-term shortage of water resources, which 
appears to be generally recognized by all those involved 
in these matters. But in other cases, speculations range 
from zero to infinity. In my view we must be wary of 
these extrapolations, which are generally made in order 
to avoid the introduction of too many variables in 
forecast models. However, account must clearly be 
taken not only of the exhaustion process already noted 
but of technological innovation, its impact on costs, 
and on • substitution prospects and the extremely com
plex interplay of demand, cost, and the changing uses of 
resources. Consideration must be given to certain new 
concepts such as the recycling of natural resources. 
Still, we cannot ignore the fact that certain theories 
hold that the exhaustion of some resources is inevitable 
or almost inevitable and that rigorous restrictions should 
therefore be imposed on their use. If that is true we 
should know it, and if it is not true we should prepare, 
having reached basic scientific and political agreement, 
to combat trends and opinions which might adversely 
affect the growth of developing countries and the future 
of the world in general. 

The second problem is the relationship between the 
use of natural resources _and the protection of !he envi
ronment. The deterioration of the human e~v1~onment 
through pollution resulting from the expl01tat1on and 
utilization of natural resources has, as yo~ know, re
ceived considerable attention ~ecently and 1s at p_resent 
the subject or one of the subjects to be dealt with by 

a conference being planned at this very moment at 
Geneva. The international community has only re
cently become aware of the problem, and there is still 
no organized body of opinion, and therefore no con
sensus, relating to it. This is true both for the purely 
scientific and for the economic aspects of the questio~. 
Moreover, both in government circles and in academic 
circles, a fair amount of confusion still exists and even 
a certain remissness with regard to basic intellectual 
discipline. Jn the statements made by political figures 
it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between reflec
tions of fear of toxic and dangerous substances and 
reflections of primarily aesthetic or hedonistic c?n
cerns. But we do have here a factor which is influencmg 
-and may influence more in the future-the pat!ern 
of natural resources production and consumption. 
Again it is essential to ensure that the problem 1s not 
dominated by intuitive speculations. I believe we must 
take care in this matter to bring out the importance 
and necessity of rational management of natur~ re
sources, including efforts to find alternative solutions, 
and not only the penalizing of pollution sources. The 
developing countries' need for growth must be b?rne 
in mind. If there are to be no harmful repercussions, 
regulation must advance at more or less the same speed 
as promotion of natural resources exploitation. 
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Finally, there is a third problem, that of equity. Out 
view of natural resources has changed since the ~eo_ry, 
developed at the end of the eighteenth and begmnmg 
of the nineteenth centuries, that the soil is the sole 
source of wealth. Our understanding of natural re
sources today covers many varied elements, s?lid and 
volatile, tangible and invisible. But the situations are 
still approximately those of monopolies based on geo
graphy or geology or special advantages deriving from 
the economic environment. Thus for example at the 
present time two thirds of the most important ~ining 
activities are to be found in a small number of indus
trialized countries. Clearly, without a more equita~le 
system of international relations, without a world-wide 
arrangement for the more balanced development of 
different parts of the world, it is almost inevitable that 
these situations of geographical monopoly or a~van
tages deriving from the economic environment will be 
exploited to the full. The principle of national sover
eignty over natural resources has been proclaime~ so 
frequently and solemnly that it has by now acqmred 
the weight of a Charter principle. But we here ~~ow 
that this principle is not a substitute for the pobt1cal 
and philosophical reality into which we must fit a 
natural resources policy ensuring some degree of 
organization in the exploitation and utilization o~ na
tural resources. The principle of national sovere1~ty 
should be considered in conjunction with another prm
ciple, that of world solidarity. It is the combination of 
these two principles that should gradually find expres
sion in the definition of economic arrangements for 
the exploitation and distribution of natural resources, 
be it in the area of trade conditions, division of profits 
from exploitation, organization of exploration activities 
or limited planning of production, suggested more re
cently by the prospect of a world regulatory authority 
for the sea-bed. 

Gentlemen, what I have just said shows that the 
United Nations should consider the problem of natural 



resources from the standpoint of the most far-reaching 
economic, social and political co-operation possible and 
with as universal as possible an approach to the in
terests and objectives involved. The outlook for inter
national co-operation in the field of natural resources 
is extremely satisfying and promising. Some of the 
documents before you outline, for instance, the pos
sibility of long-range electric power transmission and 
construction of intercontinental lines, the possibility of 
developing a world-wide network with its enormous 
advantages in terms of electric power costs, and the 
further possibility, for example, of promoting the use 
of satellites, an undertaking which entails not only 
many technical problems but also problems in the 
political relations between States, and even military 
problems. There are the more immediate possibilities, 
already suggested in the United Nations, of more 
systematic exploration of natural resources to prevent 
over-concentration in certain economically favoured 
countries or areas. Lastly there is the possibility of 
comprehensive and coherent regulations which take 
account of all the various aspects of the problems and 
!lot just one or two. All of this suggests that somewhere 
m this system, in the United Nations system of collec-
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tive consideration, we must have a central organ capable 
of taking a global view of these different problems and 
of formulating the necessary guidelines. An organ is 
needed which can bring to light the practical pos
sibilities offered by the use of modem technology and 
secure the greatest possible political consensus on them. 
A central organ is needed which can alert the world 
to certain dangers and open its eyes to certain pos
sibilities, an organ which can outline plans for insti
tutional arrangements combining effectively, and in 
a politically acceptable way, national control over 
natural resources with a sense of world solidarity. 

I think that the creation of such an organ, which 
you are in the process of constituting at this time, is 
most appropriate in the context of the global strategy 
which the international community has now accepted 
and adopted for the Second Development Decade, a 
strategy which is endeavouring to insert into the de
velopment problem an embryonic element of collective 
management reflecting better than in the past a sense 
of joint responsibility. The effort you are beginning 
today is an important factor in this development 
strategy, and so the Organization places great hopes 
in the work of this Committee. 



The Resources and Transport Division 

It may be appropriate in the first issue of the Natural 
Resources Forum to describe the history and activities 
of the Resources and Transport Division of the De
partment of Economic and Social Affairs, which will 
supervise the substantive matter of this journal, em
phasizing the work carried out in the field of natural 
resources. 

A Unit for natural resources within the United Na
tions Secretariat was first formed about twenty years 
ago, consisting of the late Emmanuel de Breuvery, a 
resources economist with long experience in the Far 
East, a young economist, and the present Director, 
Joseph Barnea. The Unit gradually developed into 
a Section, then into a Branch, and about seven years 
ago it became a Division with Emmanuel de Breuvery 
as its first Director. He was succeeded by Roberto 
Arce, a mining engineer who for many years had 
worked as a United Nations technical adviser in a 
number of developing countries and had been trans
ferred to Headquarters when the Special Fund activities 
began. Mr. Bamea succeeded Mr. Arce. All three di
rectors have had a background in three interrelated 
fields, namely, resource economics, resource technology 
and working experience in developing countries. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE DIVISION 

Today the Resources and Transport Division, headed 
by its Director with the aid of two Assistant Directors 
(for Research and Studies and for Co-ordination of 
Operations respectively) and several other staff mem
bers, comprises, in addition, an Ocean Economics and 
Technology Branch, and five sections: Cartography, 
Energy, Geology and Mining, Water,. and_ Tra~port. 
The Division operates as a closely-knit umt, an inter
disciplinary approach being ensured through the office 
of the Director. 

Though large in terms of work programme and 
operational activities, the Division has only forty-six 
professional staff members and about twenty-seven 
interregional advisers. These include personnel . of 
widely differing international background, representing 
the economic and technical specialties essential to the 
broad field of natural resources and transport. Among 
them are economists specialized in water, energy, 
minerals and transport; civil engineers expert in water, 
roads and bridges; a variety of specialists in various 
geological fields such as exploration geology, geo
chemistry, geophysics, geothermal resources, hydro
geology, volcanol~gy _and petrole_m_n. In additio~ to civil 
engineers, the D1v1S1on has m1mng, m~chamcal. ~nd 
chemical engineers. It also has two expenenced dnlling 
enoineers, cartographic and marine engineers and a 
va;iety of other technical specialists. This professional 
staff has been brought from all over the world, includ
ing Canada, the United States of America, the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics, Ja pan and various Euro-
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pean countries; and there are a number of members 
from developing countries. 

THE ROLE OF NATURAL RESOURCES IN DEVELOPMENT 

From the first setting up of the Unit, an attempt was 
made, through studies, seminars and reports to the 
Economic and Social Council, to foster an understand
ing of the significance of na~ural resoll!ces as one of 
the most important elements m econotn1c development 
for developing countri~s. In t~e _beginnin&, there _was 
little appreciation of this fact w1~hm the Umted Nab<;ms 
or among policy-makers, and this was only a reflecti<?n 
of the limited attention given to natural resources m 
economic literature or among economists generally. In 
time however an understanding of the material im
portimce of n~tural reso~rces . developm~n.t prevailed 
and began to exercise weigh~ m the de71s1ons of !he 
Council and in those of policy-makers m develoI?mg 
countries. Whereas two decades ago representatives 
from Member States seated at the Economic and Social 
Council doubted the necessity of the United Nations 
dealing with problems of water and other resources, 
today the position has changed radica~y, again a refl~ 
tion of a change that has come about m a general pomt 
of view. The most recent concrete expression of this 
change was the decision of the Council in 1970 to 
establish a Committee on Natural Resources. 

In the immediate future, as world-wide public con
cern for questions of the human environment increases, 
interest in the related basic problems of natural re
sources is bound to follow in step, and indeed so~e 
of these considerations have already become ma1or 
political issues in the United Nations, particularly as 
regards the resources of the sea, international rivers, 
and questions of sovereignty. 

Apart from those aspects which have ac9uired 
political interest, it is important to note that m the 
field of natural resources, technology has moved fast. 
Since the end of the Second World War, changes have 
taken place almost constantly, and these changes have 
involved not only the search for new resources but 
the discovery of ways to make better use <:f known 
resources. A case in point is that of brackish water 
which in many countries is now moving from the 
category of worthless, low-grade water to. a ~esource 
of economic significance. Natural ga~, which m D?ost 
countries was flared twenty years ago 1s now becommg, 
through liquefaction, an important . item of interna
tional trade. Geothermal energy which was once. re
garded as a freak of nature is _now being re~o~1zed 
as a new, important resource with many applications. 

The list of such examples is considerable. These 
technological changes-one might . refer to a techno
logical revolution-have so vastly mcreased our capa
bility to discover natural resources tha! a_ gloomy 
Malthusian outlook can no longer be mamtamed. By 



means of s~ch modern techniques as geochemistry 
and geophysics, we are now able to uncover hidden 
wealth, to_ explore for resources in neglected areas, in
land and m the sea; to delve deeper into the earth and 
go farther afield into areas previously considered un
productive. Thus, given the experienced staff to work 
with, t~e beliefs o~ decisi~n-makers in many developing 
countnes concermng their lack of natural resources 
could no doubt be pro~ed wrong in a few years, and 
th~refore whe~ever pos~1ble _we have encouraged devel
opmg countnes to thmk m terms of their natural 
resources potential. 

SPECIAL FUND PROJECTS 

When the Special Fund was established in 1959 mak
ing it possible to carry out large-scale pre-investment 
projects in developing countries, the Division was given 
the opportunity through projects executed by the 
United Nations to test in the field the validity of this 
belief. We are now in a position to state with no 
exaggeration that natural resources are far more widely 
available than earlier generations had believed and that 
in fact they can be found in almost every developing 
country, even those which the mining industry, and 
very often the local population as well, have considered 
to be barren of resources on the basis of exploration 
carried out a generation ago with less advanced tech
niques. Examples of such cases are the porphyry
copper _ discoveries in Sabah (Malaysia), Panama, 
Argentma, Ecuador and Northern Mexico. 

To some extent, the sudden need for mineral surveys 
and other Special Fund projects in some developing 
countries was due to the vacuum created by the aban
donment of the colonial system. The geological and 
other services connected with natural resources in 
newly independent countries had been previously 
staffed by expatriates, and with their departure tech
nically experienced personnel were lacking to carry 
on activities in the field of natural resources or to 
develop new ones. Some of the colonial geological 
services had traditionally restricted their activities to 
mapping, whereas mineral exploration was left to 
private companies, and with the withdrawal of the 
colonial administrations, the readiness of private com
panies to enter into geological exploration, . in the 
absence of clear mineral indications, also . declined. 
The United Nations, with its limited funds, tried to 
fill the breach, not only with exploration projects but 
in the training of local personnel and the rendering 
of assistance in setting up geological, hydrological, 
and other natural resources services where they did not 
exist before. 

With the establishment of so many new countries, 
a new function has developed over the last few years; 
that of an advisory service in matters concerning con
cessions the modernization of mining laws and other 
Jaws, a~d assistance with urgent problen:is, sue~ as 
dam construction. Furthermore, through Umt~d Nations 
ctivities many new technologies have been mtrod~ced f O devel~ping countries, leading among other th1?gs 

to the establishment of more. than fifty Ia?oraton~s, 
and the provision of geophysical and dnlhng eqmp-
ment. 

PRINCIPLES OF WORK 

We have learned that knowledge and application of 
technology are not alone sufficient. Equally important 
arc the judgement and experience of resource specialists 
with long-term practical field experience and an inte
grated approach, maintaining full contact with related 
fields so that technological breakthroughs in one field 
may be appropriately applied in other fields. Thus, a 
trace metal analysis of underground water is significant 
not only from the point of view of water quality, _but 
as a source of important information on possible 
mineral deposits. Research in geothermal energy has 
stimulated a realization of the relationship between 
geothermal energy and certain minerals, and the sig
nificance of 'minerals in areas of hydrothermal altera
tion is widely recognized. It is not an accident, for 
example, that the areas of geothermal belts and areas 
of porphyry-copper are almost everywhere in the same 
mountain range, even though we may not yet possess 
the full geological interpretation of this phenomenon. 

One of the working principles of the Resources and 
Transport Division is to maximize information gathered 
through new technologies in developing countries, 
irrespective of geological concepts, provided that such 
maximization does not add materially to the cost of 
the exploration project. As an example, where we 
undertake airborne geophysics, additional equipment 
is supplied-if this can be done at reasonable cost
in order to obtain maximum information. For a survey 
of an iron ore body in Somalia, radiometric gathe!ing 
of information was added, and in this way uramum 
and thorium-bearing areas were discovered, even tho~gh 
there had been no previous indication in the geological 
literature or elsewhere of the occurrence of radioactive 
material. Similarly, bauxite was found in the Solomon 
Islands on a coral reef in a marine environment, 
although accepted geological theory would exclude the 
existence of bauxite in a marine environment.1 
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Based on the same principle of maximization of 
information gathering, the personnel of projects are 
urged in their geochemical surveys to test their sam
ples not only for the two or three elements they expect 
to find, based on their geological understanding of t~e 
area of the survey, but for as many elements as their 
laboratory facilities will allow. 

In geochemistry, which the Division finds to b~ a 
useful tool, especially in tropical areas, the Umted 
Nations is now collecting annually vast quantities of 
information. Our experience has indicated that we still 
lack technologies in a number of fields. We have found 
that geochemistry is of little use in areas covered by 
lava, and as lava-covered areas are widespread in 
developing countries, we are searching for new tech
nologies which, at relatively low cost, would help us 
to explore the mineral, geothermal and water potential 
of lava-covered areas. 

Another guideline which the Division has tried to 
follow has been to consider at every stage of explora
tion and exploitation the economic position of a coun
try, so that Government or United Nations funds may 
be used in the most efficient way, maximizing the con
tribution of natural resources development to economic 

1 This type of bauxite has the lowest silica content of any 
bauxite so far known, that is, 0.2 per cent. 



development. Economic justification is particularly im
portant in the field of water resources, where a coun
try usually has alternative sources of water for devel
opment. The Division has tried to follow the principle 
that the first task is to determine the water needs by 
quantity, quality and location, and governed by those 
needs, the most economic water sources are then 
evaluated. Where water needs are relatively small, 
groundwater is often the most economic source of 
supply; where large quantities of water are needed 
for irrigation, surface-water is the normal answer, and 
desalination, in which the Division has done extensive 
work, is recommended only where no cheaper alterna
tive sources of water supply are available. The Division, 
through its studies and field operations, has come to 
the conclusion also that a water-supply system based on 
desalination alone should be avoided wherever possible, 
and that a combined system of desalinated water and 
groundwater is probably the most economic in water
short areas, with the desalination plants operating on 
base load and the limited groundwater being used for 
peak demand in summer. 

A field in which the Division has, over the years, 
tried to improve efficiency is that of drilling. Drilling 
is very often the most expensive item in a field project. 
We have found that with our own drilling engineer 
in control of operations in the field better results can 
be obtained in ore recovery and lower costs, and in 
better standardization and utilization of equipment. 
The workload has now increased; we have two drilling 
engineers on the Headquarters staff. Costs have been 
considerably reduced, and it appears that our drilling 
costs are well below the prices charged by private 
contractors in developing countries. 

The Division has also encouraged the use of outside 
consultants. Indeed, Project Managers are encouraged 
to request specialized advice immediately when prob
lems are encountered which would benefit by con
sultations. Such advice may be provided from among 
the Headquarters specialists with the assistance of 
outside consultants who are outstanding in their fields. 

As a matter of course in our field projects we train 
local personnel, and, in practically every area, we send 
international personnel into the field. Not only is on
the-job training carried on, but almost every field 
project includes fellowships by means of which ap
propriate instruction is provided to local personnel. 

ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE FIELD 

The extent of operations in which the Resources 
and Transport Division is concerned is perhaps not 
always realized. Actually, the Division has been respon
sible for executing 156 Special Fund projects in devel
oping countries-a figure which exceeds those executed 
by most of the specialized agencies within the United 
Nations system2-as well as for United Nations tech
nical assistance activities in the field of natural resources 
and transport. The Division has carried out a number 
of projects under the West Irian Programme; it works 
from time to time with the World Food Programme in 

2 A Special Fund project is a large-scale field project financed 
by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
and by the Government or Governments concerned, in which, 
through a Project Manager, _the executing agency carries out 
the management of the proiect. 
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developing countries; it has a trust fund from the 
Government of the United Kingdom for activities in 
the field of desalination; and it carries out a number 
of field operations financed under funds-in-trust. 

The total international personnel on field operations 
in developing countries for which the Resources and 
Transport Division has substantive responsibility num
bers about five hundred (excluding the personnel of 
consulting firms) ; in effect, one professional at Head
quarters corresponds to fourteen professionals in the 
field, a relationship which is much lower than in any 
other United Nations body and in any other substan
tive division in the United Nations Secretariat. This 
figure can be interpreted in a variety of ways: it may 
be interpreted as a figure indicating the comparatively 
limited number and perhaps insufficient number of 
Headquarters personnel; it may also indicate a high 
proportion of operational activities to the total acti
vities of the Division; and it may indicate high per
formance, at least in financial terms. 

The United Nations is well aware of the need, in 
all projects, of working for positive results which will 
lead to follow-up development. The Division adheres 
to the principle that the success of a given project is 
to be found in the achievement of the practical goals 
set forth at the outset; and the performance of the 
technical personnel is measured accordingly. 

REPORTING SERVICES 

Apart from operational activities, the Division has 
a number of other functions and has carried out many 
of them, I believe, satisfactorily. It has its own re
search and studies programme, based largely on reso
lutions of the Economic and Social Council, submitting 
to the Council ( and now to the Committee on Natural 
Resources) studies and reports as required. It provides 
reports and material to a variety of bodies which during 
the last few years have been established within the 
United Nations system, and which may require to be 
informed on certain aspects of resources or transport. 

Such activities include services to the Advisory 
Committee on the Application of Science and Tech
nology to Development and to any of the agencies of 
the United Nations system under the programme for 
inter-agency co-operation; the preparation of papers 
for meetings held by a United Nations body; research 
in matters concerning the connexions between natural 
resources and the human environment; and provision 
of the . informational needs of the newly established 
Committee on Natural Resources. The Division also 
co-operates with the Committee on the Peaceful Uses 
of the Sea-bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits 
of National Jurisdiction and with the Committee on 
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. A number of studies 
have been produced on marine affairs and marine 
resources, and one on the use of resource satellite:; for 
the benefit of developing countries. 

In addition to these reporting services, the Division 
has the work of preparing seminars and conferences. 
At least two seminars are organized each year-in 
some years the number is higher-and these are 
designed to train policy-making officials from develop
ing countries in specific fields of resources and trans
port. Each seminar requires careful review of known 



technologies and other relevant data, the preparation 
of outlines for each lecture and the discussion of 
subject-matter with outside and inside specialists. Such 
seminars, apart from their value as a medium of 
training, have two consequences: they establish per
sonal contact between Headquarters staff and cor
responding specialists in developing countries, and 
through this contact they enable our staff to keep 
abreast of developments on a world-wide scale. Semi
nars, therefore, contribute to the easy availability of 
international know-how, not only theoretically, but in 
terms of practical operation. 

Among the significant international symposia or 
conferences organized by the Division were the Con
ference on New Sources of Energy3 held in Rome 
in 1961, the ~~tcr~egional S_ymposium on the Develop
ment and Ut1hzatton of Oil Shale Resources held in 
Tallin, Esto~ian SSR, in 1968, and in September 1970, 
the Symposmm on Development and Utilization of 
Geothermal Resources, in Pisa, Italy. 

To provide guidance in fields of special interest, the 
Division frequently organizes studies, through inter
national panels of experts. A panel on integrated river 
basin development produced a now famous report 
which has become standard and has recently bee~ 
re-issued in its second edition.4 A Panel of Experts also 
wrote. the first report on large-scale groundwater ex
ploratlon;5 and another panel wrote on the relation
ship of desalination and storage, a report which has 
given to desalination a totally new direction.6 

3 Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on New 
Sources of Energy (Solar Energy, Wind Power and Geo
thermal Energy), Rome, 1961, vols. 1-7 (United Nations 
publication, Sales No.: 63.I.2, 63.I.36-41). 

4 Integrated River Basin Development (United Nations 
publication, Sales No.: E.70.II.A.4). 

ti Large-scale Ground-water Development (United Nations 
publication, Sales No.: 60.II.B.3). 

6 The Design of Water Supply Systems Based on Desalina
tion (United Nations publication, Sales No.: E.68.II.B.20). 

In the field of iron ore, through a Panel of Experts 
in 1954, the Division carried out its first survey of the 
world's iron ore resources,7 and recently, at the req~est 
of the Economic and Social Council, in its resolution 
1033C (XXXVII), carried out the second world-wide 
survey.8 The new report, recently published, reflects 
an increase on a very large scale of known iron ore 
resources as a result of the application of new tech
nology, indicating that in the foreseeable future the 
world will not suffer from a shortage of iron ore. 

The growth and diverse activities of the Resources 
and Transport Division are to some extent a demo~
stration of the usefulness of the United Nations in 
the field of economic development and the effectiveness 
of putting into practice the international expertise the 
United Nations has at its disposal, not only in the 
field, but in the development of new concepts that can 
be applied in some of the industrialized countries. The 
United Nations, being composed of many Member 
States, cannot perhaps apply the s~eed of. de~i~ion
making habitual to private companies or md1VI?ual 
Governments; it is bound to act within a circumscribed 
framework. Yet, within these limits, much can be 
accomplished, provided effective use is made of the 
United Nations' unique access to an international store
house of expertise, both in experience and in personnel. 

As long as the staff of the United Nations, at 
Headquarters and in the field, believe in Uni~ed 
Nations principles, believe in the principle of effective 
performance and are intellectually alert and devo~ed 
to the work they are carrying out, the co-operative 
approach we have developed over the years _and ~e 
feeling of pride in working for the United Nations ~11 
ensure that our efforts will continue to meet with 
success. 

1 Survey of World Iron Ore Resources: Occurrence, Appraisal 
and Use (United Nations publication, Sales No.: 54.II.D.5). 

8 Survey of World Iron Ore Resources: Occurrence and Ap• 
praisa/ (United Nations publication, Sales No.: E.69.II.C.4.). 

SUMMARY - RESUME- RESUMEN 

The Resources and Transport Division 

The article traces the history of the Resources and Transport 
Division (which will supervise the substantive matter of the 
Forum) from its inception as a Unit about two decades ago 
to its present organization with an international staff of 
specialists representing the economic and technical fields con
nected with natural resources. During that time it has played 
a primary role in establishing the material importance of 
natural resources in economic development. 

After the creation of the Special Fund in 1959 there was 
increased opportunity to engage actively in the search for 
new resources, and in finding ways of making better use of 
old ones. As a result it can be stated today that natural 
resources are far more widely available ~han was h~therto 
supposed, and this fact now plays . a weighty part m t~e 
decisions of policy makers as well as m those of the Econormc 
and Social Council. 

Over the years, through projects of t~e. _United Na~ions 
D 1 t Programme (UNDP), the D1vmon has assisted 

eve opmen . 1 • • t tab develo in countries in conducting _exp oration ~ro1ec s, es . • 
• p g_ · grammes foundmg laboratories and settmg 

lish111g ltra1_mnlg hprodrological' and other resource services, at 
up geo ogica , Y 
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all times with emphasis upon the training of local personnel, 
both on the job and by means of fellowships abroad. In recent 
years it has offered advisory services in matters of mining law 
or in urgent projects such as dam construction. Not only 
does it provide the expertise of its own staff at Headquarte~s, 
but where desirable it engages the services of consultants in 
every field. 

Certain working principles have emerged, guiding the 
activities of the Division. The new technologies are brought to 
bear on the work of exploration; an integrated approach is 
fostered in which contact between related fields is maintained; 
on every project as much information as possible is collected, 
so as to establish a generally useful bank of information; 
and care is taken to ensure that all work shall be economically 
justified within the context of total development. 

Apart from its field operations, the Division is responsible 
for providing reports and material to a variety of United 
Nations bodies, and it has organized seminars, conferences 
and special studies. A concrete expression of the importance 
of the Division's work has been the recent decision by the 
Economic and Social Council to establish a standing Com
mittee on Natural Resources. 



La Division des ressources et des transports 

L'article retrace l'histoire de la Division des ressources et 
des .t:ansports (qui assurera la supervision des materiaux 
p~bhes dans la Tribune des ressources naturelles) depuis ses 
~ebuts en tant que service distinct, ii y a quelque 20 ans, 
Jus~u•a son organisation presente, avec son personnel inter
national compose de specialistes representant }'ensemble des 
domaines economiques et techniques se rapportant aux res
sources ~aturelles. Durant cette periode, elle a joue un role 
de p~em1er plan dans la reconnaissance de l'importance 
ipatenel_le des ressources naturelles dans le developpement 
econonuque. 

Apres la creation du Fends special en 1959, des moyens 
sans cesse accrus ont permis d'entreprendre activement la 
recherche de nouvelles ressources ainsi que des methodes 
permet,tant de faire rneilleur usage de celles deja connues. 
Les resultats montrent que Jes ressources naturelles sont 
beaucoup plus largement disponibles qu'on ne l'avait cru 
iusqu'a present, et cette consideration est maintenant de poids 
dans les decisions des responsables de la politique des res
sources naturelles comme dans celles du Conseil economique 
et social. 

Au cours des annees, par I'intermediaire des projets du 
Programme des Nations Unies pour le developpement la 
Division a aide Jes pays en voie de developpement en exec;tant 
des pr?jets de recherche, en etablissant des programmes de 
formation, en creant des Iaboratoires et en organisant des 
services specialises dans le domaine des ressources naturelles : 
geologiques, hydrologiques et autres. Dans tous Jes cas une 
attention particuliere a ete donnee a la formation de per
so~nel local, a la fois a !'occasion de l'execution du projet 
meme et au moyen de bourses de formation a I'etranger. 
Dans les demieres annees, les services de conseillers spe
cialises ont ete fournis dani des domaines divers allant de 
I~ legislation miniere a la construction de barrages. La Divi
sion non seulement prete les services specialises de son per
sonnel au Siege, mais aussi, s'il est necessaire, a recours A 
des consultants dans tous Jes domaines. 

Certains principes d'action ont pu etre degages pour guider 
les activites de la Division. Les nouvelles techniques sont 
appliquees aux activites de prospection; on cherche a favoriser 
une approche integree qui tienne compte des domaines con
nexes; on recueille le maximum d'information sur chaque 
projet pour constituer une banque des donnees generalement 
utiles; enfin, on veille a faire en sorte que tous Jes travaux 
soient justifies sur le plan economique dans le cadre du 
developpernent general. 

Outre Jes travaux sur le terrain, la Division a dans ses 
attributions l'etablissement de rapports et autres materiaux 
destines a divers organes des Nations Unies, et !'organisation 
de seminaires, de conferences et de groupes d'etudes speciali-
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sees. Une expression concrete de !'importance du travail de 
la Division a ete la recente decision du Conseil economique 
et social d'etablir un Comite des ressources naturelles. 

Division de Recursos y Transportes 

El artfoulo hace la historia de la Divisi6n de Recursos y 
Transportes (la cual supervisara la tematica esencial del 
Foro) desde que se cre6 como dependencia hace unos veinte 
aiios hasta su organizacion actual con una plantilla de fun
cionarios internacionales especializados en Ios campos econo
micos y tecnicos relacionados con los recursos naturales. 
Durante ese lapso ha desempefiado un papel destacado para 
cristalizar la importancia material de Ios recursos naturales 
en el desarrollo econ6mico. 

Desde que se organiz6 el Fondo Especial en 1959, ha habido 
cada vez mas oportunidades de iniciar la busqueda de nuevos 
recursos y encontrar rnetodos para aprovechar mejor Ios 
recursos conocidos. Como consecuencia, puede afirmarse ahora 
que existen muchos mas recursos naturales disponibles que 
lo que se suponfa, y este hecho constituye un factor determi
nante en las decisiones de los encargados de establecer 
politicas, asi como en !as del Consejo Econ6mico y Social. 

Con el transcurso de los afios y mediante los proyectos 
del Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo 
(PNUD), la Divisi6n ha ayudado a los pafses en desarrollo a 
realizar proyectos de exploraci6n, organizar programas de 
capacitaci6n, crear laboratorios y establecer servicios para 
los recursos geol6gicos, hidrol6gicos, etc., destacando siempre 
la capacitaci6n de personal nacional en el empleo y mediante 
becas en el extranjero. En Ios ultimos afios ha ofrecido ser
vicios de asesoramiento sobre leyes de mineria o en proyectos 
urgentes, tales como construccion de presas. No s6lo propor
ciona los conocimientos especiales de su propio personal en 
Nueva York, sino que contrata consultores en todas !as 
esferas de actividad cuando es necesario. 

Se han creado algunos principios generales de trabajo que 
orientan las actividades de la Division. Se aplican nuevas 
tecnicas en los trabajos de exploraci6n; se estimula el enfoque 
integrado, por el cual se mantiene contacto entre las esferas 
de actividad conexas; se reune toda la informaci6n posible 
de cada proyecto, a fin de establecer un banco informativo 
util en general, y se cuida de que todo el trabajo este econ6-
micamente justificado dentro del contexto del desarrollo global. 

Aparte de sus operaciones en Ios pafses, la Divisi6n se 
encarga de proporcionar informes y material a una serie de 
6rganos de las Naciones Unidas, y ha convocado seminarios 
y conferencias y preparado estudios especiales. Una expresi6n 
concreta de la importancia de la labor de la Division ha sido 
la reciente decision del Consejo Economico y Social de crear 
un Comite permanente de Recursos Naturales. 



GEOCHEMICAL EXPLORATION IN UNITED NATIONS MINERAL SURVEYS 

by Claude LE PEL TIER 

Technical Adviser, Geology and Mining Section, 
Resources and Transport Division, United Nations Secretariat 

The first United Nations mineral survey became 
operational at the end of 1960. Since that time, sixty
six major mineral projects, financed jointly by the 
United Nations Development Programme (Special 
Fund) and by a requesting Government have been 
entrusted to the United Nations as executing agency. 
~e scope of the projects covers economic and indus
tnal studies and the establishment of educational and 
research institutes, but they are directed mainly towards 
th~ _search for exploitable minerals, including the 
trammg of counterpart personnel in the various modem 
methods of mineral exploration. 

Apart from purely airborne or off-shore surveys, 
there have been fifty-four ground exploration projects 
for metallic minerals, of which forty-eight have used 
geochemical techniques ranging from ancillary analyses 
to full-scale reconnaissance and follow-up programmes 
that is, 73 per cent of the total, and if we consider 
ground exploration projects alone, 89 per cent. The 
present review is based on data collected from forty
one projects, conducted over almost a decade (1961-
1969). During this period, about 437,000 samples 
were collected and analysed by colorimetric, atomic 
absorption or spectrographic techniques, and more than 
1,940,000 determinations for a wide range of elements 
carried out in laboratories, many of which were com
pletely set up by the United Nations; others were 
made available by the counterpart organizations. The 
yearly average, over a period of nine years, was 
49,000 samples collected and 215,000 geochemical 
determinations made, but these figures were increasing 
steadily over the period covered. 

At the beginning of 1970 there were nineteen 
projects in operation carrying out geochemical explora
tion, and it was supposed there would be twenty-five 
by the end of the year: fifteen in Africa, seven in 
Latin America, two in the Middle East and one in 
Asia. 

From these twenty-five projects, it is expected that 
about 100,000 samples will have been collected and 
600,000 determinations carried out. It is not possible 
to make a long-range forecast for future geochemical 
activity because the trend of UNDP involvement in 
the field of natural resources is not clear at present, 
but it is fair conjecture that given the present level 
of activity, the relative importance of geochemistry 
in each project will continue to increase for some 
time to come, particularly with regard to the number 
of analyses carried out on each sample; it follows 
then that the volume of analytical data available for 
interpretation will probably increase considerably, pos
ing new problems of treatment and interpretation. 
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EVOLUTION IN TECHNIQUES 

During the first decade of operation, the trend has 
been towards greater refinement of analytical and inter
pretation techniques. Five years ago there was a 
bottleneck of slow analytical determinations. This was 
overcome by the introduction to the laboratory of 
atomic absorption spectrophotometry. There are 
twenty-one AA facilities now in operation in project 
laboratories, predominantly those of Perkin Elmer, 
Jarrell Ash and Techtron. Greater use is progressively 
being made of emission spectrography and in some 
cases of X-ray fluorescence. After the completion of a 
project, such equipment is us1;1all¥ turned over to the 
Government counterpart orgamzatton. 

In the field of interpretation, we have passed from 
a purely empirical stage to statistical analysis and 
computer treatment of data. 

Simultaneously with the technical evolution, a special
ization of personnel has come about. In the early 
1960s, many projects had a small geochemical explora
tion component-if any-which was usually the respon
sibility of one of the staff geologists: a Jack-of-all
trades, geologist and geochemist combined, if not also 
topographer and draftsman. The system worked well 
enough-but nowadays the species is becoming rare, 
and I daresay is disappearing (at least in the kind 
of integrated programmes we are considering) before 
the advance of a new breed of exploration man, the 
geochemist, whose definition I will leave discreetly 
aside. 

Geochemical exploration is now an affair of spe
cialists and team-work. Besides the geochemist, who 
is primarily responsible for orientation of the pro
gramme and supervision of its execution, a chemist is 
ordinarily in charge of the laboratory. Short-term 
consultants are also called in for difficult or particularly 
important operations, or at critical stages, such as the 
orientation phase and the laying-out of the programme, 
and for the interpretation of data. 

MAIN FEATURES OF GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS 

Geochemistry is at its best in reconnaissance. Stream 
sediment reconnaissance surveys represent the bulk 
of our geochemical operations. They have the great 
advantage of contributing to the understanding of the 
regional geology, an enormous asset especially in rug
ged tropical or equatorial country where the geology 
is little known, which compensates for the relatively 
slow pace of the survey and the need for numerous 
personnel. 



The method is employed either as the initial recon
naissance technique or after an area has already been 
outlined by photogeological, geological or airborne geo
physical survey. The subsequent detailed surveys are 
usually done in close association with large-scale geo
logical mapping and ground geophysics. 

So far, neither hydrogeochcmical nor biogeochcmical 
surveys have been carried out in UNDP projects. 

The main characteristic of United Nations surveys 
is their diversity: they vary in the type of operation, 
in size and geographical distribution and in the inter
nationally recruited staff which carries them out. While 
the great majority of surveys arc purely exploration
oricnted-eithcr reconnaissance or follow-up---there arc 
also such operations as the establishment of geological 
institutes, for example in Iran, the Philippines,1 and 
Jordan, which arc oriented towards training and educa
tion. 

Small ancillary surveys might involve perhaps some 
hundreds of samples and thousands of analyses (as in 
Nigeria); full-scale programmes with reconnaissance 
and follow-up might reach 10,000 samples and about 
60,000 determinations per year, as in Panama, Guate
mala or Malaysia (Sabah). Material means and logis
tical support vary accordingly. Sampling is made by 
parties on foot, horse-back, mule-back, four-wheel drive 
vehicles, boats or helicopters. Analytical work may be 
carried out on the spot, or in field-based laboratories, 
or in a central laboratory. The degree of sophistication 
of interpretation varies in the same measure, from 
simple profile drawing to-for example-trend surface 
analyses. 

The surveys are world-wide, with a distribution 
south of latitude 40° N. The United Nations has had 
projects-to cite only a few-in Asia and the Far East 
(British Solomons, India, Malaysia) the Middle East 
(Cyprus, Iran and Turkey), Africa (Ethiopia, Senegal, 
Zambia), Central America (Guatemala, Honduras, 
Nicaragua) and South America (Bolivia, Chile, Ecua
dor). 

Such far-flung distribution entails operations under 
all topographical and climatical conditions, from the 
Bolivian Altiplano to the hills of Senegal, from the 
swamps of Panama to the deserts of Sudan. Climate 
is a very influential factor in geochemical prospecting, 
and surveys have been carried out in the most deserts, 
such as Atacama in Chile, in the semi-arid savannahs 
of the Niger, in the tropical hills of Nicaragua and 
in the equatorial jungle of Congo or Guyana. 

Unlike geophysical operations which draw heavily 
on contractors geochemical surveys are carried out 
by United Nations personnel, the only outside c~m
tribution consisting of short-term consultant geochemists 
at critical stages of operations; sub-contracts with 
private or public laboratories for c~mtrol analyses. or 
special determinations; and automahc data processmg 
through consultants or sub-contracts. . 

The United Nations personnel represents a wide 
ranoe of nationalities. Since . 1961 we ha".e engaged 
the O services of 20 geochei:ins!s, 16 _chemists and 7 
short-term consultants. It is mterestmg to note the 
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distribution of their countries of origin. The 20 geo
chemists came from twelve different countries-14 from 
Europe, 2 from Latin America, 2 from the United 
States and Canada and one each from Asia and 
Africa. Of the 14 European geochemists, 9 (that is 
4S per cent of the total) came from the USSR, Cze
choslovakia and Poland. Even more striking were the 
figures at the beginning of 1970: of 13 geochem~sts on 
duty, 9 came from Eastern Europe-a pro_portion of 
70 per cent. This trend seems firmly established. 

The national distribution for the 16 analytical 
chemists ( 11 of them still on duty) .is more even. 
They come from thirteen different countries, 10 from 
Europe, 4 from North America, and one each from 
Asia and Africa. Only three are from Eastern Europe. 

Seven consultants have assisted in United Nations 
programmes from five different countries; but ~er: 
the situation is the reverse of that of the geochemists. 
4 were from the United States and Canada and the 
remaining 3 from Western Europe. 

The heterogeneity of professional background ~d 
experience of the people engaged in our. geo~hemi~al 
exploration programmes resulted, at first! ~n difficul~es 
in operational co-ordination, each individual havmg 
particular approach to the problems to be treat~d. But 
with the years, as experience was exchanged, this very 
variety of professional background turned out to be 
beneficial, and a kind of unity has been forg~d 
throughout all United Nations projects. The mam 
remaining inconvenience is the high t~r!lover ~f 
project personnel and the difficulty in recruitl~g quali
fied professionals for relatively short-term assignments 
-one to three years. This has been ofis~t by efforts, 
generally successful, to retain the services of par
ticularly competent people by reassigning th~m to a 
new project after the completion of their assignment. 
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Figures for field productivity vary from one project 
to another; for example in detailed surveys, the samples 
collected per party per day may be anywhere between 
twenty and a hundred, depending on topography and 
sampling pattern. In reconnaissance surveys the ~ange 
is somewhat narrower: three to fifteen stream sediment 
samples may be collected per party per day, with an 
average of ten samples considered as fairly repre
sentative in average conditions ( as in Ecuador a_nd 
Guatemala). Soil sampling done in Senegal ( on gnds 
of 2,000 X 500 metres and 1,000 X 500 metres) 
gave the same average rate of sampling. 

The average monthly output of some of our field 
laboratories, calculated over one year, vary by ~ to 
10 ratio approximately, from a monthly 600 determina
tions in the case of small operations to 6,000 for 
full-scale programmes. These results are obtained in 
relatively small and simple laboratories, usually staffed 
by one United Nations chemist assisted by local 
counterparts. 

Considering the inherent characteristics of our 
projects, their short-life and relatively long warm-up 
period, and the problems of counterpart per~onnel 
training, the productivity figures may be considered 
reasonably good. 

The cost per area unit in detailed surveys is directly 
proportional to sampling density; figures vary between 
$50 and more than $1,000 per square kilometre. 



For example, the cost of a follow-up soil survey !n 
Senegal carried out along a 100 X 200-metre gnd 
(that is, 48 samples per square kilometre) was $175 
per square kilometre. 

In the case of reconnaissance surveys, which com
prise the bulk of United Nations geochemical explora
tion programmes, in spite of their ~iversity the ~os!s 
per unit of stream sediment reconnaissance fall within 
a relatively narrow range of $5-14 per square kilo
metre, the average being $10. These figures have been 
obtained from surveys with a sampling density ranging 
from one sample per half a square kilometre to one 
sample per 10 square kilometres, an average being 
one sample for one or two square kilometres. 

CASE HISTORIES 

Two particularly successful operations where geo
chemistry played a major role were carried out in 
Malaysia and Panama. 

Integrated survey in Malaysia (Sabah) 

From 1961 to 1965, an integrated survey, including 
hydrology, sylviculture, pedology and mineral explora
tion, was carried out in Sabah, the northern part of 
Borneo, at a total cost of $1,560,000. The mineral 
exploration component lasted two and a half years and 
was concentrated in the valley of the Labuk River, 
an area largely underlain by ultrabasic intrusive rocks, 
but there are few outcrops and the geology is little 
known. A geochemical drainage survey was planned 
and supervised by a consulting geochemist and carri~d 
out under the guidance of a United Nations geologist 
over approximately 3,500 square kilometres in difficult 
conditions: rough topography, heavy forest and bad 
weather. 

Stream sediment samples were often collected ~y 
boat. The sampling inte.rval was usually one-half mile 
and the over-all sampling density about two samples 
per square kilometre. Samples were analysed for cold
extractable copper in the field and for Cu and Ni (hot 
extraction) in a central laboratory in Jesselton. The 
results for nickel were negative. Copper backgrounds 
were established at 10 ppm for cxCu and at 80 ppm 
for total Cu. On a total of 119 copper anomalies, 
21 were selected for detailed follow-up investigations: 
ridge and spurs soil-sampling, grid-sampling, trenching 
and pitting. 

The most promising anomaly was outlined in the 
head-waters of the Mamut River: anomalous cxCu 
values (four times the threshold) extend over five 
miles downstream. Follow-up investigation disclosed 
a principal zone of sulphide mineralization of 34 acres 
with soil Cu values ranging from 400 to 6,000 ppm. 
The geology is complex, strongly folded and faulted; 
weakly metamorphosed sedimentary rocks are intruded 
by large masses of ultr~basic rocks a~~ smaller intru
sions of porphyry, dolerite and serpenhmte. 

Further work by the Borneo Geological Survey2 

revealed the presence of porphyry copper minera~za
tion and the Government mv1ted proposals for detailed 

' 
2 H. J. C. Kirk, "Porphyry-copper deposits in northern 

Sabah, Malaysia", London, Inst. Mining Metallurgy Trans., 
vol. 76 (1967), p. B 212-13. 
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exploration and development. Evaluation studies indi
cated reserves of about 100 million tons averaging 
0. 7 per cent copper. 

Panama mineral survey 

A more recent example where geochemistry was 
the backbone of the exploration programme was the 
mineral survey carried out from 1965 to 1968 over 
17,000 square kilometres of the Azuero Penins~la 
in Panama. This is a difficult area for exploration 
because of the climatic conditions which are humid
tropical with 200 inches of rainfall annually. The 
region is virtually uninhab~ted and _covered by un~roken 
primary forest. Geochemical dramage reconnaissa~ce 
was considered the best approach to general exploration 
and an important programme was set up by the 
United Nations team, which included, among others, 
a geochemist and a chemist, with the assistance of a 
consultant. 

• Attention was first attracted to the northern part 
of the project area by clear, if not very strong, 
anomalies in cold-extractable heavy metals and copper 
in stream sediment (anomalous values of 200-225 ppm 
Cu against a high regional background of 80 ppm). 
A more detailed stream sediment survey outlined two 
areas, Botija and Petaquila, with high copper-molyb
denum anomalies (up to 2,000 ppm Cu and 125 
ppm Mo). They could be traced downstream for 
10 and 17 km respectively. 

The regional geology consists of andesitic and 
basaltic lavas, probably Miocene, with three youn~er 
main intrusives composed largely of quart~ monzomt~, 
granadiorite and dacite. Follow-up work mcluded soil 
sampling (Cu, Pb, Zn, Mo), geophysics (EM-magneto
metry) and scout drilling, which intersected porphyry
copper-type mineralization and confirmed the existence 
of orebodies of possible economic interest. The Gov
ernment of Panama then sent out invitations for 
proposals for detailed evaluation and possible develop
ment. Another result of this discovery was that several 
mining companies started prospecting activities in other 
areas of Panama and elsewhere in Central America. 

Miscellaneous projects 

Other projects where geocherni_stry was one of the 
main components of the exploration programme took 
place in the following countries: 

Senegal. A general reconnaissance was carried out 
by soil sampling along 2,000 X 500-metr~ gr1~. The 
problem of lateritic cover made the samplmg difficult 
in some parts of the area. • 

British Solomon Islands. Regional reconnaissance 
was carried out by boat, sampling the river-mouth sedi
ment around the islands; 

Chile. Detailed surveys were made of hydrothermal 
alteration zones; 

Argentina. A general reconnaissance was made of 
130 000 km2 in the Andes for the purpose of selecting 
foll~w-up areas rapidly; 

El Salvador. Regional reconnaissance was c~ed 
out in areas covered with thick Quaternary post-mmeral 
volcanics. 



Guatemala. Stream sediment sampling and spring 
sampling were done and statistical interpretation made 
of geochemical data. 

Swaziland. Reconnaissance and follow-up surveys 
were made for gold by tracing As and Sb in stream 
sediment. 

Cyprus. Orientation surveys and research were done 
on the primary dispersion of base metal sulphides in 
volcanic rocks and very complete mathematical inter
pretation made of the data. 

RECORDING OF DATA 

The development of geochemistry in the decade 
under review and the results achieved have been 
spectacular. In United Nations survey projects, geo
chemical exploration is now a key technique. A cumu
lative problem has been generated, however, of the 
recording, storage and treatment of the ever-increasing 
mass of data. At present there is a lack of homogeneity 

in the recording and presentation of fie~d _results: 
efforts are being made towards standard1Zat1on, so 
that the vast amount of information collected through
out the world may not be lost in dusty files but be 
recorded in computer-recoverable. form . an~ made 
easily available for further analysis. Ordmarily, use 
is made of only the most obvious geochemical features 
in a given survey; however, the "raw data" alo~e 
have great potential value, and they should b~ easily 
retrievable for interpretation or re-interpretat10_n by 
computerized methods in order to extract the maximu~ 
information in the light of the latest development 1Il 
this field. 

This problem should be tackled before too vast 
and unmanageable a volume of figures will have 
accumulated making it tedious to go back through 
the data and recast them for computer assimilation. 
This is the only way geochemical material can beco~e 
available for interproject correlations a~d provide 
mineral exploration guidance on a fully regional scale. 

SUMMARY - RESUME- RESUMEN 

Geochemical exploration in United Nations mineral 
surveys: Claude Lepeltier 

Since 1960, sixty-six mineral projects sponsored by the 
United Nations Development Programme have been entrusted 
to the United Nations as executing agency, and forty-eight of 
them have carried out geochemical exploration programmes. 
Data collected from forty-one projects reflect the growing im
portance of geochemical prospecting among the various explo
ration techniques. During nine years of operation (1961-1970), 
about 437,000 samples were collected and 1,940,000 determi
nations carried out, and these figures are expected to increase 
steadily in the future. The data show also the evolution to
wards greater specialization and sophistication in personnel and 
techniques; since 1966, the bottleneck in analytical determina
tions has been overcome by the introduction in the laboratory 
of the atomic absorption spectrophotometer; and geochemists 
today are usually assisted by chemists. 

United Nations geochemical surveys are extremely diver
sified as to personnel, type of operation, size, organization 
and geographical distribution. Nevertheless, the costs of 
reconnaissance stream-sediment surveys (which make the 
bulk of the programmes) are relatively steady, varying from 
$US 5 to 14 per square kilometre with_ an average of $~0 
per square kilometre. The costs of detailed follow-up (so1l
surveys) are more • variable, _varying from $5~. to $1,000, 
depending upon sampling density and local cond1t1ons. In the 
laboratory, the cost per determination of usual bas: metals 
is, in large operations, as low as $0.50;. the avera~e 1s. below 
one dollar per determination. Some typical case h1stones are 
briefly reviewed. 

h 
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La prospection geochimique dans lea programmes 
d'exploration miniere de !'Organisation des Na
tions Unies: Claude Lepeltier 

Depuis 1960, 66 projets miniers finances par 1~ PrograJ:?m: 
des Nations Unies pour le developpement ont ete c~nfie~ a 
!'Organisation des Nations Unies, en tant qu'agent d'executton, 
et 48 d'entre eux comportaient ou comportent des pro~r~mmes 
d'exploration geochimique. Les informations recueilhes . au 
sujet de 41 projets attestent !'importance de la prospe_ctton 
geochimique [en neuf ans ( 1961-1970), 437 000 echantillons 
preleves et 1 940 000 analyses geochimiques effectuees] et la 
place croissante qu'elle occupe parmi les technique,s d'.:xplora
tion. On s'attend que ces chiffres augmenteront reguherement 
a l'avenir. Les donnees indiquent egalement que le personnel 
s'est specialise et les methodes se sont perfectionnees; l'in:tro
duction, en 1966, de spectrophotometres d'absorption atom1que 
dans les laboratoires a perrnis de resorber l'excedent, d'a1;1alyses 
geochimiques a entreprendre; aujourd'hui, Jes geoch1m1stes 
sont d'ordinaire assistes par des chimistes. 
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L'un des traits principaux des prospections geochimiques 
entreprises par l'Organisation des Nations Unies est leur 
extreme diversite quant au personnel, au type et a l'echelle 
des operations, a !'organisation et a la repartition _geogra
phique. Malgre cette diversite, les couts des prospections de 
reconnaissance dans les alluvions de riviere, qui representent 
l'essentiel des operations, sont relativement constants: ils 
varient de 5 a 14 dollars des Etats-Unis par km2, la moyenne 
se situant a 10 dollars par km2. Le cout des prospections 
de detail (dans les sols) est beaucoup plus sujet a fluctua
tions et peut varier de 50 a 1 000 dollars par km2 en fonction 
de la densite d'echantillonnage et des conditions locales. Au 
laboratoire, le cofit de la determination d'un element courant 
peut etre ramene a 0,50 dollar, la moyenne etant inferieure 
a 1 dollar. Quelques exemples de prospection sont passes 
en revue. 

Le point faible de ces programmes est qu'en raison meme 
de leur diversite il y a manque d'uniformite dans l'enregistre-



ment et la presentation des donnees; jusqu'a un certain point 
cela conduit aussi a une exploitation incomplete des resultats. 
Une des taches immediates est d'etablir une standardisation 
dans ce domaine, permettant de traiter Jes resultats geochimi
ques sur ordinateur. 

La exploraciou geoquimica en las investigaciones 
de minerales de las Naciones Unidas: Claude 
Lepeltier 

Desde 1960, sesenta y seis proyectos de minerales auspi
ciad<?s por el Programa de !as Naciones Unidas para el 
Desarrollo han sido encomendados a las Naciones Unidas 
como organismo de ejecuci6n, y en 48 de ellos se ban llevado 
a cabo programas de exploraci6n geoqufmica. Los datos reco
gidos de 41 proyectos reflejan la importancia creciente de 
la prospecci6n geoqufmica entre las diversas tecnicas de explo
raci6n geoqufmica. En nueve afios de operaciones, se tomaron 
cerca de 437.000 muestras y se efectuaron 1.940.000 deterrni
naciones; se calcula que estas cifras aumentaran sistematica
mente en el futuro. La informaci6n acumulada tambien 
demuestra la evoluci6n del personal y de las tecnicas hacia 
una e~pecializaci6n y un perfeccionamiento mayor; el embo
tellam1ento de las determinaciones anallticas ha sido superado 
desde 1966 con la introducci6n en el laboratorio del espec-
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t6metro de absorci6n at6mica; ademas, los geoqu1m1cos 
cuentan usualmente con la asistencia de qufrnicos. 

Las investigaciones geoquimicas de las Naciones Unidas 
presentan una extrema diversificaci6n en cuanto a personal, 
tipo de operaci6n, magnitud, organizaci6n y distribuci6n 
geografica. A pesar de ella, los costos de las investigaciones 
de reconocimiento de los sedimentos de rfo, que forman el 
grueso de los programas, son relativamente constantes: varfan 
de 5 a 14 d6Iares por Km2, con un promedio de 10 d6lares 
por Km2. Los costos de prospecci6n detallada (investiga
ciones edafol6gicas) son menos constantes y varfan de 50 a 
1.000 d6lares, segun la densidad del muestreo y las condi
ciones locales. En el laboratorio, el costo por determinaci6n 
de un metal corriente es de apenas 0,50 d61ares, en el caso de 
grandes operaciones; el promedio es inferior a un d6lar por 
determinaci6n. Se analizan brevemente algunos ejemplos tipicos 
de prospecci6n. 

La desventaja principal de tal variedad de programas de 
exploraci6n es la falta de uniforrnidad en la compilaci6n y 
presentaci6n de los datos; esta, hasta cierto punto, se relaciona 
con una explotaci6n incompleta de . los resultados. 

Una meta inmediata debe ser la instituci6n de un sistema 
de compilaci6n y presentaci6n de los datos en forma utilizable 
por computadoras. 
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In any nation, whether it has a centrally planned and 
controlled economy or a private enterprise economy, 
or a mixture of the two, or whether it has a developed 
or a developing economy, mineral policy comprises 
only one element of the total national policy. Mineral 
policy must be such that it enables mineral exploita
tion1 to contribute to over-all national objectives. 
Indeed, it is only in the light of national objectives 
that mineral policy can be formulated (or modified) 
and implemented. In this context, the discipline of 
mineral economics can provide an essential tool in 
the formulation, modification, implementation and 
evaluation of mineral policy in relation to over-all 
national objectives. 

Expressing the foregoing more directly, mineral ex
ploitation should not be carried out merely for the 
sake of mineral exploitation itself but rather as an 
important aid in the attainment of national objectives. 

What might be a nation's objectives towards which 
mineral policy could contribute? In the case of Canada, 
which has elements of both developed and developing 
economies and which is essentially a private enter
prise economy with a measure of indicative planning, 
general national policy seeks rising levels of per capita 
real income with minimum unemployment, inflation, 
cyclical instability, and environ~ental destruction; 
rising absolut~ levels of pof!ulat10~. an? output to 
maintain and improve Canada s position m the world 
community; a favourabl~ b~lan~e of p~yments; and a 
measure of equitable distribution of mcome among 
the population and _equitable deve~opment among ~e
gions. Notwithstanding the necessity of compromise 
among these general objectives-because s<;>me are to 
an extent incompatible-they represent a~ mterrelated 
package. They reflect no! onl~ economic but no~
economic objectives (that 1~ social, cultu:al and polit
ical oals and matters relatmg to soverei~ty an~ de
fenc!) Hence, desirable rates of efficient. natton:il 

d • • 1 economic growth must be considered m an reg10na 

" 1 ·t fon" as employed in this paper, covers 
1 The term expf 01 !l- ~ral 'exploration, development and pro

the full process o mm 
duction. 
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"optimum" rather than "maximum" terms be_cause. of 
the utility gained in realizing the non-economic objec
tives. 

The objectives of other nations, particularly tI:ose 
with developing economies, may differ from the objec
tives ascribed to Canada. Whatever they m~y be, h?w
ever, mineral policy must be formulated m the l!gl_it 
of them, not only for idealistic reasons bu! for realistic 
ones. At the national budget level, for mstan<:e, the 
planning of public expenditures involves a co~tmuo~s 
process of choice. National legislatures e~erc1se the~r 
choice of priorities by limiting or expandmg exp~n~1-
tures in one area or another of government a~t1v1ty 
to meet specific national objectives or to fit particular 
budget levels. It is important to realize a~d accept 
that governmental activities in support of mmeral :e
source exploitation must compete for funds with 
activities that support other sectors of the eco~omy. 
Budget proposals for expenditures in support of mmer~ 
resource exploitation must, therefore, be prepa_red Ill 
the light of, and couched in terms of, the attamment 
of national objectives. It is at this critical level that 
the application of mineral economics can play a key 
role. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
MINERAL RESOURCE OBJECTIVES 

The development of national mineral resou_rce ob
jectives and of specific mineral policies to a~tam these 
objectives should, therefore, reflect the a!1alys1s, evalua
tion and interrelationship of the followmg: 

(a) General national policies and objectives; 
(b) The political, economic, social and physiographic 

character of the nation; 
(c) The known or potential mineral resource base; 
(d) The unique characteristics of mineral resources 

and the mineral industry. 
Having considered the first, let us now turn to the 

second of their points, that is the political, economic, 
social and physiographic character of the nation and 
the implications of these factors in mineral policy. 



Whether a nation has a centrally planned and con
trolled economy, a private enterprise economy, or a 
mixed economy, the nature and stability of its Govern
ment will have a profound effect on its mineral policy 
and the attainment of mineral resource objectives. 
Mineral resource exploitation is risky, capital intensive 
and, in the case of most nations, necessarily oriented 
towards external markets. These three characteristics 
have implications for the political environment in 
developing countries, in which it is desired to encour
~ge mineral resource exploitation. Generally, there is 
msufficient capital for resource exploitation within the 
nation itself, and such capital as does exist is not 
oriented to risky enterprises; also, there are generally 
insufficient domestic markets for the products of the 
mineral enterprise. It is necessary, therefore, to attract 
for~ign capital investment in competition with other 
nations, both developed and developing-foreign in
vestment which carefully weighs the terms of entry into 
the seeking nation in comparison with the terms of 
entry into other nations and the attendant risks. Both 
the nature and the stability of the Government are, 
therefore, factors to be considered in the formulation 
of a mineral policy designed to encourage mineral 
resource exploitation. 

The state of a nation's economic development has 
i~plications for mineral policy. Consideration must be 
given to the level of sophistication of existing primary, 
secondary and tertiary industry, and to the existence, 
quantity and distribution of infrastructure such as 
P?wer plants, railroads, roads, airstrips, harbours, hos
pitals, schools, communication facilities and financial 
institutions. The level of social development must be 
considered also-in particular, the aptitudes and atti
tudes of the population as they pertain to the level of 
education and technical and managerial skills needed 
!or mineral enterprises. The physiography of the nation 
1s an important consideration in the formulation of 
~ineral policy, particularly in nations of large physical 
size or with difficult terrain or for regions distant from 
tide-water. 

EsSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MINERAL RESOURCES 

Mineral policy must also take into consideration the 
essential characteristics and problems of mineral re
sources, in many ways unique compared with other 
economic goods. Some of these characteristics are: 

(a) A mineral deposit that can be economically 
used is unusual, relative to the volume and areal extent 
of the earth's crust. The complexity of geological pro
cesses does not provide all mineral occurrences with 
the same technical characteristics to facilitate dis
covery, exploitation and evaluation. Mineral deposits 
usually vary in chemical and physical characteristics, 
both horizontally and at depth; the necessity of probing 
below the earth's surface adds considerably to prob
lems of discovery, exploitation and evaluation. Thus, 
mineral deposits vary widely as to location, size, 
quality, complexity, proximity to surface, and, there
fore, economic potential. Thus, also, there is an inher
ent time lag of from a few years to decades between 
the time of the discovery of a mineral deposit and the 
time of first production; 
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( b) Unlike other natural resources, minerals are 
a non-renewable resource, with each deposit subject 
to technical and economic depletion. The aggregate 
supply of mineral resources can be considered gen
erally continuous through time as technology and capital 
utilization are allocated to seek new deposits, mineral 
and non-mineral substitutes, and more efficient exploi
tation and utilization. However, with disaggregation of 
analysis to individual industries, commodities and pro
ducing regions, the known resource base is fixed and 
depletable. For an economic unit such as a company, 
the depletion factor, the risk of uncertainty about the 
deposit, and the very wide probability range about the 
predictability of another discovery all help to explain 
firm behaviour and certain government programmes; 

( c) Mineral resources are unequally distributed 
among regions, countries, and continents by types of 
deposits and by economic usefulness. In turn, the 
demand for mineral resources is not homogeneous 
throughout regions, countries or continents. Depending 
on particular supply-demand conditions, minerals vary 
in the extent to which they enter regional, national and 
international trade. Many, however, are the subject of 
international agreements, the focus of trade policy, 
the source of economic growth for regional and na
tional economies, and the basis for national and inter
national disputes; 

(d) The long-term demand for minerals is expected 
to continue to grow at a rapid rate so that adequate 
supplies will continue to remain a major challenge. 
Nevertheless, short-term over-supply of specific minerals 
will continue to present challenges to Governments; 

(e) A major part of the mineral industry is inter
national in character so that multinational firms, foreign 
ownership and the international mobility of capital are 
important considerations for Governments; 

(/) Change in conditions of demand and supply, 
including such uncertain variables as new discoveries 
and technological innovation, affect the competitive 
position and trade patterns of individual establish
ments, regions, nations and continents. Such changes 
give rise to problems of cyclical instability, dislocation 
by industry and region, and mineral shortages for 
industry; 

(g) Since mineral resources occur in proximity to 
other natural resources, individual resource develop
ments should optimize the economic usefulness of all 
resources within areas of multiple resource conflict; 

(h) Finally, mineral resource exploitation activities 
can have socially undesirable environmental effects;2 

conversely, socially-based governmental regulations can 
inadvertently impose excessive measures, so that 
mineral resource utilization is sub-optimal, relative to 
potential net benefits to the nation. 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF A NATIONAL MINERAL POLICY 

A positive and dynamic mineral policy can be highly 
beneficial to the economic development of a nation. In 
Canada, for instance, the nation's positive mineral 

2 See also David B. Brooks and G. W. Tough, "Conserva
tion of mineral and environmental resources", paper deliv
ered at the United Nations Interregional Seminar on Mineral 
Economics, Ankara, Turkey, 12-24 October 1970. 



policy ~ur!ng the pas~ quarter of a century has contri
buted s1gmficantly to its present economic development 
and. to the attainment of a high standard of living. 
D~ring the past. twenty years, the value of Canadian 
mineral production has grown from 5.8 per cent of 
GNP to 7 .1 per cent of GNP and now amounts to 
ne_a~ly $5 . billion annually, of which 50 per cent 
onginates m the metallic sector, 20 per cent in the 
fuels sector and 21 per cent in the industrial minerals 
sector of the industry. Since the end of the Second 
World War, the annual rate. of growth of mining, 
at 8.5 per cent, has been five times that of agriculture 
nearly four times that of forestry and nearly double that 
for the. country's total real domestic product. Minerals 
and mineral products account for about one third of 
the country_'s total export trade, 43 per cent of all 
revenue freight t~affic. and more than 12 per cent of 
total ann~al capital mvestment. Mineral exploitation 
has been m large part responsible for the development 
of that vast ~art of Canada which lies above the popu
lated area Just north of the Canada-United States 
border. 

In c<:msidering the traditional economic factors of 
pr~ucu_on-land, labour and capital-minerals are 
umque m that they comprise two of these factors-the 
"land". factor in the traditional sense, and the "capital" 
factor m the sense of new wealth. Minerals are of little 
or no value to a nation lying in the ground, unexploited; 
they can b~ ~f great value to a nation in meeting 
national ob1ect1ves, when exploited. 

ELEMENTS OF A NATIONAL MINERAL POLICY3 

The gene.ral objective of a ~ation's mineral policy 
could conceivably be expressed m the following terms: 
"To develop and utilize the nation's mineral resources 
to optimize through time their net contribution to the 
attainment of national objectives". Individual com
ponents of mineral policy must be formulated so that 
the policy, in total, is applicable or adaptable to a wide 
· range of specific problems or classes of problems. For 
example, some classes might involve a certain aspect 
common to most if not all mineral commodities (such 
~s degree of processing before export). Others might 
mvolve problems related to a specific mineral com
modity (for example, pricing of copper for domestic 
sales). Similarly, certain components of a national 
mineral policy may evolve slowly, so that change over 
a relatively long period may be fairly predictable (as 
in the case of policy with respect to foreign capital). 
Other components may change rapidly without com
plete predictability (for instance, rapid price changes 
or unexpected interruptions in supply). Thus, although 
a national mineral policy may be based on a number 
of fundamental concepts that evolve slowly, applica
tion of the policy to specific areas is a highly dynamic 
process. 

In terms of the foregoing general mineral policy 
objective consideration could appropriately be given to 
the follO\'ving elements in the formulation of a nation's 

3 For a description of the elements of_ Canadian .. m~neral 
policy reference can be made to W. Keith Buck_, Mineral 
develo'pment policy", M.R. 64, 1963; see also his "Factors 
"nfluencing the mineral economy of Canada-past, present 
~nd future", M.R. 106, 1970, Mineral Resources Branch, De
partment of Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada. 

mineral policy ( these elements are not listed in any 
o~der of priority; their importance will vary with the 
circumstances existing both within and without the 
nation): 

1. To maintain an adequate domestic supply, 
w~ether from domestic or imported sources, • of all 
minerals at reasonable prices, so that shortages or 
uneconomic prices do not impede development of 
secondary industry in the nation. This element is less 
applicable to developing nations than to developed 
nations but, in appropriate circumstances, it should_ be 
taken into consideration in a nation's mineral pohcy; 

2. To establish standards within which both the 
public and private sectors, whether domestically or 
foreign-owned, are expected to operate with respect 
to land tenure, pricing and other marketing practices, 
operating and safety practices, further processing, de
gree of domestic ownership and control, employment 
practices, land conservation and reclamation, and 
integration of land or resource exploitation. Security of 
land tenure, for instance, is fundamental to the encour
agement of mineral exploration and development and 
to the attraction of private capital. It has been a 
cornerstone of Canadian mineral policy. Without secur
ity of land tenure, other inducements or incentives for 
private investment can be rendered meaningless; 

3. To encourage increasing degrees of domestic 
mineral processing and mineral-based manufacturing 
rather than exporting crude or lightly-processed mineral 
products, and to optimize return to the nation from 
minerals exported in terms of price and value added in 
relation to volume. One of the continuing elements of 
Canadian mineral policy relates to further processing. 
It derives from a desire in Canada, shared by most 
nations of the world including even the most highly 
industrialized nations, to process its mineral production 
to the highest manufactured form possible, prior to 
export. This desire, natural and pressing as it may be, 
must be tempered by the realities of the international 
market place; 
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4. To encourage and expand domestic ownership 
and control of mineral resource industries, taking ap
propriate account of the continuing need for foreign 
capital, while optimizing benefits derived from foreign 
capital invested in the nation's mineral industry. This 
is probably one of the most sensitive elements of a 
nation's mineral policy, yet it is an element with which 
every nation must come to grips, not emotionally, but 
through careful, objective analytical study and evalua
tion, in relation to both mineral resource objectives 
and national objectives. In Canada, where there is a 
high degree of foreign ownership, a number of studies 
have suggested that, in most respects, foreign-owned 
companies perform little differently from domestically
owned companies. The advantages that foreign invest
ment have brought to Canada are also well known 
-necessary investment capital, particularly risk capital; 
assured markets; management know-how; and some
times new technology. Nevertheless, there are certain 
key domestic sectors of the economy, including the 
uranium sector of the mineral industry, where the 
Government of Canada has placed specific limits on 
the degree of foreign ownership. In general, however 
~anada co~tinues its his~oric encouragement of forei~ 
mvestment m the Canadian economy; • 



5. To maintain and improve the nation's inter
national competitive position in world mineral markets. 
If mineral exploitation is to make a positive contribu
tion to the nation's economy, in terms of both mineral 
resource objectives and national objectives, then the 
~ation's mineral policy must be directed to encouraging 
its mineral industry to remain economically viable. 
When a mineral enterprise gets into economic difficulty 
it is often too easy for national Governments to come 
to its aid with production or other subsidies. This les
s~~s the desire of the enterprise to improve produc
t1V1ty and to eliminate operational and administrative 
"fat", and is usually self-defeating in the long run; 

6. To ensure that infrastructure necessary for ra
tional mineral exploitation is provided, either by Gov
ernment or by industry. Infrastructure includes power, 
transportation and community facilities, communica
tion, education, research and social and cultural 
amenities. This is one of the more obvious areas to 
which mineral economics can contribute. In the eco
nomic evaluation of a new mineral project, all related 
costs and benefits should be evaluated, including re
quired infrastructure, to ensure that the project will 
bring, at least in the long run, a net benefit to the 
nation's economy. There will be little or no net gain 
to the economy if all the rewards from a particular 
project have to be invested in infrastructure to make 
the project operable. Moreover, if the infrastructure 
is solely or largely of value to one operation, then 
consideration should be given to providing that the 
cost of infrastructure becomes a direct charge to that 
operation, either immediately or over the life of the 
operation, rather than to the economy as a whole; 

7. To ensure that requirements are met for tech
nical and economic information systems, including the 
development and dissemination of data such as geo
logical and mineral maps and reports, statistics and 
technical information. It is this element that provides 
for government services-another cornerstone of Cana
dian mineral policy. Canadian governments, federal 
and/or provincial, provide basic geodetic, topographic, 
hydrographic, geologic and geophysic maps, the aerial 
photographs required for mineral exploration, and ore 
dressing research required for the design of mineral 
concentration plants. In developing nations, it may 
be that similar services must be obtained through 
foreign aid assistance. Just as important as the dissemi
nation of data is the procurement of data from operat
ing companies. Such data should not only relate to 
technical information but also to financial, economic 
and ore reserve information. Provision should, there
fore, be made in the formulation of mineral policy for 
the procurement, maintenance and dissemination of 
data. It is expensive information and should be care
fully collected, properly maintained and effectively 
used; 

8. To optimize any potential that mineral exploi
tation offers with respect to economic development in 
disadvantaged regions and thus to alleviate regional 
economic disparities. Most nations have, in some 
degree, the problem of regional disparities, a problem 
of increasing concern to Canada. In many instances, 
mineral exploitation can serve as a basis for regional 
development, a fact for which provision can be made 
in the formulation of mineral policy; 
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9. To forecast problems related to mineral deple
tion and declining regions in order that the unfavour
able impact on employment and local economic activity 
is minimized. Mineral deposits, by the very nature of 
their occurrence, do become exhausted in either phys
ical or economic terms and the facilities and communi
ties, which have come into existence because of them, 
no longer have any purpose. All too often community 
pressures develop to keep a sub-marginal mine in 
operation-at great cost to the nation. As stated 
previously, this results in an inefficient use of labour 
and capital, and a decline in the over-all productiveness 
and efficiency of the industry. Instead, there is a need 
for policies to ease the severe dislocations resulting 
from mine closures and speed up the adjustment to 
change. In Canada, subsidies have been employed to 
support uneconomic coal and gold-mining operations 
and to ease the social disruption in dependent com
munities caused by the decline of these two industries. 
All in all, Canadian experience with mineral subsidies 
in these two industries has not been heartening. The 
subsidies have tended to be self-perpetuating, post
poning, if not preventing, necessary change rather than 
facilitating adjustment to change through the ado~tion 
of ipore positive remedial measures; 

10. To conserve mineral resources in the sense of 
achieving optimum recovery from given deposits and 
minimizing waste. Mineral policy should, in appro
priate instances, provide for mineral conservation meas
ures. One obvious example is the coincident produc
tion of petroleum and natural gas in a manner which 
will be least wasteful; 

11. To establish standards of environmental quality 
and to minimize costs external to the mineral project 
itself. Many nations are becoming increasingly con
cerned for the quality of the environment. This con
cern will become increasingly a factor in the economics 
of mineral exploitation and, hence, in the corporate 
decision-making process. Indeed it has become a 
widely accepted ethic in Canada that the environmental 
costs associated with mineral exploitation must hence
forth become just another operating cost. In the public 
sector, concern for environmental quality will become, 
increasingly, a factor in government legislation and 
regulations. Nations have a responsibility to identify 
the nature and extent of the "environmental problem" 
and to establish and implement environmental stand
ards. To this end, there is a greater need for what 
might be termed "environmental planning", through 
which Government and industry jointly conceive real
istic but effective environmental programmes which 
reflect the ecosystem, the social system, and the 
national and international economic system-all di
rected towards the achievement of national goals for 
environmental quality which are compatible with 
national economic and social goals; 

12. To minimize external or foreign discriminatory 
actions affecting the nation's mineral trade such as 
tariffs, non-tariff barriers and administrative proce
dures. The Kennedy Round of GA TT negotiations 
concluded in mid-1967 provided for increased libera
lization of world trade. Although world tariffs are still 
high in a number of areas beyond the crude minerals 
stage and although there remain a number of non-tariff 
barriers to trade, the Kennedy Round brought expec-



t~tions of a new era i!l_ foreign trade which could pro
y1de many . opp~rtu~ut1es for trade expansion. With 
mcreased hberahzatlon of trade, it is even more 
ess~~tial that a ~ation's mineral industry remain com
petitive_ and that 1~ pursue _new marketing opportunities 
aggressively, particularly m the field of more highly 
~rocesse? . mineral products. Just as important, con
tmued v1g1lance must be maintained to guard against 
the. seemingly inherent instinct in some developed 
natmns to protect their own industries from external 
competition; 

13. To ensure that mineral exploitation contributes 
an equitable share of the tax revenue of the nation. 
If mineral exploitation is to be a net benefit to the 
economy, then it must not take place at the expense 
of other important sectors of the economy but must 
assume its share of the domestic tax burden commen
surate with the role it plays in the over-all e~onomy of 
the nation; 

14. To increase the development and use of domestic 
skil!s, One of the most • valuable resources of any 
nation, at whatever stage of development it may be 
is a cadre of persons possessing technical and man~ 
agerial skills. Mineral exploitation, therefore, should 
be accompanied by adequate provision for the training 
of indigenous peoples in essential technical and 
managerial skills, skills which will be of continuing 
benefit to the nation, even after the exhaustion of a 
particular mineral deposit. If such a cadre already exists 
within a nation, provision should be made for its 
employment in the mineral enterprise, in such numbers 
as may be of net benefit to the nation; 

15. To ensure that mineral resources and mineral 
industry activities contribute to and reflect general 
government social, economic, developmental, strategic 
and sovereignty policies and goals. There is need for 
continuing review of the manner in which mineral 
policy advances the attainment of both mineral resource 
and national objectives, in view of the changing internal 
and external conditions affecting mineral exploitation. 
Without being the subject of capriciousness, which 
can be costly in terms of mineral exploitation, mineral 
policy should evolve to reflect domestic and inter
national circumstances as they relate to national 
objectives. It bears repeating that although a national 
mineral policy may be based on a number of funda
mental concepts that evolve slowly, application of the 
policy to specific areas is a highly dynamic process. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A NATIONAL MINERAL POLICY 

Having considered the elements that might comprise 
a nation's mineral policy in relation to both national 
objectives and ~in_eral res~urce objectives, and to the 
special characteristics of mmeral resources, the process 
is still not complete. It is finally necessary to articulate 
and implement the nation's mineral policy. Although 
this could be done in a . number of . ways, there are 
four principal avenues of 1mplementa!1~n, the first two 
being implicit and the last two explicit. 

First, there is considerable merit in the iss?~ce 
f a statement by the head of State or m1mster 

~esponsible for' the minerals sect?r of th_e ~conomy, 
of both the nation's general national ob1ect1ves and 

its specific mineral resource objectives, along with a 
description of the principal elements which comprise 
the nation's mineral policy. This procedure has the 
advantage of setting, at the highest level, the general 
governmental environment in which mineral explora
tion will take place in the nation. It articulates, in 
the widest possible fashion, the philosophy of the 
nation as it relates to mineral exploitation. 

Second, for some nations, particularly those at the 
very early stages of mineral exploitation, the mineral 
policy statement can be translated into action in 
respect to specific projects by means of a negotiated 
contract between the Government and the party 
interested in undertaking mineral exploitation. This 
technique has the advantage of enabling the establish
ment of contract conditions appropriate to the cir
cumstances of particular projects. It has the drawback 
that it exposes the Government, at the time of negotia
tion or later, to the possibility of being criticized for 
having used its discretionary powers to negotiate special 
arrangements for special interests. 
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Third, for many nations, and probably for all nations 
as their mineral economies mature, the mineral policy 
statement will be articulated into specific laws and 
regulations covering all the elements of the nation's 
mineral policy. In Canada, for instance, both the 
federal and all the provincial Governments have sets 
of laws and regulations4 which, in their totality, com
prise all the elements of Canada's mineral policy. 

Fourth, it would seem helpful to single out for 
special reference, one section of a nation's laws and 
regulations which can have the most impact on mineral 
exploitation, that is the section on taxation.5 A nation's 
tax laws and tax regulations can be a powerful factor 
in the implementation of a nation's mineral policy, 
lending themselves to establishing priorities among, 
and providing incentives for, the various elements of 
the nation's mineral policy. During the past quarter 
of a century, tax incentives have been the single most 
important cornerstone of Canada's mineral policy, 
being in large part responsible for the present high 
position of the Canadian mineral industry in the 
nation's economy. 

A final thought, which would seem to merit being 
expressed in words, relates to the concept of mineral 
resource management, as distinct from mineral resource 
administration. The latter term has connotations of 
a passive, static role on the part of Government. In 
contrast, the concept of mineral resource management 
implies an active, dynamic role on the part of Govern
ment in the evaluation, planning, policy and pro
gramme development and implementation, and direc
tion of the nation's mineral resource activities, to 
ensure that they meet national objectives and, in so 
doing, bring optimum benefit to the nation. This is a 
role which calls for the application of mineral economics 
at a high professional level; it is the essence of mineral 
economics as it relates to a nation's mineral policy. 

4 E. C. Hodgson and W. J. Beard, "Summary review of 
federal taxation and legislation affecting the Canadian mineral 
industry", M.R. 101, 1969, Mineral Resources Branch, 
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada. 

5 E. C. Hodgson, "Digest of the mineral laws of Canada", 
M.R. 13, 1967, Mineral Resources Branch, Department of 
Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada. 



SUMMARY - RESUME- RESUMEN 

An approach to mineral policy formulation: 
W. Keith Buck and R. B. Elver 

This paper deals in a wide-ranging manner with the con
cepti_on and implementation of a national mineral policy, 
starting from the requisite base of its relationship to national 
objectives. Consideration is then given to other factors which 
have major influence on the development of a nation's mineral 
policy: the political, economic, social and physiographic 
character of the nation and the stage of its development; 
the skills of its people; and .its known or potential mineral 
resource base. nr 

In formulating a policy, the unique characteristic of mineral 
:esources as compared to other economic goods must be taken 
mto account. These are, among other things, the complexity 
of the problems to be encountered in discovering and exploit
ing mineral resources; the depletability of the resource; 
domestic and international supply-demand conditions and 
factors that might bring about changes in these conditions; 
the economic use of natural resources; and the necessity of 
maintaining a proper balance between the use of resources 
and the welfare of society at large. 

Brief reference is made to the potential benefits of a 
positive national mineral policy, using Canada as an example. 

The main emphasis of the paper is upon a discussion of 
fifteen possible elements of a national mineral policy, including 
the maintenance of domestic supply and of regulation or 
standards for the exploitation and marketing of minerals; 
the encouragement of domestic industries while maintaining 
world competitiveness; further processing beyond the crude 
mineral stage; the provision of infrastructure; the collection, 
maintenance and dissemination of data; regional development, 
conservation, environmental planning, taxation, and the con
siderations to be devoted to the development of human skills 
and social improvement. • 

Four main avenues are outlined by which a national mineral 
policy may be implemented, covering the articulation of a 
basic national philosophy related to mineral exploitation and 
its translation into action and law; and finally, the establish
ment of tax incentives. The importance of the concept of 
active management is also touched upon. 

Methode a suivre pour l'etablissement d'une politi
que miniere: W. Keith Buck et R. B. Elver 

Cette etude traite d'une maniere tres large de la mise en 
a:uvre d'une politique miniere nationale fondee necessairement 
au depart sur ses rapports avec les objectifs nationaux. On 
considere ensuite les autres facteurs qui ont une influence 
dominante sur le developpement d'une politique miniere 
nationale : situation po!itique, economique, sociale et physio
graphique du pays, son niveau de developpement, la qualite 
de sa main-d'reuvre et ses ressources en mineraux, potentielles 
OU reelles. 

Pour l'etablissement d'une politique, ii faut tenir compte 
des caracteres particuliers des ressources minieres par rapport 
aux autres ressources, et notamment de la complexite des 
problemes que posent la decouverte et !'exploitation des res
sources minieres, de I'epuisement possible de ces ressources, 
des conditions de l'offre et de la demande nationale et inter
nationale et des facteurs pouvant changer ces conditions, de 
!'usage economique des ressources naturelles et de la necessite 
de maintenir un equilibre entre !'utilisation de ces ressources 
et le bien-etre de la societe en general. 
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Une breve allusion est faite aux avantages pouvant decouler 
d'une politique miniere nationale bien con~ue, le Canada etant 
pris comme exemple. 

L'essentiel de cette etude consiste en I'examen de 15 points 
importants pour l'etablissement d'une politique miniere natio
nale, a savoir le maintien de l'approvisionnement local et la 
m.ise au point de normes pour !'exploitation et la vente des 
mineraux; !'encouragement des industries locales, avec maintien 
au niveau de la concurrence mondiale; traitement des mineraux 
bruts; creation de !'infrastructure; rassemblement, mise a jour 
et diffusion des donnees; developpement regional; conservation, 
planification de l'environnement, taxes et attention a accorder 
au perfectionnement de la main-d'ceuvre et au progres social. 

On met en evidence quatre manieres principales d'instituer 
une politique miniere nationale, comprenant l'enonce d'une 
philosophic liee a !'exploitation des mineraux qui devra se 
traduire dans l'applica,tion pratique et la creation d'une legisla
tion appropriee, et enfin par l'emploi de stimulants fiscaux. 
On considere egalement !'importance du concept de gestion 
active. 

Un enfoque de la formulacion de una politica 
minera: W. Keith Buck y R. B. Elver 

El presente artfculo trata en forma amplia de la con
cepci6n y ejecuci6n de una polftica minera nacional, par
tiendo de la base imprescindible de su relaci6n con los 
objetivos nacionales. Luego se consideran otros factores que 
afectan notablemente el desarrollo de una politica minera 
naciona!: el caracter politico, econ6mico, social y fisiografico 
de la naci6n y su grado de desarrollo, la capacidad tecnica 
de sus habitantes · y los recursos minerales conocidos o 
potenciales. 

Al establecer dicha polftica se deben tener en cuenta las 
caracteristicas particulares de los recursos mineros en compara
ci6n con otros bienes econ6micos. Estas son, entre otras, la 
complejidad de los problemas que se encaran en el descubri
miento y la explotaci6n de los recursos mineros; el agota
miento de los recursos; las condiciones nacionales e interna
cionales de la oferta y la demanda y los factores que pueden 
alterarlas; el uso econ6mico de los recursos naturales y la 
necesidad de mantener un equilibria adecuado entre la utili
zaci6n de dichos recursos y el bienestar de la sociedad en 
general. 

Se hace una breve referenda a Ios beneficios potenciales de 
una poHtica minera nacional positiva, utilizando al Canada 
como ejemplo. 

El articulo se concentra principalmente en la discusi6n de 
15 elementos posibles de una politica minera nacional, incluso 
el mantenimiento de! abastecimiento nacional y reglas o nor
mas para la explotaci6n y la comercializaci6n de minerales; 
el fomento de las industrias nacionales a la vez que se man
tiene una competitividad mundial; la elaboraci6n de! mineral 
bruto; el establecimiento de un sistema de infraestructura; la 
compilaci6n, el registro y la difusi6n de datos; el desarrollo 
regional, la conservaci6n, la planificaci6n de! medio, los im
puestos y la atenci6n que se debe dedicar al desarrollo de la 
capacidad tccnica y al progreso social. • 

Se sefialan cuatro vfas principales por !as cuales se puede 
aplicar una politica minera nacional, que abarcan la formula
ci6n de una filosoffa nacional basica relacionada con la ex
ploraci6n minera y su transformaci6n en medidas practicas y 
!eyes, y, finalmente, el establecimiento de estimulos tributaries. 
Tambien se toca el tema de la importancia de! concepto de 
administraci6n activa. 



LATEST ADVANCES IN OFF-SHORE PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY 

by Frank F. H. WANG 

Marine geologist, United States Geological Survey 

Ten years ago only three or four countries had 
significant off-shore petroleum development. Today, 
prospecting is already under way off the coasts of more 
than seventy-five countries, encompassing all continents 
of the world except Antarctica. About 200 mobile 
drilling rigs and 125 self-contained fixed platforms 
are conducting drilling off the coasts of forty-five of 
these countries. Although the technology is still in an 
early stage of development, more than thirty countries 
are already producing subsea oil and gas with an an
nual value of about $6,100 million, representing be
tween 17 and 19 per cent of the world's total oil pro
duction and over 6 per cent of the world's natural gas 
production. Projections indicate that by 1980, between 
30 and 40 per cent of the world's oil production-four 
times the 1969 average off-shore output of 6.5 million 
barrels per day-will come from beneath the ocean 
(Weeks, 1969; Sherborne, 1970); the increase in gas 
production is expected to be even larger. The annual 
value of world subsea oil and gas production will soon 
exceed that of all other marine non-living and living 
resources combined, including fisheries and sea-water 
chemicals. It is apparent that off-shore petroleum de
velopment is rapidly increasing in its economic import
ance to the world petroleum industry, and in the world
wide surge to off-shore areas the industry is moving into 
deeper waters and further away from shore. 

The rapid progress in off-shore petroleum exploita
tion under more severe ocean environment could only 
have resulted from the outstanding success in the de
velopment of off-shore petroleum technology. During 
the past few years, many technological advances have 
been achieved in the petroleum industry, and new 
trends are emerging which may, in the future, be re
garded as milestones in the development of off-shore 
petroleum technology. Equipment and methods have 
changed greatly. They are losing their earlier land
based flavour, adopted w~en petroleum development 
first extended from land mto near-shore waters. Ac
cordingly, there has been. a!1 increa~ing _involveme~t 
of a great variety of specialized engmeenng_ and sci
entific fields, such as weather. and sea fo~ecasting, nayal 
architecture submarine soil mechamcs, subrnarme 
earthquakes: computer techno!<?gy and many others. 
The petroleum industry has utilized many new under
sea approaches, and numerous sub-systems or tech
nological building blocks develc:iped by the ocean ~n-

• • nd aerospace industnes. The many reqmre-gmeermg a 1 k b 
ments of the future deep-water pe_tro eum wor ' sue 

. • attendance, safety, life support, rescue, 
as mmu~um1. and the like that are analogous to those 
commumca ions '~ t h 1 ill drive off-shore petrox;um ec no ogy 
of aerdospadce, w f sophistication equivalent to or (be
towar a egree o 

'W 
cause of the more rugged ocean environment) ~ve_n 
more complex than aerospace systems. However, it 1s 
expected that through extensive engineering research 
in the future, the over-sophisticated, expensive off-shore 
petroleum techniques will eventually reach a _pr?per 
degree of simplicity, and so increase rehabihty, 
minimize maintenance and lower costs. 

In off-shore drilling, maximum water-depth for wild~ 
cat wells has increased to 455 metres (1,497 feet), 
and drilling for deep-ocean geologic research_ from t~e 
drilling ship Glomar Challenger has been earned out m 
6,140 metres (20,146 feet) of water, with penetra
tion as far as 985 metres (3,231 feet) below the sea
floor. 
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In the structural design of off-shore faciliti~s, such 
as mobile drilling rigs, fixed platforms, moor.mg sys
tems, pipelines, derrick barges and other floatmg con; 
struction equipment, elaborate computer programs 
and scale-model testing techniques have been develope~ 
to reduce design time, increase accuracy and permft 
confident extrapolation of struct~res ~eyond . tod~y s 
experience. In the past few years, mtens1ve engmeenng 
research, costing many millions of dollars, has ?e
veloped the elaborate design procedur~s, des!gn 
criteria and selection of fabrication and mstallat1on 
methods that are being practised off the coasts of many 
nations. 

The continuing evolution of mob~e. dri1:llng rigs bas 
already assured that exploratory dnllmg 1s now tech
nically and economically feasible in any foreseeably 
desired water-depth, far outpacing the present t~ch
nological status of oil-well completion and production. 
With continuing technological progress, the oc~an en
vironment will, in the future, appear less. hos~de and 
may eventually be utilized in marine engmeenng op
erations as an aid instead of being an obstacle. 

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN MOBILE DRILLING 
PLATFORMS 

The most rapid advances in th~ past_ f~w years have 
been in the development of mobile drilling platforms. 
Today, floating drilling rigs are fully capable of con-

1 The current world water-depth record of wildcat drilling 
is 455 metres (1,497 feet) drilled in the Santa Barbara Chan
nel off southern California in 1968. The world's deepest off· 
shore well was drilled in 1968 in the Gulf of Mexico, reaching 
a depth of 6,960 metres (22,840 feet) ~elow the sea fl??r· d 

2 Computer programs require, as mput, the antic1p~te . 
size, shape and direction of waves; the currents; the wind, 
working (deck) loads; the suggest~d configuration of the 
structure and member sizes. Stresses m each member are then 
automatically calculated and compared to the allowable to 
arrive at the optimized design. 



du~ting dr~g. in water-depths beyond the shelf edge. 
~1~ capabth!Y 1s. clearly shown by the fact that in 1969 
significant oil dIScoveries were made in 320 metres 
(1,050 feet) of water in the Santa Barbara Channel 
off southern California. 
. In~reasing interest in deep-water exploratory drilling 
m ~1dely varied ocean conditions, ranging from the 
humcane-prone tropics to ice-covered Arctic waters, 
has led to the modification and conversion of older units 
and ~e construction of many diverse types of improved 
mob~e rigs, including jack-up units, semi-submersibles, 
floating vessel types, unique hybrid types and several 
radically new designs. In most cases, attempts have been 
made to improve their stability and mobility and to 
cope with specific environmental, geographic and 
geologic conditions. There has been increased em
ph~sis on self-propulsion or propulsion-assist devices 
w~1ch enable the new mobile rigs to be moved more 
qmckly, with little or no assistance from other vessels, 
to distant ocean areas on a world-wide scale. 

_The size of the mobile rigs is still increasing. The 
pnm~ rea~on i~ to operate in deeper waters, but other 
cons1~erat1ons mclude greater capacity for consumable 
sui:phes3 (that is, fuel, water, drill-pipe, drilling mud) 
which make the new units more self-sufficient and 
capable of independent operations over longer periods 
of time and at greater distances off-shore. Today, the 
world's total number of mobile drilling units already 
exceeds 2004 representing over $2 billion of capital in
v_estment. The newly built larger units have added con
siderably to the capital investment which is reflected 
by an increased drilling cost. This has led to the de
velopment of a pattern of operation-mobile rigs are 
generally used for exploratory drilling in new areas, and 
!ixed pla!forms for development drilling in shallow and 
mtermedrnte water-depths. 

Bottom-supported mobile rigs 

These installations, typically the self-elevating plat
form rigs (jack-up rigs) and submersible drilling 
barges, are designed to rest on the sea floor only dur
ing operations. Thereafter they can be floated and 
moved to other locations. Many new jack-up units 
have been built recently. Today one out of every two 
mobile rigs in service is a jack-up unit. 

Innovations derived from practical experience with 
floating vessels and semi-submersible units have been 
incorporated in the newly built or designed jack-up 
rigs. Many have total propulsion systems or propulsion
assist units to speed the moving of rig5 and to precisely 
position itself at the specified drill-site. 

Another developing trend is the designing of jack
up rigs for specific work areas and environmental con-

3 Except for the very 1argest units, a mobile rig generally 
requires continual replenishment of equipment and supplies 
(fuel, water, drill-pipe, drilling mud), usually by supply ves
sels. The drilling of a 10,000-foot (3,048 metres) well may 
use some 1,500 tons of consumable items. 

4 As of April 1969, there were 213 off-shore mobile drilling 
units in service, 26 under construction, and 11 in the design 
stage (Crooke and Lacy, 1970). 

5 In 1969, Penrod Drilling Company's rig 58 became the 
first self-propelled jack-up unit to cross the Atlantic. The 
trans-oceanic trip from Sabine Pass, off Texas, to the North 
Sea took sixty-three days and twice encountered extremely 
severe seas with 112 km per hour (70 mph) winds and 12-14 
metres ( 40-45 feet) waves. 
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ditions.G,7 The open construction of the self-elevating 
legs offers little resistance to waves, thus ensuring its 
stability and permitting operations in · almost any 
weather. However, jack-up units on tow are partic
ularly vulnerable when hit by storms. Since bottom 
scour and foundation failures are the most severe 
hazards, several new jack-up rigs built in 1969 and 
1970 have a massive underwater base structure (mat
type seafloor foundation) to ensure stability while 
resting on relatively soft bottom sediments and to with
stand the overturning forces resulting from winds and 
waves of hurricane intensity. The ship-shaped mat has 
been designed to provide less resistance and easy tow
ing characteristics during transoceanic moves. 

Because of the anticipated rig moving requirements, 
some jack-up units have been designed to pass through 
narrow passages, such as the Panama Canal, while 
others can be shipped in parts and assembled on loca
tion. 8 These requirements have led to the development 
of jack-up units with a "swinging bottle" design which 
allows the bottles to be retracted to stowed position 
during moving. 

The newly built jack-up units are not only very 
efficient for exploratory drilling in moderate water
depths but are also highly versatile. They can serve 
as a fixed petroleum production platform9 or as a barge 
for marine engineering construction10 for example. 

There have been little new developments of sub
mersible units because of their rather limited water
depth capability and increasing competition from the 
more versatile jack-up platforms and semi-submersibles, 
as wildcat drilling moves steadily into deeper waters. 
In fact, a new trend is to convert present submersible 
units to other types of platforms, with improved de
signs for more versatile operations and for drilling in 
deeper water .11 

6 Transworld rig 60, built in Japan (the Mitsui shipyard) 
in 1970, is a self-elevating platform capable of operating in 
60 metres (200 feet) of water. The rectangular upper hull 
(121 X 154 feet) is self-elevating on four 72-metre (272-
foot) legs. The four legs are supported by a larger base 
structure (180 feet square and 100 feet high) with four stabil
izing columns to ensure stability. 

7 A three-legged jack-up unit has been designed by Leving
sten Shipping Co. in the United States of America, using a 
new rack-and-pinion jacking system that will eliminate the 
potentially dangerous lift pause cycle during raising and lower
mg. A unique jetting system will be installed for breaking 
free the legs from the sea-bed to facilitate the moving of rig. 

s In 1968, the Soviet Union's new jack-up unit, the Khazar, 
was towed in three parts across the North Sea and Baltic, 
then 5,000 kilometres through rivers and canals to the Cas
pian Sea where it was assembled. In 1969, the Khazar started 
exploratory drilling north-east of Neftyanye Kamny in 50 
metres (164 feet) of water. 

9 A large jack-up unit, the Gulftide, has been planned for 
use as a fixed production platform at the newly discovered 
Echofish field in the Norwegian part of the North Sea, until 
the required permanent production facilities can be con
structed by 1972. 

10 Jack-up platform ([HC-Holland) was used in deep-water 
bridge construction in Japan. In 1969, the jack-up barge Gem 
126 was used in the construction of a deep-water tanker ter
minal off Immingham, England. 

11 In 1969, a submersible drilling barge, the Louisiana 
(built in 1957), was converted to a column-stabilized semi
submersible, capable of drilling either from a sitting-on-bottom 
position or a floating position in up to 183 metres (600 feet) 
of water. 



Floating drilling rigs 

Floating drilling platforms not supported from the 
ocean floor during drilling operations include two basic 
categories-ship-type floating rigs ( drilling ships and 
barges) and semi-submersible rigs. These highly 
efficient types of designs have been further improved 
to operate in deeper waters and under more severe sea 
conditions. 

During the past few years there have been many new 
drill ships built, several with new designs.12,13,14,111 The 
dynamic positioning system, automated anti-roll de
vices for vessel stability, and the recently invented hole 
re-entry system have considerably extended the capa
bility of drill ships to operate in essentially unlimited 
water-depth16 and to drill deeply into hard strata below 
the sea floor.17 

Automation18 of the drilling operations on floating 
drilling units is progressing rapidly. A large platform 
can accommodate two automated rigs, both of which 
can be simultaneously operated from a single control 
station. A significant development is the $11 million 
15,000-ton drill ship, the Total Mar, being built by 
the Societe maritime de service (SOMASER) in 
France. This dynamically positioned drill ship will be 
equipped with an automated control centre aboard to 
continually monitor and control almost all rig and the 
vessel's operations.10 

A recent trend in the development of semi-sub
mersible units is the continuing increase in size and 
mobility and improvement in motion characteristics. 

12 The Discoverer Ill, built in a Japanese shipyard in 1970 
at a cost of $8.5 million, has a revolving turret-mooring sys
tem that permits change of vessels heading, according to pre
vailing seas while drilling is in progress. 

13 A $13.5 million, 130 metre ( 431 feet) long drill ship with 
dynamic positioning and capable of drilling to 7,600 metres 
(25,000 feet) below the sea floor in practically unlimited water 
depth, is under construction in Italy for ENI. 

14 A former whaling factory ship, the Cruz del Sur, meas
uring 200 X 25 metres (665 X 80 feet) and displacing 
26,650 tons was divided and converted into two drilling barges, 
the Wodeco VII and Wodeco Vlll, each 133 metres (440 feet) 
long, 24 metres (80 feet) wide, and 9 metres (30 feet) deep. 

15 The new deep-water hole re-entry system was first suc
cessfully tested from the G/omar Challenger on 14 June, 1970 
in the Atlantic. The sonar-guided drill string, equipped with 
hydrojet, was positioned into the guide funnel and conductor 
pipe assembly placed on the sea floor. 

10 The G/omar Challenger has held position and conducted 
drilling operations even in 50-knot winds and 5 metres (15-
foot) seas. Perhaps the most exciting drilling operation was 
experienced on the edge of the Gulf Stream, north-west of 
Cuba, where the Glomar Challenger in the strong current had 
to steam 5 knots to hold position over the hole. 

11 At present the lack ?f blow-out pr~venter BOP (st~ck) 
and marine conductor (nser system) smtable for operations 
in abyssal water depths has restricted drilling to less than a 
thousand metres of penetration into petroliferous strata in 
deep ocean basins. However, wit~ the 1:1e'YlY developed tec~
nique for re-entering drill-holes m u~hm1ted ~ater-depth, it 
may soon be possible to develop and. mstal smtable pressu~e
control equipment and closed circul_at1on syste.ms at the dnll
site in order to probe sat:ely deep 1!1to petrohferous strata. 

1s Severe winds and v10lent ~ottons of the vess~l make 
drill-pipe handling extremely d1ffic~lt, and ?Iany n~s D?W 
incorporate some forms of automatic or sem1-automattc pipe 
racking systems. • • h di' t 

10 Automatic features include automatic pip~ . an mg, au o-
mated bins for mixing_ and treatm~nt of dnlln~g mud, and 
detuning tanks to stabilize the vessel s rolls. It will be able to 
drill two 3,050 metres (10,000 feet) 'Yells or one 4,~70 
metres (15,000 feet) well without replemshment of supplies. 

Many new semi-submersibles20 have total or partial self
propulsion systems to speed rig moving and are capable 
of conducting drilling in deeper waters and extremely 
severe seas, even of surviving in hurricanes.21•22 Some 
of the new designs are not only very effective for drill~g 
under rough sea conditions but also highly versatile m 
marine construction work.23 

Many new semi-submersibles are equipped wi~ a 
dynamic anchoring system, consisting of propulsion 
units or propellers installed on the pontoons, which, 
with the assistance of the static anchoring system 
(multi-point mooring), can precisely maintain position 
against extremely strong winds and high waves. 

Hybrid-type mobile rigs 
A new trend just developing is the construction of 

unique hybrid types of mobile rigs24 ,25 that incorpo~ate 
selected features of ship-hull rigs, semi-submersible 
units and jack-up units; thus, they are capable of op
erating in a wider range of oceanic conditions and 
geographic areas. These unusual rigs may resemble a 
ship while moving from one location to another,. ~ut 
once on location, they can take on the characteristics 
of a jack-up unit or a semi-submersible. 

FUTURE MOBILE RIG DESIGNS 

Perhaps most notable in the new mobile rig desi~ 
is a remotely controlled sea-floor operated rig that will 

20 The Ocean Prospector, now under construction in Japan 
(in the Mitsubishi shipyard), will be the world's first totally 
self-propelled semi-submersible, powered by a 5,400 hp pro
pulsion system. 

211n October 1968, the SEDCO 135F, a large semi-su1:'mers
ible, was caught in a severe storm while anchored m the 
Hecate Strait off the west coast of Canada. It successfully 
weathered average 150 kph (92 mph) winds and 18 metres 
(58 feet) waves for 16 days, including brief periods under 
30 metres ( 100 feet) waves, without any structural damage. 
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22 The $12 million Neptune Pentagone 81 was compl~tJ<l 
in 1969 as the first semi-submersible unit owned by the Soc1ete 
de forages en mer Neptune and the Institut francais du pe
trole. The unit can drill as much as 183 metres ( 600 feet) 
of water while floating and in less than 26 metres (86 feet) 
of water while resting on the bottom. Its five floating pontoons 
can be ballasted to submerge to 22 metres below sea surface 
to minimize wave disturbances and to increase the unit's dis
placement of 9,000 tons to 16,050 tons, thus improving its 
motion characteristics. It can conduct drilling even un~er 
96 kph (60 mph) wind and 10-metre waves and can survive 
severe storms with 216 kph (135 mph) winds and 21 metre 
(69 feet) waves. 

23 A $9 million twin-hulled, semi-submersible barge, the 
Choctaw, built in the Netherlands in 1969, is the world's 
first semi-submersible capable of operating as a derrick barge 
and a pipe-laying barge. 

24 The off-shore Mercury, built at a cost of $9 million in the 
United Kingdom in 1969, is essentially a jack-up unit but has 
a self-propelled ship-shaped hull. It can operate in 83 metres 
(275 feet) of water and can sail 45 days or about 11,200 
kms (7,000 miles) without refuelling. 

25 Transworld rig 61, built in a Japanese shipyard in 1970, 
is one of the most unusual hybrid rigs, combining many de
sign criteria of the drill ship, the semi-submersible system, and 
the jack-up system. It has a 120-metre ( 400 foot) long stream
lined ship-shaped main hull and a transverse framework of 
trusses and is self-propelled. Its four hydraulically operated 
columns can bear on the sea floor to raise the upper hull 
above water and to operate in a jack-up mood. But in mod
erately deep waters (up to 182 metres or 600 feet water
depth), the unit will operate afloat as a semi-submersible plat
form. Its present water depth limit of 182 metres can be 
extended to 6,095 metres (20,000 feet) by the addition of a 
dynamic positioning system. 



be able to operate in 240 metres (800'feet) of water 
and drill to 9,140 metres (30,000 feet) beneath the 
sea floor.26 Other novel types of floating platforms are 
also being investigated or designed with criteria to cope 
with a variety of adverse oceanic conditions. 27 

Technological problems 

The continuing increase in size, weight, capital cost,28 

operating cost,29 and mobilization cost30 of mobile 
dril_Iing rigs is a pressing problem. The trend must be 
reviewed if petroleum exploitation beyond the shelf is 
to prosper. There is an urgent need to reduce rig 
wei~ht, possibly by new configurations of improved 
designs, use of light weight metals in fabrication and 
use of more compact gas turbines in driving the drill 
string (Ellis and others, 1969). Complete computer
control1ed automated drilling, imaginative new ap
p_roaches to material handling and use of two or more 
rigs per vessel would improve rig efficiency and re
duce drilling cost. 

Structural metal fatigue31 is a critical problem 
common to most types of drilling units, particularly 
semi-submersibles. There is a need to understand 
better the dynamic performance of the metals in 
various structural members under extremes of sea 
~~nditions, and to improve the design of structural 
JOmts. More intensive engineering research should be 
focused on the towing characteristics of jack-up units, 
mooring conditions and improved anchoring systems 
of semi-submersibles, and more precise inspection and 
testing of the critical members and structural · joints 
as well as the entire structure in order to reveal potential 
dangers. 

.26 The project, initiated in 1970 by the Agency of Indus
tnal Science (Technology of Ministry of International Trade 
~d. Industry) in Japan, will include a $14 million (5,000 
m1~1on yen) five-year initial phase of systems design and 
engmeering development and a $25 million (9,000 million 
Y~n) three-year phase of actual design and fabrication. The 
n~, scheduled for completion in 1978, will be competitive in 
dnlling cost with conventional drilling units. 

27 A spherical hulled floating unit with exceptionally high 
~tren)lth and light weight, measuring 31 metres (105 feet) 
m diameter and displacing 4,000 tons, was designed by the 
Sanders Associates, Inc. in the United States of America. A 
water-filled tank at the top of the derrick will provide added 
mass to stabilize roll. It will withstand freezing in an ice-pack 
and can be towed at relatively high speed. 

28 The cost of constructing a typical jack-up unit is about $7 
to $8 million, a semi-submersible ranges from $7 to $10 
million, a drilling ship ranges from $5 to $11 million, and 
a drilling barge about $5 to $6 million (Kunzi, 1968). 

29 For operations in moderate water depths in the Gulf of 
!\fexico, the daily "bare" rig cost averages $6,500-$9,000 for 
Jack-up units, $8,000-$11,500 for semi-submersibles and $9,000-
$13,000 for ship-type floating units, but the total operating 
cost is often two or three times the basic rate (Williams, 
1969). In the North Sea, a typical one-string exploratory 
drilling from a semi-submersible costs $24,000 a day (West, 
1969). 

30 The mass of iron built on the rig must be towed or 
propelled when moving to a new location, and this adds to 
the mobilization cost which may amount to as high as $3 
million for a location at a distant part of the world (Ellis 
and others, 1969). 

31 There is virtually no knowledge on the range and fre
quency of loading cycles to which various structural members 
are subjected, and present understanding of the distribution of 
stresses within structural joints is particularly poor. 
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Maritime safety 
With the continuing increase in size and mobility of 

drilling rigs, many mobile units have been frequently 
moved from waters under the jurisdiction of one coun
try to those of another country, and industrial per
sonnel32 of different nationalities have been employed. 
These new patterns of operations have made it neces
sary to modify the traditional approach to maritime 
safety to produce acceptable international safety 
standards, 33 including inspection and certification of 
the mobile units, 34 and to suggest structural and 
stability requirements of its construction. 35 

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN COMPLETION AND 
PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

Oil and gas wells completion and production in the 
ocean environment is always more complicated and 
difficult than the drilling of exploratory wells, and the 
technical problems and costs increase substantially with 
water-depth. All the producing facilities, either in
stalled above water or on the sea floor, must be 
designed to withstand stress and corrosion as well as 
the rigours and tremendous extremes of weather and 
sea conditions during the life of the producing field, 
which often extends from twenty to more than forty 
years. In addition, flexibility must be built in for con
venient operation, maintenance and repair of the pro
ducing equipment. Despite recent . technological ad
vances, the record for off-shore production36 on a 
commercial scale still lags more than 1,000 feet be
hind exploratory drilling. 

Past experience and current engineering research 
indicate that above-water production systems, that is, 

32 Industrial personnel are neither passengers nor seamen in 
the traditional sense, thus requiring an intermediate degree of 
safety protection at sea. 

33 In 1967, the Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative 
Organization (IMCO) assigned to several of its subcommit
tees the task of devising an acceptable safety code for various 
types of drilling platforms and p_roduction platfo!"ffis aJ?d est~b
lishing acceptable measures which would alleviate difficulties 
involved when units registered in one country operate in ter
ritorial waters within the jurisdiction of another. 

34 The United States Coast Guard, in co-operation with 
the National Offshore Operations Advisory Panel, has analysed 
the characteristics of various types of mobile drilling units, 
the nature of the operations and the type of personnel aboard, 
and accordingly established criteria for inspectio? and certif
ication of drilling units which is essentially applicable to the 
floating mode. . 

In order to avoid drydocking and out-of-serv!ce tllJ?e, the 
American Bureau of Shipping now approves msl?ect1on .of 
mobile units by certified teams of divers who, durmg on-site 
inspection, can also clean the under-water hull and make the 
necessary repairs. . 

35 In the United States, mobile drilling umts have been 
constructed according to standards suggested by the American 
Bureau of Shipping, an organization of private industry. 

In the United Kingdom, off-shore structures have been de
signed and fabricated according to the Mandatory Code of 
Safe Practice suggested by the Institute of Petrol~um. 

36 In 1967, a $6 million above-water production platform 
was constructed in 104 metres (340 feet) of water 8 km 
(5 miles) off Louisiana, marking the record wa~er-depth i_n 
which commercial production has been established. This 
platform was destroyed by hurricane "Camille" in 1969. At 
present a new giant platform, designed to accommodate 
twenty-four producing wells, is being !'uilt and scheduled for 
erection during the later part of 1970 m 92 metres {373 feet) 
of water in the Gulf of Mexico. 



completion of wells and installation of all the pro
duction facilities on fixed platforms, arc usually best 
in water depths up to perhaps 150 metres or slightly 
deeper. For depths from 150 to about 300 metres, 
either above-water or submerged systems, or a com
bined system, may be favoured depending on a number 
of factors, which include the technological capabilities 
and engineering services available nearby, the number 
of wells required to develop a given oil or gas field, 
water-depth, prevailing sea conditions, distance from 
shore, and off-shore facilities for petroleum storage 
and transportation. Fully submerged production sys
tems, by which all the facilities are installed on the sea 
floor, appear most advantageous in much deeper water 
and for certain unusual circumstances in shallow water. 

Above-water completion and production systems 
Fixed production platforms have evolved in twenty 

years from 1,200-ton size, set in less than 6 metres 
(20 feet) of water, to structures weighing over 6,500 
tons and operable in water depths of 92 metres ( 3 73 
feet) . Recently, there have been considerable im
provements on fixed structure designs,37 and fabrication 
and installation techniques,38 including the use of the 
newly developed steel. As a result, above-water com
pletion and production systems have been widely prac
tised off many countries, with an increasing number of 
fixed structures having been installed, many of them in 
deeper waters. Today, large steel platforms can be 
economically erected in 120 metres ( 400 feet) of 
water and have been designed for 150 to 182 metres 
(500 to 600 feet). Within the next few years, fixed 
platforms may be developed for even greater water 
depths, possibly up to 305 metres (1,000 feet) or 
deeper (Barron, 1970; West, 1969). 

Automation of off-shore production 
The past few years have seen significant advances 

in the systems technology for continuous monitoring 
and automated remote control of off-shore oil and 
gas production. In the North Sea,39 Persian Gulf,40 

37 Practically all the structures recently installed in the Gulf 
of Mexico are designed to survive expected maximum storm 
conditions in contrast to the older platforms designed to re
sist only a 25-year probability storm. Anticipated unusual 
difficult conditions, such as earthquake hazards off southern 
California, shifting sand waves and bottom scour in the North 
Sea, and drifting ice in the Cook Inlet off Alaska, are now 
included in the design criteria for the new structures. For 
instance, the construction of a heavy structure on extremely 
soft bottom in 90 metres of water was achieved by keeping 
air in the legs to make it more buoyant in order to reduce 
bottom support and avoid foundation failures. 

as A new generation of highly specialized floating con
struction equipment_ has recently been _developed. The great_ly 
increased lift capacity of t~e ~ew ~ernc~ barges now permits 
very high quality prefabrication m shipyards of extremely 
large substructures and members. These can be towe~ afloat 
to a designated location and sunk by controlled floodmg and 
simultaneous erection. 

39 In the United Kingdom s~ctor of t~e North Sea, an 
automated system, using a sohd-state m1crowav~ tel~metry 
network and a gener~l-purpose computer system, 1s be1pg set 
u to control operations at 19 off-shore pla!forms ':Y1th an 
ei ected total of 100 producmg gas wells m the Leman 
B p k" d "indefatigable" fields located about 60 km 

an an nd others 1969· Long, 1970). The com-
off-shore (K~leher a 1 at th; Bactbn on-shore terminal will 
puter Ioperatm1 er nll ~perations regulate gas production and 
be ab f: t? con ro ta eet gas s;les record well-test data for 
transm1ss1on rates o m ' 

and several other areas, unique new systems with 
sophisticated computers and telemetry networks, have 
been implemented to automatically control the off
shore well-heads, producing and treatment facilities on 
fixed platforms, submarine pipelines, and the on-shore 
production support facilities. The automated systems 
not only replace the very costly manned operations at 
remote off-shore sites but also improve the dependa
bility of off-shore production operations regardless of 
the adverse weather conditions. 

Unconventional types of fixed platforms 
A revolution in the development of fixed above

water production platforms started in 1968 when an 
articulated buoyant cylinder platform (anchored spa_r 
buoy structure) was constructed for the French Oil 
Company, ELF-ERAP, in the Bay of Biscay off the 
western coast of France.41 Similar to the bottom sup
ported platforms, this type of fixed buoyant pla!form 
has the advantage of stability and virtual immun~ty to 
weather. With this new development, there will be 
future demands for various unconventional types of 
stable production structures42 to extend water-depth 
capability, to cope with specific environmental con
ditions, and to reduce platform costs. 
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Technological problems 
One of the most pressing problems in fixed st~c

tures is the almost exponential increase in cost with 
increasing water-depth. 43 There is still an urgent need 
for new types of structures that can be construct~~ at 
lower costs, for improved design of structural 1omts 
to lessen the problem of structural metal fatigue, for 
more efficient floating construction equipment, and 

future uses, and measure the volumes and caloric values _of 
the treated dry gas delivered to the Gas Council. Any eqmp
ment or operational malfunctions will automatically ~ctuate 
recognizable alarm signals including a computer pnnt-out 
to diagnose the malfunction. 

40 At Khafji in the Neutral Zone (in the Persian Gulf) an 
automated system, using a network of telemetry cables, per
mits one operator at the central terminal on-shore to control 
and supervise all facilities from off-shore well-heads through 
flow stations and gathering stations to tanker loading docks. 

41 The 7-metre (23 foot) diameter 123-metre (408 foot) 
long structure, the Elfocean, was designed by Equipements 
mecaniques et hydrauliques (EMH) and built and installed 
by Compagnie franc,aise d'entreprises metalliques (CfEM) 
at a test location in 98 metres (323 feet) of water m the 
Bay of Biscay. It has a long cylinder-shaped main structure 
extending above sea-level to provide drilling, production, and 
oil storage facilities, Jiving quarters and a heliport. The subd
merged lower end of the cylindrical structure is connecte 
through a universal-joint system to the ballasted stable base 
fixed on the sea floor. The base is designed to contain subsea 
well-heads. The more than 1,200 tons buoyancy force of the 
main structure ensures the over-all stability of the cylinder 
platform which is subjected only to rotational motion even 
under severe winds and heavy seas. Subsea completed wells, 
which can be drilled through a central conduit inside the 
cylinder, would allow produced oil to be treated on the 
above-water facilities and then stored in the submerged lower 
part of the cylinder. 

4 2 Humble Oil and Refining Company has designed, for 
production in 305 to 395 metres (1,000 to 1,300 feet) water
depth, a submerged bottom-supported platform which would 
contain up to 40 subsea well-heads on the platform deck at 
moderate depth below sea level and be accessible to divers. 

43 A large production platform constructed in 93 metres 
(340 feet) of water in the Gulf of Mexico costs $6 million. 
In 243 metres (800 feet) of water, a conventional piled 
template-type platform would cost $18 million. 



much faster platform installation in order to avoid 
as much damaging weather as possible. 

Despite the many problems arising from adverse 
~eath~r, difficulties of access by surface craft, colli
sion r~sks and human safety, there is a very great 
~ttractton in maintaining as many facilities as prac
ticable at or above sea level. For the foreseeable future, 
above-water production systems using conventional 
platforms, articulated buoyant tower platforms, or 
other new types of structures, will continue to be most 
prevalent where sea conditions are less severe, where 
~onstruction facilities are nearby, where water-depth 
is less than 305 metres (1,000 feet), where reservoir 
characteristics permit clustering many wells per plat
form, and where production problems and frequent 
work-over of wells are anticipated. 

OCEAN FLOOR COMPLETION AND PRODUCTION 
SYSTEMS 

There have been many improvements and new de
velopme!lts in underwater equipment and techniques 
for use m the subsea well completion systems whereby 
well-heads, manifolds, flowlines, pumps, compressors, 
sepa~ators, controls and other production equipment 
are mstalled on the sea floor. As of 1969, some 100 
wells had already been completed on the sea floor but 
these wells either produce to nearby on-shore pro
d~ction facilities or, as "satellite" peripheral wells, 
yield production to the centralized facilities on a fixed 
aboye-w~ter _producti?n platform. Today subsea com
~letion is still techmcally difficult and rather expen
si_ve and most of the underwater equipment and tech
mques are still in the experimental stage. 

Engineering research has been continuously pur
sued to improve the remotely actuated subsea well
head equipment and control mechanism. A system of 
acoustic signal control of subsea wells has been suc
cessfully applied to a group of wells in the Gulf of 
Mexico.44 

Subsea well completions made during recent years 
have proven to be very successful for gas production 
but sometimes difficulties are encountered in oil pro
~uc~ion, particularly where the paraffin content of crude 
i~ high and tends to clog up the flowline. Clearing the 
Imes and other servicing operations can usually be 
carried out by divers, by the recently improved "through 
the flowline" technique using "pump-down tools"45 or 
by the newly developed wireline methods.46 

. 44 Each well-head has two miniaturized long-duration radio
isotope generators which uninterruptedly power the electro
mechanically actuated valves. Production controls of these 
wells are actuated and precisely regulated by coded acoustic 
signals sent out from a central production console located on 
a fixed platform about 1.5 km from the wells. The two-way 
acoustic telemetry system transmits operational status re
ports, upon request from the production console, and auto
matically transmits any unscheduled operational changes or 
malfunctions. Most subsea equipment used is designed to be 
emplaced from the sea surface without diver's assistance. 

45 During the last few years, a number of subsea satellite 
wells in the Gulf of Mexico have been successfully serviced 
by the "through-flowline pump down" methods from the cen
tralized console on the production platform. The methods 
have been undergoing rapid development, and now have 
developed into a practical economic procedure for well main
tenance without the need of expensive work-over rigs. 

46 In 1969, the Institut fram,ais du petrole developed a 
flexible marine riser system which can be connected from a 
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A highly significant experiment of an entire subsea 
production system was being conducted in 1969 and 
1970 in 21 metres (70 feet) of water, off the coast of 
Abu Dhabi in the Persian Gulf. This test, referred to 
as "Well Bravo" will determine the effectiveness, reli;. 
ability, and cost of various equipment which could 
eventually be used in depths down to 200 metres 
(655 feet).47 

Subsea well completion offers the potential advan
tages that it would avoid the hostile sea surface envi
ronment, eliminate expensive above-water platforms, 
reduce the requirements of surface support and elimi
nate the sea-surface navigational hazards. As the tech
nology of subsea well completion and production im
proves, the first widespread subsea completion prac
tice will come where a large number of development 
wells must be drilled and completed to produce in 
more than 120 metres ( 400 feet) of water in areas of 
greatly varying sea-floor topography, so that above
water platforms with centralized production facilities 
can be economically erected in suitable shallow water 
within a reasonable distance (Ellis, and others, 1969). 
Subsequent technological advances will make it pos
sible to locate entire oilfield facilities on the sea-floor 
in ultra-deep water, with remote control from a cen
tralized terminal, and with production going into under
water storage and shipped via tankers or submarine 
pipelines. 

Manned and unmanned underwater work capabilities 
One of the increasingly important new dimensions 

in off-shore petroleum technology is the necessary 
underwater manned and unmanned activities to support 
various operations and perform critical tasks in deeper 
and deeper waters. These include subsea well comple
tion and maintenance, setting structures, installation of 
platform cathodic protection, inspection and repair of 
pipelines and underwater portions of structures and 
drilling equipment, and hazardous salvage work, such 
as bringing blown-out wells under control. 

As a result of commercial demand for advanced 
diving services, diving technology has made significant 

dynamically positioned surface vessel to a subsea well-head. 
Its oleopneumatic damping device automatically compensates 
for wave action and keeps the marine rise stationary even in 
heavy seas, thus permitting conventional wireline tools to be 
used in servicing subsea wells in deep water. Another system 
developed by IFP requires that the entire wireline winch be 
lowered onto the subsea well-head and remotely operated from 
a surface vessel, thus eliminating the need for a marine riser. 

47 The subsea well being tested by the British Petroleum 
Company and Compagnie fram,aise de petroles, referred to as 
"Well Bravo", was connected directly to a distant platform 
above water and also connected to two different sea-floor 
gas separators, which perform degassing, including gas dis
persal and disposal underwater. One separator unit is equipped 
with a self-positioning system whereby it can lower itself to 
the sea-floor base. The whole unit, without the base, may be 
surfaced for major servicing, with minor operating adjust
ments to equipment being made under the bell by divers. The 
other separator has retrievable instrument capsules which 
may be brought to the surface for adjustment by attaching 
buoyant parachutes with diver's assistance. Other principal 
items undergoing subsea testing are well-heads; underwater 
communications; autonomous power sources for the provision 
of energy for operation and remote control of valves; telem
etry; underwater tools and welding procedures; and subma
rines for diver support and transport, including navigational 
systems and sea-floor garages for the submarines. 



advances during the last few years in terms of diving 
depth, diving duration and effective work time on the 
bottom, diving safety, special underwater tools and 
methods and technical skills in performing tasks.48 

It is now quite practical to place men at depths of 
180-213 metres (600-700 feet) and carry out efficient 
work under safe conditions. However, diving costs in
crease rapidly with water-depth and very deep diving 
is still limited to the exceptionally critical tasks. 

Experimental dives and medical investigations have 
been carried out successfully, both in the dry and wet 
environments, to as deep as 457 metres (1,500 feet) .4o 
The results indicate that man has not yet reached the 
physical limits of deep diving. 60 It may be expected that 
commercial diving to these depths will eventually be
come practical in the future, and with the new devel
opments in life support systems, pressure-chamber 
designs and special tools and methods, the entire con
tinental shelf and the upper portions of continental 
slopes will be accessible to the diver. A world-wide 
rescue capability will be possible when the mating sys
tems for fitting and lifting various types of diving 
capsules have been standardized throughout the world. 

Experiments involving the use of fixed or mobile sea
floor habitats have been successfully conducted in many 
parts of the world, 61• 62• 53 and it is expected that 
habitat technology will soon find its full application in 
off-shore petroleum work. There is no doubt that the 
ability to work and live in permanent sea-floor bases 
for prolonged periods under considerable hydrostatic 
pressure will be an integral part of the new technology 
that will evolve as the petroleum industry moves into 
deeper waters. 

The number of small, manned submersibles capable 
of performing limited but useful underwater oil-field. 
.work, continues to grow. More special designs have 

. 48 A n_ew breed of di':'ing eng\neers and diving technicians 
1s ef!l~rgmg. !hey_ are highly tramed men, embodying all the 
q?ahties of mtelhgence and physical and mental fitness of 
d1:-ers, who bring their technical expertise and engineering 
skills to the subsea oil facilities at increasingly greater water
depths. 

49 In 1970, volunteer members of the Royal Naval Scien
tific Service, United Kingdom, stayed 10 hours at a world 
record simulated diving depth of 457 metres (1,500 feet). 

60 ~t is still . uncer:tain as to how deep man can go, but 
expenments with ammals suggest an ultlffiate practical limit 
for work diving may exist somewhere between 305 metres 
(1,000 feet) and 760 metres (2,500 feet) (Smith, 1969), 
However, there are physiological hurdles to overcome in div
ing at the greater depths, and work efficiency may be sig
nificantly impaired, with considerable increase in cost, thus 
reaching a point of diminishing returns as a functon of diving 
depth. 

61 For example, Cousteau's Conshelf experiments, the Soviet 
Union's project Benthos 300, West Germany's project "Helgo
land" in the North Sea, Canada's habitat Sublimnos in Lake 
Superior, habitat Aegir off the _Hawaiian Island of Oahu, and 
habitat Hydrolab off the Flonda coast. 

52 In 1970 scientists, engineers and medical doctors from 
27 nations p~rticipated in the United State~• !ektite II ~abitat 
programme in the warm waters off the V1rgm Islands m the 
Caribbean. 

53 A unique subsea work system, now u1;1der development 
in the Netherlands, consists of work submanne~ (the recen_tly 
completed Nereid 330 and the ne:et-generallon submanne 
Nereid 2000); a diver transport veh1~le, th~ Wet Sub, now 
under construction; and a small habitat with wet an~ dry 
compartments to be used as a sea-floor base for oil-field 
divers. 

been used in recent subsea work boats to meet specific 
engineering tasks, 54 such as pipeline burying and in
spection, salvage and maintenance work. 

The mechanical arms and highly sophisticated mani
pulator systems attached to submersibles are designed 
to simulate a diver's dexterity and versatility. They 
need to be considerably improved in their speed and 
dexterity, but the models of future generations are 
expected to perform all intricate tasks below diver 
depth and to assist or replace the diver working in 
shallow water. 

Some of the new submersibles have lock-out com
partments, permitting divers to exit to the subsea work 
site and re-enter upon completion of their work.55 

As petroleum exploitation progresses into deeper and 
deeper waters, the subsea work boats will, to a certain 
extent replace the physical efforts and hardships of con
ventional divers. It is expected that a new generation of 
submersibles with adequate work capabilities will be 
eventually developed and employed for servicing sub
sea wells in several thousand feet of water. 

Special new designs of unmanned tethered sub
mersibles, sea-bed vehicles, and other remote con
trolled devices have been developed for pipeline work 
and experimented with in other subsea oil-field opera
tions. 

However, a great deal of engineering research a~d 
development work is required to develop more sophis
ticated, versatile, unmanned units and devices that can 
reliably perform various complex tasks in deep ~ater. 
But it is expected that divers, manned subm~rs1bles, 
and teleguided unmanned units will become mtegral 
parts of the future deep-water petroleum technology. 
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Future deep-water production systems 
Intensive engineering research has been pursued 

during the past few years by the petroleum industry, 
in co-operation with the ocean engineering and aero
space industries, to develop entirely new deep-water 
petroleum production systems. The major objecti~e is 
to develop all the desirable equipment and techniques 
that would be able to economically perform all the 
envisioned necessary work functions under varied 
deep-water conditions. Such work includes drilling of 
development wells; well completion; work-over and 
servicing of wells; production control and comming
ling; downhole fluid injection and secondary recoye~; 
well stream processing; production equipment mam
tenance; and storage and transportation of oil and gas. 

A number of new systems have been proposed, 
designed, or experimented with for production to 450 
metres (1,500 feet) or greater water-depth. These 

54 A "sea bed vehicle" constructed in 1970 in the United 
Kingdom can support two operators and three divers on the 
sea floor to depths of 182 metres (600 feet) and perform sub
sea work such as pile driving, pipeline inspection, trenching 
and pipeline burying, salvage and maintenance work. The 
vehicle travels on large wheels along the sea bed and the re
quired power and life support are fed from a surface support 
vessel. 

65 The 25-metre long Ar&'Yronete is being built in France 
and will be in service in 1972 to become the largest lock-out 
submarine. It will be able to operate to 600 metres (1,970 
feet) depth and accommodate six crew members in the dry 
compartment at atmospheric pressure and four · divers in a 
wet section. 



systems rely heavily on the past twenty years' experience 
o! off-shore petroleum operations and the new technolo
~es developed by the ocean engineering and aerospace 
mdustries, as well as analyses of the critical factors, 
such as safety; initial investment; operating costs; time 
!equired for installation; status of development . of the 
llllportant components to be utilized in the system; 
possible improvements of the system based on antici
~ated future technologic advances; water-depth limita
tions; and suitability to a variety of environmental,'56 

geographical57 and petroleum reservoir conditions.68 

Several of the new systems have been designed to place 
most of the equipment, when possible and practical; 
on the sea-bed or in the water medium below the level 
of waves, 59 thus eliminating the need for above-water 
~ed platfo!ms. Operations of the subsea equipment 
wdl be contmuously monitored and remotely controlled 
and actuated through subsea cables, hydraulic lines, 
underwater acoustic devices, or by radio or microwave 
telemetry to an antenna buoy moored above sea level. 
The ~utomatic operations will be provided with ap
pr_opnate alarms and safety devices for equipment 
fadures. 

In principle, there are three approaches in the de
velopment of new subsea production systems: exposed 
"wet systems"; "dry ambient pressure systems"; and 
"dry atmospheric pressure systems"; and technically 
there are no water depth limits for these concepts. In 
!he exposed "wet systems,"60 the major equipment 
items, such as well heads, manifolds, pumps, com
pressors, separators, controls, and production storage 
facilities, are installed on the sea-bed or on decks of 
submerged platforms at convenient diver depths, and 
are directly exposed to the sea environment. 

While certain equipment units will be designed to 
be remotely controlled, other equipment will be op
erated by special-purpose manipulators. These manipu
lators will govern the design and lay-out of the wet 
systems. For the unexpected infrequent repairs and 
other tasks, either divers, manned subsea work boats, 
or unmanned tethered vehicles will be required. 

In the "dry ambient-pressure systems",61 major 
equipment items are encapsulated in thin-walled 

66 Environmental conditions include prevailing weather, 
waves, currents, turbidity and temperature of water, and oc
currence of major storms, earthquakes and ice. 

67 Some important geographical conditions are distance 
from shore; water-depth variations between the site and shore; 
availability of natural harbours, construction sites and other 
on-shore facilities and local markets for crude oil and gas. 

68 Petroleum reservoir conditions include reservoir size, 
depth, and characteristics; anticipated production rates of 
wells; reservoir pressure; gas-oil and water-oil ratios; and 
the extent of corrosion, sand and paraffin problems of the 
flowlines. 

69 All equipment placed under water will be designed for 
long life, reliable operation, and for ease of repair or replace
ment. Modular designs will facilitate replacement of equipment 
items in a single unit and permit deleting or adding modules 
according to changing production requirements. Redundancy 
Will be provided so that failure of a component does not re
quire immediate correction to prevent shutdown and to 
increase safety. 

60 For example, the system under development by the Deep 
Oil Technology Company is comprised of modular-type sea
floor templates designed to support well assemblies exposed to 
the sea environment. 

61 An example is the conceptual system designed by the 
National Tank Company and Production Systems Interna
tional. 
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capsules which are dry inside but at. full ambient sub
sea pressure. The principal advantages of these systems 
are that production equipment is protected from direct 
contact with the sea, that equal pressure inside and 
outside the capsule permits . easy access for divers 
through the bottom opening, and that the divers, al
though subjected to pressure and decompression prob
lems, can work more effectively in the dry environment. 
These systems will also provide means for dry per
sonnel and equipment transfer, using a tethered bell 
or submersible as a transfer elevator to · and from the 
sea surface. 

As in the case of the wet systems, the dry ambient
pressure systems may also be designed to place the 
equipment capsules above the ocean floor at a con
venient diver depth in order to reduce the pressure and 
to facilitate divers' work. Any equipment located below 
this depth will probably require the use of general 
purpose manipulators or manned subsea work boats 
in place of divers. 

In the dry atmospheric pressure systems,62 thick
walled capsules protect equipment and maintenance 
personnel from high pressures as well as from direct 
contact with the sea. The principal advantage of the 
dry atmospheric-pressure systems is the elimination of 
pressure-diving problems. But these systems · require 
relatively heavy and expensive capsules; provisions for 
the more complicated personnel and equipment 
transfer;63 means of maintaining the internal pressure; 
and means of conditioning and controlling the air. 
mixture.64 

As in the case of the dry ambient-pressure systems; 
all equipment inside the capsule with one atmospheric 
pressure would be designed to withstand accidental 
flooding, and, under unusual circumstances, well
heads may be located outside the capsules to reduce 
the hazards from high-pressure hydrocarbon leaks. 
This external "wet" equipment would be serviced by 
divers, manipulators . or manned work submarines. 

TRANSFERRING OFF-SHORE PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY 

Off-shore petrolewn technology is expected to yield 
many benefits for other marine enterprises. For ex
ample, the current technology for constructing fixed 
off-shore platforms and mobile units will soon be widely 
applied to various new tasks of marine construction, 
such as floating airports, artificial islands-harbours, and 
floating cities.65,66 Recently a jack-up platform designed 

62 A prototype system developed by the Lockheed Missiles 
and Space Company was recently successfully tested in 60 
metres of water off British Columbia. 

63 Equipment mating techniques developed in the United 
States of America for submarine rescue have been adopted to 
the design of personnel transfer systems. 

64 The inside atmosphere might be breathable or inert; if 
inert, personnel would require individual breathing apparatus. 

65 A floating airport has been proposed in the Atlantic, 
located 35 miles from New York. In France, the Port Author
ity of Le Havre recently completed plans to build an artificial 
island-harbour to be located some 17 miles at sea. It is 
expected that before the end of the 1970s, a systems approach 
to land-air-sea transport interfaces will be realized in the con
struction of off-shore airfields in combination with off-shore 
port facilities, including tanker terminals, and provided with 
tubes and causeways leading to adjacent coasts (Goodwin, 
1969). 

66 In the Sea City project proposed by the Pilkington Glass 
Age Development Committee in London, a 16-storey glass and 



for drilling in the North Sea was used in deep-water 
bridge construction in Ja pan. 

The off-shore petroleum industry recently saw how 
its technology could be advantageously utilized in an
other "ocean industry". In 1970, Deepsea Ventures 
Inc. successfully tested a pilot-scale dredging system 
for mining manganese nodules in 760 to 915 metres 
(2,500 to 3,000 feet) of water, 270 kilometres ( 170 
miles) off the coast of Georgia and Florida. This 
prototype of a deep-ocean mining system applied the 
most advanced techniques for the control of long, un
supported drill pipe developed through years of 
petroleum drilling. An experienced oil rig crew was 
used for the operations. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been predicted that many new off-shore fields, 
totalling as much as 140,000 million barrels of re
coverable oil, will be discovered during the next 
decade or so in the world's continental shelf67 and upper 
continental shelf areas to depths of 705 metres (1,000 
feet). This does not include the anticipated continuing 
new discoveries off the coasts of Canada, the United 
States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

At the present rate of progress, it is apparent that 
off-shore petroleum technology has already developed 
th_e ~apabµity of exploiting new reserves at these depths 
w1thm this decade. The commercial development of 
petroleum in ultra-deep waters is likely to be largely 
restricted during the next one or two decades to a 
small number of the very largest, highly productive 
fields in the most favourable locations. But given the 
present capability and the confidence of profitable 
progress into increasingly deeper waters and the 
geological evidence to support the existence of large 
undiscovered off-shore reserves ( often in areas where 
petroleum is not yet produced), offshore petroleum 
development will undoubtedly change the production 
and supply picture for many countries in the not too 

concrete amphitheatre, measuring 1,430 X 1,005 metres 
(4,700 X 3,300 feet) and housing 30,000 people, with a 
heated inner lagoon, would be built on piles of floating pon
toons 24 km (15 miles) off the Norfolk coast of the United 
Kingdom in 10 metres (35 feet) of water. 

67 Taken as a whole, the shelf areas of the world are more 
favourable for petroleum occurrence than the exposed part 
of the continents, and many sedimentary basins are expected 
to have a great potential in terms of exploratory drilling suc
cess ratio and production per well and per unit area. 

distant future and introduce new world petroleum 
trade patterns,68 
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SUMMARY - RESUME - RESUMEN 

Latest advances in off-shore petroleum technology: 
Frank F. H. Wang 

In this article, the author reviews 8;11 the latest technological 
improvements and achievements which allow tht; ~troleum 
industry to venture increasingly into deeper waters _m its s7ai:ch 
for oil. He gives extensive treatmen! ~f t?e _van~u_s e~sbng 
types of drilling rigs insisting on their mtnns1c ~mg1!1ahty. In 

t . J h deals with bottom-supported mobile ngs, float-
par 1cu ar, e . • d t' th 
ing drilling rigs, hybrid-type mobile ngs, an men ions e 
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design envisaged for future mobile rigs. Some of the problems 
attached to the well-functioning of these devices are also 
touched upon. 

In the second part of his article, the author elaborates on 
the various techniques used in completion and production 
systems for off-shore oil developments. In addition to the 
well-known above-water completion and production system, 
he studies the systems emplaced on the ocean floor. Some 
glimpses of future deep-water production systems are also 
given. 



Developpements recents des techniques petrolieres 
«off-shore»: Frank F. H. Wang 

Dans cet article l'auteur passe en revue Jes recentes ame
liorations et realisations techniques qui permettent a l'industrie 
petroliere de s'avancer dans des eaux plus profondes dans • sa 
quete d'hydrocarbures. II insiste longuement sur Jes differents 
types de plates-formes de forage en rappelant Jes caracteris
tiques originales de chacune. En particulier, ii examine Jes 
plates-formes de forage fixes, semi-fixes et flottantes et fait 
mention des plans envisages pour la construction de plates
formes mobiles dans l'avenir. II signale egalement certains 
des problemes qui se rattachent au bon fonctionnement de 
ces installations. 

Dans la seconde partie de son article, l'auteur expose Jes 
differentes techniques qui soot utilisees pour la finition et la 
mise en production des puits dans l'exploitation off-shore. 
Outre Jes systemes bien connus de finition et de production 
au-dessus de l'eau, ii etudie Jes systemes installes sur le fond. 
II donne quelques aper9us des systemes de production envi
sages pour des eaux profondes. 
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Ultimos progresos de la tecnica de explotacion del 
petroleo frente alas costas: Frank F. H. Wang 

En este artfculo el autor analiza las ultimas realizaciones 
y mejoras tecnol6gicas que permiten que la industria petrolera 
se aventure en aguas cada vez mas profundas buscando pe
tr6leo. Se examinan extensamente las distintas clases de ma
quinas de perforaci6n de pozos, insistiendo en su originalidad 
intrfnseca. Sohre todo se ocupa de las torres m6viles apo
yadas en el fondo marino, de las torres flotantes y de las 
torres m6viles mixtas y se describe el diseiio de las futuras 
torres o plataformas m6viles. Tambien se tratan algunos de 
los problernas relacionados que plantea el funcionamiento 
adecuado de estos dispositivos. 

En la segunda parte de este articulo, el autor explica las 
distintas tecnicas empleadas para organizar y aprovechar sis
temas de explotaci6n de! petr61eo frente a las costas. Ademas 
del conocido sistema de explotaci6n y aprovechamiento sobre 
el agua, estudia los sisternas ubicados en el fondo marino. 
Tambien se dan algunas ideas sobre los futuros sistemas de 
explotaci6n en aguas profundas. 



THE SEARCH FOR GROUNDWATER IN THE CRYSTALLINE REGIONS OF AFRICA 

by Robert DIJON 

Co-ordinator of Groundwater Projects, 
Resources and Transport Division, United Nations Secretariat 

Across a major surface of the African continent, and 
especially in the humid tropical zones, igneous ( or 
crystalline) rocks crop out or are present under a thin 
cover of sediments. Until recently these rocks, which 
are mainly of Pre-Cambrian age, were regarded as 
impervious. However, new methods of prospecting, de
veloped mainly in the late 1950s, have made it possible 
to locate in these compact rocks exploitable ground
water reservoirs. Moreover, groundwater is nowadays 
exploited in tropical regions where surface-water is 
relatively abundant and scattered over a wide area. 
This situation is the result of various factors, such as: 

(a) Seasonal shortage. Surface waters from surface 
streams and ponds dry out in certain areas during the 
dry season over a wide fringe of the desert zone; 

(b) Poor quality water. The chemical composition 
and the pollution of surface-waters, which sometimes 
contain pathogenic elements, do not permit them to 
be considered safe for human use; 

(c) Local shortage. At some distance from the main 
rivers, surface-water resources may become scarce, even 
in humid zones, and especially if they are to supply 
a large village or a town. The creation of modern 
populated centres has therefore led to the search for 
groundwater; 

(d) High cost of surface-water. When, for such 
populated centres, surface-water is available only at a 
distance, the cost of a lengthy piping system and of 
installations for treatment has encouraged the search 
for locally available groundwater. 

Prospection for groundwater in crystalline rocks and 
its exploitation are of vital interest to the greater part 
of ten African countries and to large areas of another 
ten countries. The population concerned numbers more 
than SO million. Projects dealing with this type of 
operation were sponsored by the United Nations De
velopment Programme and carried out in recent years 
by the United Nations in Dahomey, Somalia, Togo, 
Uganda and Upper Volta, while several others are 
projected in Cameroon, Mali and Mauritania. 

The purpose of this article is to give a broad idea 
of the problems encountered and the methods used. 

OCCURRENCE OF GROUNDWATER 

It is known that the occurrence of groundwater, 
under natural conditions, is ruled by three sets of fac-
tors: 

(a) Morphological: surface-water run-off and infil
tration are in a close relation with _morphology and 
especially the pattern '?f hydrograph1c net-work, and 
the slopes of the terram; 

(b) Climatic: the amount and the distribution in 
time of precipitation will largely decide what water 
resources will be available for infiltration and under
ground storage. However, a substantial amount of this 
hydraulic potential can be withdrawn to this infiltra
tion by means of evapotranspiration; 

(c) Geologic: the infiltration of water into the 
terrains, its conservation in quality and quantity, and 
its further extraction are closely related to the phy~ical 
and chemical properties of the geological formatm~s, 
for example, the existence of voids which ~a~, cont~ 
water; a proper structure of this "porosity which 
would allow water to flow underground; and the 
absence, in the rocks, of soluble chemical components 
which might alter the quality of the water. 

Of these, geological factors are of paramount im
portance, as they primarily govern the very c~ncept _of 
"groundwater reservoir". In most cases, geological umts 
and groundwater units (groundwater "basins" or "pro
vinces") have about the same boundaries. A _sho~ 
review of the geology of crystalline rocks in Afnca 1s 
therefore given below. 
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CRYSTALLINE ROCKS IN AFRICA 

The crystalline Pre-Cambrian shield, which consti
tutes the bulk of the continent outcrops, is present at 
shallow depths in vast regions of the continent, espe
cially in West, East, and South Africa, in the Sahai:a 
and in Madagascar. The depressed portions of this 
shield, and most of its edges especially in coas~al are~, 
have been covered with continental and manne sedi
ments. 

The chronology of the African Pre-Cambria!1 period 
is often a subject of dispute between geologists. For 
the hydrogeologist, the main interest lies with the vast 
lithological units, whatever their age might be. Three 
periods have been identified: 
The lower Pre-Cambrian (more than 3 billion years): 

This is characterized by granito-gneiss formations 
abundantly folded and penetrated by granitic ba!ho
lites. It is known under such names as "Sugganen" 
in the Sahara· "Dahomeyen" in West Africa; "Pre-

' 1 " mayombe" in Central Africa; "Basement Comp ex 
in East Africa. 

The middle Pre-Cambrian (from 2 to 3 billion years): 
Folding and granitization are also the rule, b~t 

with a less advanced metamorphic process. It 1s 
mainly represented by schists and quartzites, .. 1.n~d~r 
the names of "Atacorien" (quartzites) and B1rn
mien" (schists) in West Africa; "Kerdous" in Mo
rocco; "Mayombe" in Central Africa; "Upper Base-
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ment" in Zambia; "Limpopo" in Southern Africa; 
"serie de graphite" in Madagascar. 

The upper Pre-Cambrian (from 1 to 2 billion years): 
This includes various sedimentary formations 

affected diversely by metamorphism, and also vol
canic formations (rhyolites, basalts). Such are the 
"Tarkwaian" in West Africa, the "Great Dyke" in 
Rhodesia, the "Witwatersrand" in Southern Africa. 
This African shield is overlain by a sedimentary 

complex "Infra-Cambrian" or "Pre-Cambrian terminal" 
which includes granitic batholites such as the younger 
granites of Nigeria, and volcanic formations. The fol
lowing local terms are used for this geological period: 
"Adoudounien" in Morocco, "Falemien" in West 
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Africa, "Groupe de Katanga" in Central Africa, 
"Waterberg" in Southern Africa. 

The hercynian orogenesis. of the Carboniferous
Permian period has lifted large areas where Pre-Cam
brian rocks crop out : Hoggar, Rguibat Highlands, 
Atacora Mountains and others. 

During the Cenozoic period, especially in the Neo
gene, great geological phenomena gave the continent 
its general present appearance: orogenesis of the Atlas~ 
fracturation of the shield accompanied by volcanic 
effusions, · sinking of the Red Sea area, creation of the 
rift valleys in East Africa. After having been submitted 
to large · movements of breaking tectonics, the continent 
is presently cut by large cracks into raised cupolas> 
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and depressed or collapsed basins. The fractures follow 
two main, perpendicular orientations, SW-NE and 
NW-SE, and they are much more numerous and sub
divided in the east along the two rift valleys. These 
are large subsident ditches, some 4,000 kilometres long, 
whose depth may reach 2,000 metres. 

Important volcanic phases took place during the 
Miocene, Pliocene and even the Quaternary periods, 
in close relationship with the system of fractures, 
mainly in East Africa (Ethiopia lava flows, Mount 
Kilimanjaro in Kenya, and Ruwenzori). Other volcanic 
areas include, Tibesti, Haggar, A'ir and Fezzan; Capo 
Verde, Fernando Po, and the Canary Islands; Mada
gascar and the Basutoland mountains. 

The tectonic factors are of a great importance to 
the properties of crystalline rocks as aquifers because 
ancient orogenic movements brought certain crystalline 
areas to an upper position where, over a long period 
of time, they were submitted to intense erosion and 
weathering phenomena; also the faults and fractures 
which cut the continent into large blocks were active 
for numerous and lengthy periods. 

This weathering and fracturing introduced into the 
bulk of the crystalline rocks secondary, important 
porosity, which endowed them with water-bearing 
properties, the primary porosity of the rocks, in their 
original state being almost nil. Most important is the 
weathering which occurred during Pliocene, Pleisto
cene and Quaternary periods characterized by diluvial 
rainfall over most of Africa. 

CLIMATIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL FACTORS 

The quantity of water available for the replenish
ment of natural groundwater reservoirs relates to three 
main climatic factors: total rainfall per month and per 
year; the distribution of rainfall during short periods 
of time (intensity); the value of potential evapotrans
piration ruled by the latitude, the altitude and the 
temperature. 

equatorial humid regions (between latitude 10°N and 
8°S and meridians 12°W and 40°E) have two rainy 
seasons with a maximum at the zenith of the sun 
(March-June and September-November) and practically 
continental rainfalls in the equatorial forest area be
tween the Congo River and Lake Victoria, centering on 
the equator. The yearly rainfall exceeds 2 metres (up to 
4-6 metres) on the West African coast from Conakry 
to Abidjan, from the Niger delta to Libreville, in the 
Congo loop, at the west of the Great Lakes, and on 
the eastern coast of Madagascar. Further, the tropical 
areas as far as latitude 15 °N have only one rainy 
season, from May to October; to latitude 20°S and 
in Madagascar, it occurs from October till April. In 
the humid savannah belt, some 500 kilometres wide, 
the dry season may extend on four to five months. 
There is also a dry savannah belt, 300 kilometres wi~e, 
covering large areas, including most of East Afnca 
and the central part of South Africa. 

The desert subtropical zone in the vicinity of the 
tropics, and also most of Somalia, receive a very 
limited, irregular rainfall. 

Mountainous areas in Africa are of quite limited 
extent. They are located mainly in the extreme north 
and south of the continent; the high altitudes found 
in the central part are related to volcanic insulated 
masses, not to mountain ranges. Most of the igneous 
and sedimentary formations in Africa have a tabular 
(mesa) structure. In West Africa the altitude is rather 
low (generally much less than 500 metres) and higher 
in east and southern Africa (1,000-1,200 and even 
1,500 metres). 

The drainage pattern varies widely. In crystalline 
rock areas of the arid zone, it is barely marked ma
terializing into many closed basins; in the eastern 
highlands and in humid areas of the west, it is well 
ramified, sometimes following an arborescent design, 
but usually it is not deeply embanked. 

IGNEOUS ROCKS AS AQUIFERS Each one of these three factors prevails upon the 
others, depending on the areas considered, in the As mentioned before, groundwater is unevenly . dis-
following ways: tributed in crystalline rocks and can be found mainly, 

(a) When total rainfall exceeds 1 to 1.20 metres/ if not exclusively, in weathered and fract~red areas. 
year neither the violence of rainfall, nor evapotrans- Also some inclusions or intrusions of certam types of 
piration is important, because there is always a sub- igneous rocks may have better properties than the bulk 
stantial amount of rain-water available for infiltration; of the formation itself. 

( b) When the value of rainfall does not exceed The purpose of any groundwater investigation in 
0.2 to 0.3 metres/year if the intensity of the rare rain- crystalline areas is: 
falls, that is, their concentration on a very short period (a) In weathered areas to evaluate the thickn~ss, 
of time is not sufficient, the meagre water crop is depth and hydraulic characteristics of the water-beanng 
practically evaporated while it falls, and no water is layers; 
available for infiltration; ( b) In fractured areas to locate in depth the fr~c-

( c) In the case of rainfall whose value lies in be- tured and fissured zones to ascertain that the voids 
tween the above measures, that, is between 0.3 and are not filled with clogging unconsolidated sediments or 
1 metre evapotranspiration is the dominant factor. recrystallization products and that they are saturated 
During the most humid periods there is always in the with good quality water; ' 
water-balance a surplus available for infiltration. But ( c) In areas where petrographic discontinuities are 
during the dry periods ~ost of the surfa~e-water and observed, to identify their extent, and their water-bear-
shallow groundwater dnes out. Such per10~s of pre- ing and replenishment potential. 
vailing arid conditions may last for three or six months. As the cost of well-digging and well-drillin$ in ~rystal-

Rainfall is closely related to latitude. an~ to a les~er line formations is high, it is important to site with ac-
to altitude It is unevenly distnbuted, with curacy the promising well locations and also to eval_uate ,f ~~~~ant seasonal· and interannual fluctuations. The properly the optimum depth of the wells to be reahzed. 
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In this view, a hydrogeological survey in igneous 
rock_ areas requires a multi-operational approach, in
volvmg a strong component of photogeology, geophysics 
and reconnaissance drilling. However, it must be under
stood that groundwater resources occurring in igneous 
rocks are in most cases quite limited and expensive to 
develop. Therefore, they should be reserved for human 
(and eventually animal) consumption. 

. The following principles should always be kept in 
~d. whenever a groundwater survey in igneous rocks 
1s bemg considered ( the term "igneous rocks" being 
meant to include both crystalline and metamorphic 
rocks especially with regard to Pre-Cambrian forma
tions) :1 

•. (a) In weathered zones groundwater is contained 
m strata, generally thin and of a limited lateral exten
sion,. included in a clayey environment. The water
beanng material can be either an unconsolidated or a 
conso~idated formation with an intergranular-type 
porosity; 

. (b) _In fractured and fissured zones, water is con
tamed m channels. Groundwater flow occurs in con
ditions recalling those related to carbonate rocks; how
ever channels are often narrower than limestones and 
dolomites; 
. (c) Best groundwater reservoirs in Pre-Cambrian 
igneous rocks are found where these formations are 
both fractured and weathered. In fact the fracturation 
has often occurred where the rock has offered less 
resistance and the fracturation has created good con
ditions for weathering. It often happens also that such 
phenomena are associated with topographic depressions, 
which create favourable conditions for surface-water 
collection and infiltration. 

The general pattern of a hydrogeological investiga
tion in such areas would therefore be: 
1 st phase. General reconnaissance of existing wells and 
• ponds; review of topographical and morphologi

cal features; lithological and structural studies 
( aerial photographs); 

2nd phase. Geophysical prospection and eventual ex
ploratory drilling. By the end of this phase, the well 
sites will be selected; 

3rd phase. Test drilling and pumping; 
4th phase. Control of the water-table, at least during 

one-year evaluation of the safe yield. 

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 

In these mostly flat and humid lands, where surface
water is almost always present, the population has al
ways considered that the coming of the rains was 
enough to solve their water problems. Invocations to 
rainfall are often present in the cultures of the dry 
savannah belts: Mali statues raising their arms to the 
sky, worship of a "queen of rainfall" in the Lowveld 
(South Africa), enthronement of chiefs "bringing the 
rainfall" in Northern Sudan, are among the many 
examples. 

1 The Neogene and Pleistocene lavas will not be considered 
here, as in the areas of their major extension (eastern and 
southern Africa) they are often associated with sedimentary 
formation; also their groundwater potential has been little 
investigated, or not at all. 
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Water, being considered as a gift from heaven-if 
not from the sky-was not often searched for in the 
ground, except when many temporary shallow holes 
were dug in the alluvium of the dried-up rivers. Water 
needs are usually modest, in an ancestral way of living. 
Besides, the digging of wells in crystalline formations 
requires an effort which is not often rewarded by a 
durable success; it also requires financial and technical 
means which cannot be found locally. This explains 
why the quest for groundwater in such regions has 
not been undertaken until recently. A major thrust 
was given after the end of the Second World War and 
especially since the accession to independence of the 
emerging nations of Africa. 

In fact, the war developed a number of techniques 
and products which were later utilized by hydrogeolo
gists, such as the study of aerial photographs and in
creased use of four-wheel-drive vehicles. Meanwhile, 
methods of geophysical prospection have developed, 
technically and in practice, and they have been sys
tematically applied on a local or a regional basis to 
groundwater exploration for the last twenty years. 

First phase: general reconnaissance 
Hydrogeological reconnaissance is based primarily 

on the geological knowledge of the area. A geological 
map at a convenient scale is therefore useful, and 
quite often such maps are prepared by the hydrogeolo
gists themselves. In basement rock areas the outcrops 
are sometimes scattered and small, emerging out of 
superficial formations originating from weathering 
phenomena. In such cases it is most helpful to prepare 
a physiographic sketch which includes data relating to 
topography, pedology, morphology, and structural 
geology ( that is, the main orientation of fractures and 
folds). The identification of geological intrusions or 
inclusions ( dikes of basic rocks) is of paramount im
portance. Some attention has to be given also to the 
type and distribution of the vegetation, which in some 
cases are related to the amount, quality and depth of 
groundwater. 

In tropical areas morphological studies can be useful 
as they give information regarding depth, structure and 
lithology of the weathered zones, and therefore some 
indication of their water-bearing potential. This obser
vation is to be applied especially to the Jateritic forma
tions, the slopes of the terrain, the types of relief, in 
relation to present and ancient (palaeo) climatic con
ditions. It is likely that the setting up of some basic 
principles, relating morphologic factors to the occur
rence of groundwater in such areas, would save a con
siderable amount of work, time and funds. In general 
terms, however, it has been stated that in flat, tropical 
basement-rock land, the best groundwater reservoirs 
are related to topographic depressions, folded and 
fractured areas, and surface run-off (hydrographic net
work). 

During the reconnaissance phase, the main water
holes, including ponds, wells and shallow holes in 
alluvium, are inventoried on maps and index cards; 
data such as water depth, water quality, lithological 
cross-sections of existing wells are collected and 
properly filed. The measurement of water resistivity pro
vides a fast and inexpensive appraisal of the salinity of 
the waters. The index-cards and reports prepared dur-



ing this phase contain indications regarding water needs 
(present and future), water consumption in the villages, 
and a preliminary evaluation of water availability. As 
an example, the United Nations Groundwater Project 
in Togo has surveyed such water needs, water con
sumption and water availability, in more than 800 
villages and towns of the crystalline areas. All the data 
which have been collected are sometimes incorporated 
in a hydrogeological reconnaissance map. On such a 
map the geological formations are indicated by colours 
or patterns which are related to their water-bearing 
properties; the main wells, the boreholes, and the 
isopiezometric contours, water-quality characteristics 
and the depth of the hard rock substratum can be 
represented. This type of document makes it possible 
to identify and mark the areas upon which further 
investigation work has to be focused, taking into ac
count the location of water needs, that is, the cities 
and villages and the most promising hydrogeological 
conditions in their vicinity. 

Second phase: geophysical investigation and exploratory 
drilling 

In the fractured and weathered zones of a crystalline 
area, the aquifer is heterogeneous and water avail
ability is largely different from one point to another. 
The best well-sites have to be determined with a great 
accuracy, if significant yields are to be expected. Only 
geophysical methods can provide this accurate siting, 
and experience has shown that the chances of having 
producing wells are far greater (300-400 per cent) 
when such methods are employed. 

Two main geophysical methods are utilized for 
ground-water investigation in crystalline areas. 

1. Electrical depth probes. This method, the most 
widely applied, consists in measuring, by means of a 
"quadripole" (two electrodes sending the continuous 
electric current and two receiving), the resistivity 
values. Resistivity is a physical characteristic closely 
related to the geological facies of the terrains. In fact, 
this "apparent resistivity" often applies to a group of 
several layers each having different resistivities. 

The spacing of the electrodes can be fixed as re
quested, depending on the depth of investigation to be 
reached: the arrangement of the electrodes can differ, 
along two main types: the "Schlumberger method" 
utilized in French-speaking Africa, and the "Wiener 
method" in English-speaking Africa. 

The interpretation of the curves allows identification 
up to three superimposed levels each h~ving a different 
resistivity. The contrasts are greater if the depth of 
investigation is shaUow, and the results are much more 
reliable if the layers surveyed have been tested in pre
existing purposely drilled boreholes. It is_ also im
portant' to test the resistivity of the outcroppmg forma-
tions. 

Such methods have been_ utilized with regard to !he 
water-supply of cities and village~ and also tht: watering 
of cattle in igneous rock areas m the followmg coun-
t • . Chad Dahomey Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, 
nes. ' ' N" • T U d Malawi, Mauritania, Niger, 1gena,. ogo, gan a, 

Upper Volta South Africa and Zambia. 
The main' aim was to evaluate the thickness and 

b • operti· es of the weathered zone over-water- eanng pr 

lying the granito-gneissic basement, and of the intrusive 
formations, such as dikes. 

2. Seismic-refraction method. The principle con
sists in measuring in a number of locations the char
acteristics of wave-propagation in geological formations 
after the ground has been purposely shaken by a 
hammering or an explosion. In an igneous rock ar~a 
covered with a relatively thick weathered layer, this 
method gives better results than the electrical, as it 
allows much more accurate evaluation of the depth of 
the unweathered bed-rock. However, maximal thick
ness is not necessarily related to the best aquifers, and 
the trend has been in recent years to utilize both meth
ods in "electroseismic" investigations, especially in t~e 
following countries: Cameroon, Chad (Ouadda1), 
Dahomey, Ivory Coast, Mauritania, Tanzania, Togo, 
Uganda, Upper Volta. 

Electrical prospection involves a team of two, an en
gineer and an operator, and about seventy-fi'v'.e 
resistivity probes can be made each month. (\n a~di
tional operator is required in electroseismic investiga
tions. The cost per month of such a team is bet'h'.een 
$6,000 and $8,000 for the electrical .prospect!on, 
$8,000 and $10,000 for the electroseismic operation. 
The cost of siting one well is respectively $1,000 ~nd 
$2,000. Such costs are currently applied by contra~tmg 
companies; they can be reduced if properly tram~ 
local personnel is used. The cost of the equipment IS 

in the range of $5,000 to $10,000. 
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The second phase of investigation may involve a 
certain amount of exploratory drilling in order ~o con
trol and test the geophysical studies. Small diameter 
holes are drilled down at least to the bottom of the 
alteration zones and often down to the fractured zones 
of the unweathered rock; a logging equipment i~ so~e
times moved within the borehole in order to 1de_n~ify 
the porous and water-bearing horizons. Several drilling 
techniques can be used: the rotary is the fastest o1;1e, 
but there is a risk of clogging the thin water layer with 
the drilling mud if certain precautionary measures are 
not taken. 

Third phase: test drilling and pumping 
The construction of tube wells in crystalline areas is 

a difficult operation, as the layers to be b?red are 
quite different in their mechanical properties. The 
nature and the structure of the weathered (soft) zone 
are closely related to those of the bed-rock .. In some 
cases, the weathered zone is almost non-existen!, or 
almost entirely clayey and therefore not aquif~rs. 
From a hydrogeological point of view the crystallme 
basement formation in tropical climates can be sub
divided into two large categories: 

1. Orthogneiss, granite and paragneiss, poor in 
ferromagnesian elements. From the top to the bottom 
the following horizons are found: 
A: Soil and argillaceous concretions, more of less lateritic, 

one to several metres; briskly coloured (violet, red, 
yellow) and sterile 

B: Clays, more or less sandy, variable thicknessess; contains 
seasonal groundwater in the dry savannah belt areas; 1!1e 
bottom of horizon B and top of horizon C are of!,en q~i~e 
fluid owing to the presence of the clayey kaohmc 
porridge" resulting from the decomposition • of the feld
spathic elements of the bed-rock 



C: Coarse sands and clays resulting from the decomposition 
of the bed-rock, less and less clayey in depth (up to 10 
metres); in the lower layers, quartzy elements are 
abundant without much clayey element. This water-bear
ing horizon is most often not very thick (a few metres, 
maximum) 

D: Fractured rock; may contain water in fractures or dikes 
which may act as natural drain of horizon C if pumpings 
are exerted through tube-wells which reach this fractured 
zone whose thickness does not generally exceed 50-80 
metres and reaches 150-200 metres only exceptionally. 
Best yields are to be expected in the upper 20-30 metres 

E: Unfractured rock 

2. Paragneiss rich in ferromagnesian elements 
_( biotites and micaschists). The products of the weather
mg ?f these rocks are mainly clayey and therefore im
peryioll;s, except when pet~ographic inclusions such as 
p~ndotites and quartzy dikes are encountered. The 
yield to be expected is much smaller than in the first 
category. 

. In general terms, 5 cubic metres per hour is a good 
yield for a well granite and granito-gneiss. In especially 
favourable conditions, artesian wells have been drilled 
~ these formations (as in the United Nations project 
m Togo); while up to 30 (and even 100) cubic metres 
per hour could be extracted from non-artesian wells 
when the weathered zone is thick enough to be con
sidered as an alluvial fill. A yield of one cubic metre 
per hour is quite appreciated in micaschists and 
metamorphic schists. An availability of 5 cubic metres 
per day is still interesting in areas short of water. 
Drilling in such formations requires the settling of a 
gravel-packed casing in the upper layer (ABC), with 
screens at the level of the C-aquifer layers. Considering 
the limited yields • of such tube-wells a 6-inch casing 
(8-inch maximum) is sufficient for the setting of 
adequate pumps. Casing is not necessary through 
horizon D, and horizon E is not to be drilled. 

The pumping tests should be conducted in order to 
test separately the aquifers of horizons C and D, even
tually using a packer. It may happen that the waters of 
these two water-bearing horizons have a different com
position indicating a possibly different age and/or 
origin, and also a different process of replenishment. 

When the pumping tests have given positive results 
the tube-wells can be equipped by hand or motor
driven pumps. Also the water-bearing properties of a 
given geological environment having been established, 
a number of promising sites can be selected for future 
wells to be drilled or dug. 

Fourth phase: control of the water-table 
• The construction of producing wells in such areas 
does not bring the hydrogeological studies to an end. 
It remains to make sure that the yields will be main
tained through the seasons and through the years and 
also that the quality of the water will remain accept
able. It has also to be ascertained that additional wells 
can be constructed in the area without harmful inter
ference with the existing exploitations. 

For this purpose, it is essential to follow in some 
detail the fluctuation of the water-levels in some wells 
and to make the proper correlations between these 
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fluctuations, the rate of the exploitation of ground
water, and the climatic conditions (rainfall, tempera
ture, evaporation); this will lead to an accurate know
ledge of the groundwater reservoirs and of the 
conditions of its replenishment and discharge. 

CONCLUSION 

These brief generalities give an idea of the com
plexities and sophistication of the groundwater research 
in crystalline areas. Such investigations have been in 
general costly and relatively slow, but most often suc
cessful. For instance nine out of ten wells drilled by 
the United Nations in Upper Volta have produced in
teresting yields in villages which are deprived of water 
resources during the dry season. 

It is now time to re-evaluate as a whole the investi
gations already made, in order to assess cheaper and 
faster methods of identification of groundwater re
sources in such areas, using mainly aerial interpreta
tions and geomorphology, complemented by a limited 
amount of reconnaissance geophysics. 

It is time also to identify the reasons for success or 
failure encountered in the construction of wells in such 
areas. From past experience gained on several thou
sands of wells, the criteria of success for water-wells 
might be identified through computer studies. A first 
approach in this field has been made in recent years 
by the Bureau de recherches geologiques et minieres 
(BRGM) through a study of some 2,000 wells, but 
a wider survey should be undertaken in the near future 
in which the United Nations might have an important 
role. 

The United Nations is not involved only in the 
prospection of groundwater resources, but also in the 
strengthening of the relevant government services 
through the training of personnel, the supply of equip
ment and the organization of services. It has to be 
mentioned also that the United Nations groundwater 
projects have opened the way to furtper inve~tmen~s. 
Prospection work made by the Umted Nations m 
several countries of West Africa has been (or is due 
to be) followed by the construction of hundreds of 
wells with the assistance of the European Fund for 
Development ·(FED). The development of ground
water itself is undertaken on a pilot basis within the 
United Nations preinvestment projects. Drilling rigs, 
pumping installations, well-digging equipment (such 
as compressors and jackhammers) are supplied. African 
drillers and well-diggers are trained by international 
experts. This has been or is the case in particular in 
Cameroon, Mali, Mauritania, Togo and Upper Volta. 

It can be estimated that at least 100,000 wells are 
necessary in order to provide some 50 million Africa?s, 
living in crystalline areas of the tropical zone, with 
the safe and permanent water-supply they need. Only 
a fraction of this total has been built. The United 
Nations has exerted special efforts, with a view to 
helping the African countries to help themselves, 
towards a solution of this important and specific prob
lem which relates to the health and well-being of a 
large segment of the African population. 



SUMMARY - RESUME- RESUMEN 

The search for groundwater in the crystalline 
regions of Africa: Robert Dijon 

In crystalline rock regions of Africa, even under tropical 
humid climates, water resources are scarce, and during the 
dry season highly polluted. The development of safe surface
water supplies would require expensive treatment plants for 
small communities; therefore, in the last twenty years great 
efforts have been made to construct producing wells in areas 
which were considered practically sterile for groundwater. 
This problem is of a great interest to the major part of ten 
African countries and a considerable area of ten others. 
The population concerned numbers 40 to 50 million, needing 
some 100,000 wells, but only a fraction of this number bas 
been built. 

This paper provides an over-all view of the techniques 
used in exploration for groundwater resources after describ
ing the main factors of groundwater occurrence in such a 
geological and climatic environment. The types of investiga
tion and well construction involved are often of a rather 
sophisticated nature. The yields to be expected are variable, 
depending upon the climatic and geological conditions. 

The United Nations has been and still is engaged in this 
type of operation in several countries of West, Central and 
East Africa, from Mauritania to Somalia. Investigations are 
carried out on a local or regional basis; wells are drilled or 
dug on a pilot basis, while the relevant government services 
are strengthened or organized within such United Nations 
sponsored projects through on-the-job training programmes, 
the use of appropriate methods and technologies and the 
supply of essential equipment both for exploration and water 
development (well-digging, well-drilling, pumping). 

Rccherche des caux souterraines dans les regions 
de roche cristalline d'Mrique: Robert Dijon 

Dans Jes regions de roche cristalline d'Afrique et meme 
en climat tropical humide, les ressources en eau, peu abon
dantes, sont fortement polluees pendant la saison seche. La 
production d'eau acceptable pour la consommation humaine 
dans les villages serait d'un cout eleve si l'on faisait appel 
aux eaux de surface, vu la necessite de les epurer; c'est pour
quoi on a deploye de grands efforts depuis 20 ans pour cons
truire des puits productifs dans des zones considerees jus
qu'alors comme pratiquement depourvues d'eaux souterraines. 
Ce probleme est d'un grand interet pour la majeure partie 
du territoire de 10 pays africains et pour une fraction notable 
de celui de 10 autres. Les populations interessees sont au 
nombre de 40 a 50 millions d'habitants; ii faudrait, pour 
satisfaire a ces besoins, prevoir environ 100 000 puits, dont 
seulement une faible fraction a ete construite. 

Cette communication presente une vue generale des tech
niques d'exploration des ressources en eaux souterraines et 
donne une description des principaux facteurs qui sont a l'ori-

gine de la presence d'eaux souterraines dans ce milieu geolo
gique et climatologique. Les types d'enquete et de construction 
de puits sont souvent assez complexes. Les debits d'eaux sou
terraines obtenus varient Jargement avec les conditions du 
milieu (geologie et climat) . 

L'Organisation des Nations Unies a ete et est encore 
engagee dans ce type d'operations dans plusieurs pays d'.~
que de l'Ouest, du Centre et de !'Est, allant de la Mauntarue 
a la Somalie. Les recherches sont effectuees sur une base 
locale ou regionale; les puits sont creuses ou fores dans le 
cadre de travaux pilotes, les services techniques gouve~e
mentaux etant renforces ou organises au titre de ces proiets 
de !'Organisation des Nations Unies grace a la formation du 
personnel en cours d'emploi, !'utilisation de methodes et 
techniques appropriees et la fourniture de materiel d'explora• 
tion et d'exploitation des eaux souterraines (creusement et 
forage de puits, materiel de pompage). 
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Busca de aguas subterraneas en las regiones afri
cauas de roca cristalina: Robert Dijon 

En !as regiones africanas de roca cristalina, incluso en 
climas hiimedos tropicales, los recursos hfdricos s~n escasos 
y, en la estaci6n seca, se hallan altamente contammados. El 
desarrollo de un sistema de abastecimiento de agua super
ficial potable requerirfa plantas de tratamiento muy costosas 
para comunidades pequeiias. Por ello, en los ultimos 20 aiios 
se ban hecho grandes esfuerzos para construir pozos pro
ducti vos en areas consideradas practicamente esteriles en 
materia de aguas subterraneas. Este problema es de gran 
interes para Ja mayor parte del territorio de diez pafses 
africanos y para una fracci6n apreciable de otros diez. La 
poblaci6n afectada, que suma entre 40 y 50 millones, nece• 
sitarfa unos 100.000 pozos, de los cuales s61o se ha cons• 
truido una pequeiia cantidad. 

Este artfculo presenta un panorama general de !as tecnicas 
de exploraci6n de los recursos de aguas subterraneas, prima 
descripci6n de los principales factores que originan la pre• 
sencia de aguas subterraneas en un medio geol6gico y clima~co 
de esa indole. Los tipos de investigaci6n y de construcc16n 
de pozos son a menudo bastante complejos. El rendimiento 
de agua que cabe esperar es variable, pues depende de !as 
condiciones climaticas y geol6gicas. 

Las Naciones Unidas se han dedicado y siguen dedicadas a 
este tipo de operaci6n en varios pafses de Africa occidental, 
oriental y central, desde Mauritania hasta Somalia. Las inves· 
tigaciones se efectuan en un nivel regional o local, los pozos 
se perforan o excavan a tftulo experimental y los servicios 
tecnicos gubernamentales se refuerzan u organizan dentro 
de estos proyectos de las Naciones Unidas mediante progra
mas de formaci6n en el empleo, el uso de metodos y tecnicas 
adecuados y el suministro del equipo basico para la prospec· 
ci6n y el aprovechamiento de las aguas subterraneas (excava• 
ci6n o perforaci6n de pozos, bombeo). 



FLOOD DAMAGE PREVENTION POLICIES 

by Gilbert F. WHITE 

Professor of Geography, University of Chicago 

will be outlined, along with some observations a_s to 
how the choices are made among these alternatives. 
This review of policies, however, is based on incom
plete information from many countries. 

Recent trends in public policies for flood damage 
prevention reflect a broadening concern for integrated 
resource planning and a deepening interest in finding 
more harmonious human adjustments to the intricate 
and highly variable systems of the natural environ-
ment. Flood losses illustrate this trend better than most TYPES OF ADJUSTMENTS TO FLOODS 

aspects of environmental management. They occur in- In using areas subject to overbank flooding, man 
frequently, but dramatically, and therefore command has open to him three major classes of adjustment to 
public attention. They present man with a clear state- the hazard of flood losses. He may ask (a) to change the 
ment of the cost of using a river valley. To cope with flood; (b) distribute flood losses; or (c) arrange his use 
them effectively generally requires a co-ordination of so as to change the losses. Each of these may be exam-
physical measures within drainage areas and a judicious ined without offering any judgement as to bow the 
combination of social measures within administrative choice is made or the merits of a particular choice. The 
areas. Although man tends to deal with flood hazard spread of adjustment within these classes shows all of 
initially through rather simple types of adjustments the possible solutions to a flood problem. There are 
such as flood-plain land use or the construction of many ways of classifying these adjustments, bu! one 
single-purpose control works, as economic organization useful scheme is given in table 1 which also indicates 
becomes more complex he is inclined to tum to a the public policies which may guide each type (White, 
larger array of measures and to place less complete 1964; Senate Select Committee, 1960; Burton, 1962). 
reliance on a single, structural solution. Th . 

1 
ld b sm· gle farm located 

e s1mp est case wou e a 
In this respect policies for dealing with flood dam- wholly on a flood plain. The farm manager has the 

age illustrate a widening inclination among public theoretical choice of keeping the stream off the land, 
managers of natural resources to take into account either bearing or sharing the losses, changing the land 
the full consequences of their actions. They are becom- use or some combination of these. Where the present or 
ing more sensitive to the theoretically large range of prospective use is urban the problem i~ much more 
alternatives-both physical and social-which are complex, but the possible types of choices are very 
open to them, and they are more sophisticated in similar. A city can curb the flood flows or let the 
choosing among these alternatives and combining them residents and factories carry flood damages as a part of 
(National Academy of Sciences, 1966 and 1968; their normal operating expenses, or share the expense 
Geographical Society of the Union of Soviet Socialist in some fashion or alter the modes and patterns of 
Republics, 1968). This leads to closer collaboration land use. In p;actice, one of these often is chosen 
among engineers designing public works improvements without conscious appraisal of the others. 
and among the diverse administrators-political, fiscal, The most common set of adjustments sponsored by 
economic and planning-who are responsible for dif- Governments have to do with altering the stream 
ferent phases of environmental use and economic regimen or channel. These are well kno~n in the 
organization. engineering literature and need no! be desc~ibed. 1!1ey 

It would be ironic if, as man gains in his mastery serve either to reduce stream discharge m a given 
of building dams and levees, channelling streams, con- reach or to so alter the channel as to reduce over-
trolling watershed erosion and planning urban growth, bank flow It must be remembered, however, that only 
the annual toll taken by flooding were to increase. Yet, rarely do· they afford complete protection from. all 
this has been the experience until recently in Canada, floods. Most levees will confine flows of only a specified 
the United States and some other countries. It prorni- magnitude (that is, with 25- or 50- or 500-ye_ar 
ses to be the pattern in developing countries unless recurrence interval), few dams can store all the dis-
suitable steps are taken. A rising annual damage is charge of the unusual floods, and upstr~am land and 
not necessarily a sign of unwise or uneconomic man- forest improvement schemes :nay have little effe~t. on 
agement of resources. However, it usually indicates downstream flows in certain c1rcumstances of precipita-
that the river control works are not having their tion and temperature. This is important, ~e~au~e while 
intended results. Engineering works to curb flood are engineers usually are careful to state the limits mherent 
only one class of adjustments which man can make in their design of new structures, other I?eop!e ar~ less 
to flood hazard. discerning and may develop flood plams m ~hssf~l 

As background for an examination of current public and misplaced confidence that the land never agam will 
policies, the theoretical range of adjustments to floods be inundated. From such situations come many of 
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TADLE 1. MAJOR TYPES OF ADJUSTMENTS TO FLOODS AND GUIDING SOCIAL POLICIES 

Class Types 

Change 
flood ......... Levee and flood wall 

Distribute 

Channel deepening, widening 
and straightening 

Detention reservoir 
Storage reservoir 
Stream diversion (groundwater 

recharge) 
Upstream land treatment 
Upstream sediment control 

losses .. . .. ... Bear the losses 

Change 

Relief and rehabilitation for 
flood sufferers 

Insurance 

use ........... Emergency evacuation and 
removal 

Design of vulnerable structures 

Pattern of land use 

Mixed ... . ... . .. Combinations of any of the 
above types 

Guiding social policies 

Single-purpose construction 
Single-purpose construction; land-

use regulation 
Single-purpose construction 
Multi-purpose construction 

Multi-purpose construction 
Forest and cropland management 
Forest and cropland management 

and single-purpose construction 

None 
Public relief and rehabilitation 

Licensing or public support; hazard 
information 

Flood forecasting and disaster 
plans 

Technical advice; building regula
tion 

Land-use and transportation plan
ning; land-use regulation; hazard 
information 

the great disasters, such as Kansas City in 1952 (the 
largest single loss in United States history). Moreover, 
channel improvements are effective only so long as 
they are kept free of obstructions and deterioration, 
for thoughtless filling of a channel or building of an 
obstruction in a floodway can destroy the most skilful 
engineering design, as is illustrated by international 

dam and regulations to prevent more intensive land 
use in the partially protected reach downstream. "Flood 
proofing" is a term used to describe a combination of 
emergency and structural measures to reduce losses 
without altering either the flood or patterns of land 
use (Sheaffer, 1967). 

experience on the lower Rio Grande. THE DECISION PROCESS 
The direct way for flood sufferers to adjust to dam-

age is to bear it as a part of their regular operating The effect of a government policy in guiding any one 
expenses. In many societies these losses in fact are of these possible adjustments is closely related to the 
shared with others through systems of voluntary or way in which decisions are made in choosing among 
governmental relief and through aid in rehabilitating the range of possible adjustments. A dam construc!ed 
destroyed property and operations. An alternate is to detain flood flows is of no value for loss reduction 
insurance, in which premiums are equated with risk and unless the designated storage capacity is kept empty 
thereby enable occupants to purchase reserves against until peak discharge begins. A flood forecasting srsteill 
a time of loss. To the extent that insurance does not may bring no decrease in damage unless it is linked 
make premiums equivalent to hazard, it becomes a with a warning system and a plan for emergency ev~-
device to share losses with other participants or, in cuation. A programme for reducing flood flows will 
the case of government-supported schemes, other con- gain little if it is followed by downward invasion of the 
tributors to national income (Krutilla, 1966). flood plain so that reduced flows will inundate as 

The most ubiquitous individual adjustment is to much damageable property as did the higher flows 
arrange land use so as to achieve whatever the user formerly. 
regards as suitable balan~e. of returns and co~ts. Every public measure assumes that managers of new 
Changing use includes provIS1on for emergency action control structures, or of flood plain property or of 
when floods threaten, the design of new or altered public services in the flood plain, will behave in an 
structures so as to reduce flood los_ses without altering expected way. For example, it is assumed that storage 
the flood, and a tremendous vanety of patterns of capacity will be operated to deta!n peak. flows, or t~at 
land use. Toe latter may ~ange !rom ~omplete neglect a flood hazard map will be used m locatmg new build-
of flood plain land. to h1g_hly mtens1ve development ings in a valley. Sometimes they do, sometimes they ~o 
for commercial and mdustnal purposes. not. A failure to anticipate and deal realistically with 

Any of these may be com~ined with ~thers. A mi~ed the decision behaviour of such managers may negate 
adjustment, for example, might compose a detention the whole aim of the policy. The most dramatic and 
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well documented example of this is in • the United 
Sta~es, ".'7here invest1:11ent of more than $7 billion in 
engmeerm~ works smce 1936 appears to have been 
accompamed by enlarged national flood losses (White 
an~ others, 1958). While numerous hazard areas were 
.bemg protected, people V','.ere moving into other, un
protected flood plains, often with the unwitting encour
agem~nt of &overnment planning, finance or transport 
agencies. It 1s possible to cite similar cases in other 
countries where refined engineering programmes were 
offset by l~ck of und_erstanding of the reactions of 
those adoptmg the vanous adjustments. .· 

In table 1 the major types of adjustments to floods 
~re set down. beside the social policies which are 
mte~ded to guide them. The crucial point to remem
ber IS t~at the policies in fact contribute to promoting 
or curbmg a particular adjustment only to the extent 
that _they are based on understanding of the likely 
rea~ttons of those responsible for flood control or flood 
plam use. As a minimum, two questions can be asked 
of any pu~lic policy f~r flood loss management: first, 
what does rt assume will be the reactions of managers 
of flood control s~ructures and flood plain property?; 
and second, what IS the evidence for this assumption? 
. There _is a g~owing literature on the decision~making 
process m vanous social and cultural contexts, and 
it ~eed not be reviewed here. However, a few obser
~attons that are especially relevant to flood loss reduc
t10n programmes may be noted briefly: 

(a) Sophisticated methods permit comparison of 
t~e economic costs and benefits from flood-loss reduc
tion measu~es (James, 1967; Lind, 1967). These now 
mad~ possible a more nearly . refined comparison of 
the likely outcomes of alternative adjustments; 

(b) It is recognized that many public and individual 
managers do not select the optimal economic solution 
and tha~ their behayio1;1r must be explained in terms of 
other aims and cntena (White, 1965); 
• (_c) Among the significant factors affecting their 
dec1s10ns are their perception of the flood hazard and 
of the possible adjustments open to them (Kates, 
1962). Only as these perceptions of the natural pheno
mena ai:d the social opportunities are recognized for 
the ~eahty !h.ey have _with individual managers can 
Practical policies be designed to affect or build on those 
views. 

A PRELIMINARY GLOBAL ASSESSMENT 

It would be illuminating to all involved in flood loss 
management to have an assessment of what is happen
ing to the flood plains and the annual flood toll of the 
world. The basis for a careful assessment is lacking, 
but a preliminary venture may be made. I have shared 
·in such an effort in the United States (Cook and White, 
,1962) and have observed flood plains in a number 
.of other countries. From these scattered and largely 
unsystematic observations, and without any knowl
edge of China, I offer the following tentative con
clusions: 

(a) In western Europe and Japan the mean annual 
flood losses are mounting slowly, chiefly as a result of 
intensified use of areas, such as Florence and Grenoble, 
which are subject only to great and infrequent overflow; 
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.. · ( b) In eastern Europe the growth of losses is some
what slower; 

( c) • ·In the United States and Canada the annual 
flood losses are growing rapidly but have begun to 
level off; 

(d) In south and south-east Asia, intensified use 
of new valley land more than offsets the beneficial 
effects of major river control works; 

( e) In South America there is widespread encroach
ment of urban growth on flood plains; 

(f) In Africa the older cities suffer relatively little 
loss, but damage potential is beginning to enlarge as 
cities expand and as highway construction opens up 
new agricultural flood plains. 

The general assessment, then, is one of increase in 
flood losses in most sections of the globe. We may 
ask but cannot yet answer whether or not this augmen
tation, so far as it occurs, is offset by increases in 
productivity from the use of these hazard areas. 

RECENT TRENDS IN POLICY 

From a review of recent programmes and legislation 
in a number of countries, at least five trends seem to 
be evident in government policies for dealing with 
flood losses. The prevailing policy is still mainly one 
of supporting single-purpose construction, but these 
new stirrings indicate likely directions of change. 

Flood forecasting 
More precise and comprehensive systems for fore

casting flood events are being installed. Making use 
of better understanding of the relations among run-off, 
precipitation, temperature, soil conditions, vegetation 
and valley storage, empirical formulae are developed 
to give warnings of arrival, magnitude and duration 
of flows. Combined with telemetering of precipitation 
and stream-flow, and with computer calculating, the 
coverage and accuracy of forecasts is enhanced. The 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has 
assisted in design of effective forecasting schemes. The 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) has aided in development 
of hydrologic models. Improved systems are wide
spread in Europe, North America, Australia and Japan. 
Where large storage reservoirs have been built, as in 
the Niger, Volta, Zambezi, and the streams of the 
Indian sub-continent, forecasts accompany the schedul
ing of power and irrigation releases. Forecasting is a 
key element in planning the utilization of the Lower 
Mekong under the auspices of the Lower Mekong 
Committee. 

Such forecasts, however accurate from a hydrologic 
standpoint, will yield only modest returns unless they 
are linked with warning systems to get the informa
tion promptly to the people concerned. And the warn
ings may have little effect on losses unless local groups 
know how to use them, and have made the neces
sary preparations (Day, 1969). 

Flood plain delimitation 
Basic to most public action regarding flood losses 

is the delimitation of those parts of valleys which are 



subject to floods. Japan and the United States have 
ambitious programmes to map all stream reaches and 
coastal areas of special economic importance. Such 
mapping normally accompanies the investigation of 
river basin schemes in reaches downstream from pros
pective storage sites, as in the UNDP/FAO studies 
of the Rufiji and Ruvu basins in Tanzania, in the 
Senegal basin, and in the upper section of the Lower 
Mekong basin in Thailand. Ideally, all the flood plains 
of every country would be mapped for the benefit of 
potential users, but the cost often appears prohibitive, 
and the tendency is to concentrate on areas for which 
control works are being planned. Here, a dilemma 
arises. If accurate mapping is favoured for reaches 
where the damage problem is serious, it may always 
be applied to such areas as they emerge and may never 
be available to prevent acute losses from arising. It 
is like the housewife who, wishing to nurse a barrel 
of fresh apples over the winter by using only one 
each day, first chose a slightly rotten apple-and ended 
the season by eating a spoiled apple daily. 

Two difficulties arise in setting up a policy of delimit
ing flood plains. One is in choosing between outlining 
the outside perimeter of some arbitrary hazard, such 
as the flood of record, and describing the approximate 
frequency of occurrence of floods in different zones of 
the flood plain. To simply describe an area as hazardous 
without assigning recurrence intervals is simpler, but 
it fails to discriminate degrees of risk and may not 
designate upper zones that would be inundated by rare 
floods. Yet, it is quicker, cheaper, and often easier 
to justify with legal and administrative officers. In the 
United States both have been tried: the simple flood 
of record method has been used by the United States 
Geological Survey, noting the floods recorded (the 
only large metropolitan area that has been completely 
mapped, Chicago, was done in this fashion); and the 
Corps of Engineers shows frequency zones in its more 
elaborate "flood plain information reports." The latter 
give basic data as well on channel conditions, flood 
plain uses and possible adjustments. The method of 
establishing whatever limits are chosen may range 
from rough interpretation of aerial photographs to 
detailed field surveys which set contour lines and 
measure channel cross-sections. It is possible, for 
example, to operate without topographic mapping, using 
only the aerial photos. The degree of detail obviously 
is much less, but cost and time are gained. 

A second problem is in setting criteria for estimating 
the recurrence interval of a flood of given magnitude. 
There is no generally accepted standard, and even 
within · the same country different government agencies 
may use different methods. 

lems for individual reaches independent of areas down
stream or upstream. 

One consequence of this trend is that additional 
protection is being provided by reservoirs. The record 
shows that unless accompanied by land-use regulation 
and flood-proofing policies, no reduction in flood losses 
may accrue in the long run. Another result is the 
keener interest shown in techniques serving multiple
purposes. Thus, the linking of flood diversion with 
recharge of shallow aquifers is receiving emphasis in 
arid regions under national and United Nations studies, 
and the reservation of part of what were formerly 
single-purpose flood control reservoirs for recreation 
and conservation use is becoming common. 

Economic analysis 
As already indicated, the tools of economic appraisal 

are being sharpened by giving greater precision to 
benefit-cost analysis and to comparison of alternative 
measures on the basis of cost effectiveness. The Nether
lands, the USSR and the United States have shown 
lively attention to such methods. When carried out 
in the framework of river-basin planning, such appraisal 
affords a more rigorous base for comparing alternative 
combinations of engineering work and, less adequately, 
engineering works with non-engineering activities. This 
is especially important in countries with very modest 
funds for capital expenditure: care needs to be exercised 
to prevent investment in projects yielding unduly low 
returns or paying out only over a very long period 
of time. The disaster conditions in which flood-control 
projects often are born may dull the public perception 
of the true public costs, and sometimes favour projects 
which offer security from floods but at a cost far 
exceeding the benefits. 

Three brief cautions should be registered about the 
trend toward more intricate economic analysis of flood 
loss reduction measures. Even the most elegant methods 
can be no more sound than the data on land use and 
stream-flow on which calculations are based, and these 
often are extremely shaky or spotty. There is sufficient 
latitude for personal discretion in using these methods, 
that by making slight changes in methods or assump
tions tremendous differences can be obtained in the 
numerical outcomes. Finally, the users of economic 
analysis frequently fail to specify all of the human 
behaviour which is tacitly assumed, so that the actual 
outcome for the region and nation may be radically 
less than shown in the estimates. There is nothing 
sacred about benefit-cost or cost-effectiveness analysis, 
and as often is the case with worshippers of false 
gods, undiscriminating devotion may lead the practi
tioner far from his goal. 

Flood control techniques Economic analysis does encourage a sharper state-
Although there has been a series o~ refinements in ment of the goals sought in managing a water or land 

the conventional methods of controllmg flood flows resource. Reducing flood losses is not an end in itself, 
-Ievees channel improvements, and dams-the basic although it sometimes is so taken for design purposes. 
strategy ' of constru~tion is. changing . chiefly in the Reduction in flood damages usually is undertaken by 
emphasis placed on mtegratmg them wit~ other ~eas- a Government to increase national economic efficiency, 
ures for river basin development (Umted Nations, to promote the development of a particular region, or 
1969). Increasingly, floo?-~on~rol storage is combined to prevent losses from falling too heavily on a sector 
with storage for power, irrigation and other purposes. of the population. What would be optimum for na~onal 
And more attention is paid to flood problems on a economic efficiency would not necessarily be opt1D1um 
basin-wide scale rather than to the solution of prob- for relieving the distress of a local flood plain, for the 
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co_st to the nation of protecting a town from floods 
~ught be greater than the benefits gained. This often 
JS true of ~mall stream reaches suffering from rare but 
cat~stroph!c flows. From the standpoint of the region, 
fee~mgs will run strong to obtain complete protection, 
wh~e th9se concerned with efficient allocation of 
national mves!~ent wil! look for other, less costly 
means of prov1dmg partial reduction in losses or may 
even conclude it would be better to abandon' the site. 

Multiple means 

Th~ mo~ent the designer of a flood control project 
asks its_ ultimate social aims and then inquires what 
alternative measures are available to reach the same 
goal, he has opened up a method of thinking far more 
co~plex_ than that attaching to evaluating an ordinary 
engme<:rmg st1;1ct_ure. This is what is happening in 
profe~sional thmk_mg ab'?ut flood losses, and it prob
ably _is the mos_t mfluentrnl trend now affecting public 
policies._ Esse_nttally, the trend is away from reliance 
o_n mampulatmg flood flows, to consideration of pos
sible flood control along with measures to distribute 
losses and to change flood plain use. 

In_ ~ts most restricted sense, the trend is toward 
providmg whatever social guides are required to 
assure th~t levees, channel improvements and dams will 
s~rve their expected purposes. This stresses the preven
tion of channel obstructions, the proper operation of 
dams, and the regulation of land use to deter unex
pec_ted encroachments on partially protected flood 
plams. 

In its broadest sense the move is in the direction 
of carefully weighing each possible adjustment and 
then selecting whatever combination seems best to 
c?ntri?ute t'? regional or national goals. Under this 
yiew, if maximum net returns from capital investment 
is the ~o~l, a m<;>dest _expenditure to floodproof a 
few bmldmgs havmg high loss potential would be 
preferre~ to a larger expe?diture which would prevent 
all floodmg, but would yield small marginal returns. 
To take an extreme case, an appraisal of an agricul
tural flood plain might well lead to the judgement that 
even though crop losses are substantial it would be 
wis:r, in adv~ncing agricultural productivity, to invest 
avallable capital and technical assistance in improved 
seeds and fe:tilizers than in curbing flood flows. Where 
the losses disrupt the local economy, crop insurance 
~ay be a more efficient alternative than loss preven
h?n. A change in farm management and land use, 
with _accompanyin_g reductions in loss potential, may 
promise more lastmg returns than a scheme to protect 
the existing patterns. 

Wherever population growth is rapid, further en
croachments on flood plains are likely. Restricting such 
encroachments to those that clearly are warranted in 
terms of the productivity which they will gain may be 
a more rewarding action than to try to protect each 
new settlement. Such an assessment is different from 
the engineering study which asks "Is the volume of 
loss prevented sufficiently large to justify protection 
e_xpenditures?" Before settlement takes place the ques
tion properly is "Will the net returns from using this 
land warrant the public expenditures, including flood 
protection, to develop it?" · And a supplement to this is 
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the question, "Are there other ways in which losses 
might be reduced without controlling floods?" 

Inquiries of this type in Australia, Canada, the 
United Kingdom and the United States, sometimes lead 
to decisions to invest heavily in a new flood-plain 
settlement, and sometimes to restrict the area to low
intensity uses such as livestock grazing (Burton, 1965a, 
1965b). The multiple means employed may include 
engineering works, insurance, flood forecasting and 
flood proofing, architectural advisory service, and land
use regulations. No one government agency can be 
expected to administer such an array of activities. Nor 
is it easy to work out a detailed plan of action for a 
given river reach at any one time. Co-ordination can 
come either through regional land-use planning and 
administration or through articulation of national pol
icies. In neither case is the management of flood losses 
the exclusive concern of one agency. Rather, it is in 
the thinking and action of several, perhaps many, agen
cies. In the United States the design of a national 
policy involved at least nineteen separate agencies 
(United States, 1966). 

POLICIES FOR A DEVELOPING COUNTRY 

One way of drawing together these observations on 
current policies for dealing with flood damages is to 
suggest those which would seem more appropriate for 
developing countries. These nations need not pay the 
cost of mistakes made by certain of the other countries 
with longer and patchier records of manipulating 
floods. To the extent they avoid such social cost they 
enhance their own development. And to the extent 
more developed countries follow similar policies, they 
increase their own efficiency in resource use. 

As the International Hydrological Decade has de
monstrated vividly, each country has its own distinctive 
set of agencies and laws to deal with rivers and related 
land resources. It therefore may be useful to focus on 
policies rather than on the agencies charged with 
carrying them out. I state the policies as minimum con
ditions which might be satisfied without requiring new 
organizations, elaborate procedures and heavy increases 
in professional personnel. 

1. There should be readily available in one place 
a rough delimitation of the major flood hazard areas 
in the country. This can be in two forms: (a) maps 
of lists of stream reaches, lake margins and other 
areas believed to be especially hazardous; and (b) a 
section of an office where someone has sufficient know
ledge of the country and sufficient skill in estimating 
flood frequency and magnitude to be able to give a 
crude judgement as to the hazard of a particular place. 
To begin with, a simple list of places known to have 
flood problems or a small-scale map compiled from 
previous hydrologic surveys might serve to alert in
terested people as to risky areas. While accuracy and 
complete coverage would be desired, neither would be 
required. The aim would be to quickly and broadly 
identify the chief reaches having risk, and to make 
available seasoned advice as to ways of estimating 
its approximate extent. 

2. Plans for construction of new highways, land fills, 
or public buildings in river valleys should carry a note 



as to the degree to which they may be subject to flood 
or may increase flood heights, and, if so, what measures 
are anticipated to deal with flood losses. This forces 
a conscious, recorded decision by some responsible 
official as to whether or not the flood risk is sufficient 
to warrant any change in plans or in auxiliary action. 

3. Any project to control flood flows, including 
releases from multiple-purpose reservoirs, should include 
a statement of the assumptions it makes as to the 
actions which will be taken in remaining hazardous 
areas and as to the public measures, if any, considered 
desirable to cope with them. All too often, the assump
tions are unstated, and no public measures are con
sidered until it is too late. 

4. Someone in Government should have the 
responsibility of being sufficiently trained to give tech
nical advice on methods of flood-proofing buildings, 
regulating flood plain use, and administering flood 
warning and evacuation systems. There would be little 
point in identifying and requiring formal consideration 
of hazardous situations unless there is professional 
judgement as to what steps might be taken to deal with 
them. 

None of these policies would require large or 
elegantly trained staff. The kind of proficiency sug
gested under points 1 and 4 could be obtained from 
short-term training. The sort of lists and maps sug
gested in point 1 could be compiled at small cost by 
comparison with detailed topographic and hydrographic 
surveys: initially, no field surveys would be made. Much 
more would be involved in carrying out a genuinely 
comprehensive policy. But I suspect it would be beyond 
the financial capacity of the countries for some time 
to come. The . emphasis here is on avoiding new 
projects which fail to achieve their ends, and on pre
venting flood plain encroachment which will call for 
needlessly heavy public expenditures in later years. 

From the outset the approach would be one of 
trying to assess the full range of adjustments open to 
man in dealing with a natural resource. Engineering 
construction would have its part, but in balance with 
other physical and social measures capable of advancing 
the long-term goals which flood loss management may 
serve. 

When this type of approach to a natural resource 
problem is adopted,_ a larger number o_f a_dministrative 
agencies is drawn m, greater emphasis is placed on 
the co-ordination of policies than on detailed plans, 
and more attention is given to ways in which research 
could provide new techniques - both physical and 
social - or new ways of assessing the wide variety of 
available techniques. flood los~ m~nagement i~ seen as 
one sector of activity contnbut~g. to national or 
regional aims, and not as an end m itself. 
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SUMMARY - RESUME - RESUMEN 

Flood damage prevention policies: Gilbert F. White 

This article begins with a description of the theoreti~al 
f d. t nts that can be made to floods, by changmg 

range o a JUS me b • I nd b d. t 'b ting the flood losses, or y arrangmg a 
them, Y is n hu the losses· and it discusses the major 
use so as to c ange • 
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types of public policies intended to guide the adjustme~ts, 
together with some underlying assumptions in the formulauon 
of policies by decision-makers. 

In making a global assessment of what is happening in 
the flood plains and the annual flood toll of the world, . the 
author points to an increase of flood losses in most sections 



of the globe and wonders whether or not this augmentation is 
offset by increases in productivity from the use of the hazard 
areas. He further states that the installation of more precise 
and comprehensive systems of forecasting flood events, the 
delineation of flood plains, the integration of flood control 
works with other measures for river basin development, the 
sh~rpening of economic analysis tools, and the decreasing 
reliance on the manipulation of floods in favour of some 
mixture of such measures with others designed to distribute 
!osses and to change plain uses, constitute the major trends 
m government policies. 

The article concludes with some recommendations for 
developing countries concerning the delimitation of flood 
hazards, the provision of information concerning the degree 
~f risk to be associated with particular plans for the construc
tion of highways, land-fills or public buildings, the inclusion 
of statements on the assumptions, associated with flood-control 
y,orks, on the actions which are contemplated in the remain
mg hazardous areas, and on the training of government per
sonnel capable of giving technical advice on methods for 
~oo~-proofing buildings, regulating flood plain use and admin-
1stenng flood warning and evacuation systems. 

Politiques de prevention des dommages causes par 
les inondations: Gilbert F. White 

L'article commence par la description d'une serie theorique 
de mesures que l'on peut prendre pour lutter contre les inon
dations soit en derivant les eaux de fayon a repartir les 
pertes, soit en modifiant l'utilisation du sol pour changer la 
nature des pertes. 11 traite aussi des principaux types de 
politiques destinees a diriger l'application de ces mesures ainsi 
que de certains principes de base que les legislateurs doivent 
Prendre en consideration dans !'elaboration de ces politiques. 

En faisant un bilan de ce qui arrive dans les plaines inondees 
et des victimes des inondations, chaque annee, dans le monde, 
!'auteur. met en evidence l'augmentation des pertes dues aux 
I?ondations dans la plupart des regions du globe et se demande 
s1 cette augmentation est ou non compensee par l'accroisse
ment de la productivite des zones exposees aux inondations. 
Il precise en outre que l'installation de systemes plus precis 
et plus complets pour la prevision des inondations, la delimi
tation des plaines inondables, !'integration des travaux de 
lutte contre les inondations et de la mise en valeur des bassins 
fluviaux, ainsi qu'une plus grande precision des moyens 
d'analyse economique et une confiance decroissante dans la 
manipulation des crues en faveur d'une synthese de ces mesures 
et de celles concernant la repartition des pertes et des change
ments dans !'utilisation des plaines fluviales, representent les 
principales tendances de la politique des gouvernements. 
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L'article conclut sur quelques recommandations aux pays 
en voie de developpement concernant la delimitation des 
dangers d'inondation, la fourniture de renseignements sur le 
degre de risque lie a tel OU tel projet de construction de 
routes, de remblayage ou d'edification de batiments publics, 
l'inclusion d'exposes sur les hypotheses de base pour la Jutte 
centre les inondations concernant les mesures envisagees dans 
Jes zones restant menacees d'inondation et sur la formation 
de personnel de l'Etat capable de donner des conseils tech
niques pour la construction de batiments a l'abri des inonda
tions, de reglementer l'utilisation des plaines inondables et 
d'administrer Jes systemes d'alerte et d'evacuation. 

Politicas para evitar los dafios que producen las 
inundaciones: Gilbert F. White 

Este articulo empieza con una descripci6n del alcance 
te6rico de los ajustes que permiten afrontar las inundaciones, 
bien desviando las corrientes, distribuyendo las perdidas, o 
hacienda un uso distinto de !as tierras a fin de modificar 
la cuantia de dichas perdidas. A continuaci6n se discuten 
Jas distintas politicas de importancia para realizar tales 
ajustes, asi como las hip6tesis que deseen usar los que 
toman !as decisiones. 

Al hacer una estimaci6n global de lo que sucede en !as 
zonas inundables en el mundo, el autor sefiala el aumento 
de Jas perdidas a causa de Jas inundaciones, y se pregunta 
si han sido compeosadas mediante incrementos de la pro
ductividad en los mismos • lugares. Lue go afiade que la insta
laci6o de sistemas de proo6stico mas exactos y amplios, la 
delimitaci6n de las llanuras inundables, la integraci6n de Jas 
obras de defensa contra las inundaciones con otras para 
aprovechamiento de las cuencas fluviales, el perfeccionamiento 
del analisis econ6mico y el menor enfasis en las obras pre
ventivas en favor de una combinaci6n con otras medidas para 
distribuir las perdidas o modificar el uso de la tierra, consti
tuyen las tendencias priocipales en la polftica oficial de los 
paises. 

El articulo concluye con algunas recomendaciones para los 
paises en desarrollo sobre determinaci6n de los peligros de 
inundaciones, obtenci6n de informaci6n sabre et grado de 
riesgo que encierran ciertos planes de construcci6n de carre
teras, rellenado de terrenos o los edificios publicos; inclusi6n 
de declaraciones sobre Jas hip6tesis en que se basao las 
obras de defensa contra las inundaciones, relacionadas con 
la acci6n que se proyecta en las restantes zonas peligrosas, 
y capacitaci6n de los funcionarios publicos capaces de prestar 
asesoramiento tecnico sobre Ios metodos de protecci6n de 
edificios contra inundaciones, regulaci6n del uso de llanuras 
ioundables y racionalizaci6n de Jos sistemas de alarma y de 
evacuaci6n de personas y bienes. 



THE ECONOMICS OF GEOTHERMAL POWER 

by J. J. c. BRADBURY 

Technical adviser for electric power, 
Resources and Transport Division 

Thi~ article, bas~d on a rapporteur's report, is a synthesis of papers read before the United 
N~t1ons Sy~posmm on the Development and Utilization of Geothermal Resources, held at 
Pisa, Italy, 111_ 197~. It covers a broad cross-section of experience in exploiting geothermal 
cne~gy_, espec1a/~y in Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, the Union of Soviet 
Socia/1st Republics and the United States of America 

. The ma!n purpose in developing geothermal energy 
is to provid_e a source, of cheap heat and power that 
can be applied to man s need. In order to be a viable 
source of energy, . geothermal power must compete 
successfully with alternative energy sources such as 
natural gas, solid fuels, hydro-power and nuclear 
energy. The exploitation of these convential energy 
sources bas now reached such a state of refinement 
and sophi_stication t~at. they are able to produce energy 
at low umt costs; this, m turn, demands low production 
costs fr?!ll geothermal energy if it is to be economically 
competitive . 
. ~t wil_l be realized from the foregoing that no de

cision w~ be taken to develop a geothermal area unless 
there exist~ a good probability that its exploitation will 
be economically preferable to conventional alternatives. 
In thes~ c~rcumstances, it is necessary to have, from 
the begmrung of a project, an indication of probable 
geothermal costs, in order that the decision to divert 
economic resources towards geothermal exploration may 
b~ based as firmly as _possible upon a comparison 
with t~e costs of developmg alternative energy sources. 
1:"o this ~nd, access must be available to the best ·pos
sible estimates of not only probable exploration ex
penses, but also the costs of developing both well
field and power plant. 

It has been pointed out by many authors that the 
development of geothermal power, being based upon 
an exploration process, is subject to uncertainties not 
present in the exploitation of more conventional alter
natives. Nevertheless, despite difficulties in estimating 
these uncertainties, some attempt is necessary to assess 
the probable costs of projected geothermal develop
ments in order to place them in a proper perspective 
against other energy sources. When international com
parisons are attempted, further problems arise. There 
are substantial difficulties inherent in comparing inter
national costs without having data compiled on an 
internationally consistent basis. National differences in 
the value of money social conditions, productivity and 
standards of living are obviously important in this 
respect, and it would be prudent to expe~t wide 
variations in some cost elements when comparmg per
formance in different countries. Despite the many 
qualifications which must necessarily attend these co_m
parisons, it is desirable an_d advant31geous to examme 
cost forures on an international basis. 

b 
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At the present time considerable interest is being 
shown by developing countries in the possibility of 
geothermal resource development, and the United 
Nations alone is sponsoring five exploration projects. 
These countries, with no geothermal tradition or back
ground of their own, must necessarily rely upon the 
costing experience available from those countries pos
sessing geothermal experience. A full and free inter
national exchange of information concerning projects 
in various parts of the world will do much to strengthen 
pre-operational cost estimating in the geothermal field. 

PRELIMINARY GEOTHERMAL PROSPECTING 

The initial steps in a geothermal exploration project 
usually involve such specialized techniques as geo
chemical, geophysical and bydrologic surveys. Since the 
actual cost of this phase of exploration is dependent 
on such things as geological structure, hydrology, depth 
and temperature of the production zone, it is not easy 
to generalize on typical costs. However, the preliminary 
prospecting costs will form only a fraction of the 
total cost of a deep-drilling programme aimed at find
ing and testing production formations. A figure of 
$120,000 has been quoted to cover the preliminary 
exploration costs associated with the Kyushu develop
ment, in Japan. 

In view of the uncertain and preliminary nature 
of these operations, questions have been raised as to 
whether the cost should be charged to the geothermal 
project eventually developed or absorbed as a general 
scientific overhead expense. In some countries, this 
preliminary investigatory work may be carried out by 
a governmental scientific agency which pays the cost 
out of its regular budget. These costs are often not 
charged to the geothermal development and thus 
remain a part of the country's general scientific over
head-costs. In developing countries working on much 
smaller budgets and with less comprehensive state· 
financed scientific facilities these preliminary expenses 
are much more significant. 

In many cases, assistance is provided from another 
country with the necessary expertise or else through 
the medium of the United Nations technical assistance 
programme or through similar bilateral programmes. 
It has been argued that the cost of technical assistance 
provided by the United Nations need not be taken 



into. account by the recipient country in the subsequent 
costmg of a geothermal development. Such a policy 
would overlook the fact that the opportunity cost of 
the assistance received in the geothermal field can be 
expressed as the cost of assistance which has been 
forgone in an alternate field. In these circumstances, 
it seems advisable on grounds of financial prudence 
~o take account of the costs involved in preliminary 
mvestigations when assessing the economic viability of 
geothermal developments. 

DRILLING PROGRAMME 

following the completion of a preliminary explo
rat10n programme the next phase is usually concerned 
with the deep-drilling of production-size holes. At the 
beginning of this phase, much still remains to be learned 
about the well field characteristics and the main object 
of the initial holes is to obtain more detailed informa
t!on about the geologic, thermal and hydraulic condi
~1ons of the field. In view of this initial paucity of 
information, the first hole has the highest probability 
of being a non-producer, although this probability can 
be expected to fall with succeeding wells as more and 
more detailed geological information becomes avail
able. The high risk of failure associated with these 
early exploratory drillings has led to a desire to reduce 
the capital at risk by using "slim-holes" capable of 
obtaining the desired data at less cost than would 
have been involved with the use of standard diameter 
w~lls. A figure of $60/metre has been quoted for 
shm-hole test bores based upon a 6-inch and 4-inch 
casing programme to 1,000 metres, which compares 
with $98/metre quoted by the same author for an 
8-inch production hole to the same depth. It is not, 
however, clear whether the small holes were bored by 
a large-size production rig or whether a smaller drilling 
machine was utilized. 

Although, from the figures quoted, the "slim-hole" 
technique appears to give a cheaper well than the use 
of normal production-size holes, there may well be 
additional over-all project costs if it is necessary to 
mobilize and transport two different sizes of drilling 
rig. In addition, the need to purchase and handle a 
wider range of casings may also be a significant cost 
factor. However, the basic conception of trying to 
obtain drilling information as cheaply as possible is 
basically sound in view of the initial low probability 
of success. However, in the event of slim-hole wells 
striking usable fluid, their small diameters limit pro
duction in comparison with that which could have been 
obtained had the wells been of normal production size. 
It therefore seems that the economic feasibility of using 
slim-hole testing techniques as a supplement to, or 
substitute for, a normal production-size drilling pro
gramme must be evaluated carefully in terms of the 
probabilities of striking producing formations with 
initial drilling attempts. 

A recent investigation carried out by the United 
Nations indicates that the use of a separate small
capacity drilling rig for exploratory slim-holes is not 
justified. In the event of finding a producing field, 
the additional cost of transporting a full-size drilling 
rig to the field would be substantial and would result 
in higher over-all costs than if the larger machine had 
been used for both slim-bole exploration and large-size 
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production drilling. This investigation evaluated the 
total cost of drilling six exploration and six production 
wells as $760,000, using a single large dual purpose 
rig capable of drilling slim and production-size boles. 
The corresponding over-all cost, using two separate 
rigs, was evaluated as $796,000. 

Using an average output of 1.3 MW and a success 
ratio of 1 in 6 for exploration wells, plus an average 
output of 5 MW with a success ratio of 5 in 6 for 
production wells, the above-mentioned alternatives 
might produce: 26.3 MW each. The corresponding 
costs would be $28,800/MW for the single rig and 
$30,300/MW for the two separate rigs. It should, 
however, be noted that in the event of failure to find 
a producing field, the former drilling regime would 
have $320,000 at risk compared with only $290,000 
for the latter. 

The cost of production-drilling depends upon a 
number of factors, including regional geological condi
tions and rock properties, drilling techniques, well
design and depth. In an attempt to eliminate cost 
variations arising from geological conditions, cost data 
relating to the drilling of geothermal, oil and gas wells 
have been studied in various regions of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics. By averaging these data, 
it has been possible to derive basic relationships for 
predicting the possible cost of geothermal wells in any 
region. 

The cost of drilling a geothermal well is made up 
of certain fixed costs associated with the preparation 
and setting up of the drilling equipment together with 
other incremental costs. The main cost of actual drilling 
operations is a function of both size and depth, with 
incremental unit costs increasing with depth because 
of the longer times taken to raise and lower the drilling
bit. On the other hand, the reduction of casing size 
with depth will result in reducing average costs for this 
item. Thus, the over-all average drilling cost will result 
from a combination of some operations having rising 
incremental costs and others tending to reduce average 
costs. This situation is clearly demonstrated by the 
following typical figures, showing the costs (in United 
States dollars) per metre drilled for various items with 
increasing depth: 

Depth (m etres) 

500 1,000 1,500 

Preparation .. . ....... . 28 17 13.3 
Drilling .. ..... ..... . . 56 61 60 
Casing . . . .... . .. . ... 10 8 7.3 
Finishing . ........ . . . 6 6 4.7 
Settlement ...... ... .. 6 6 4.7 

TOTAL 106 98 90 

Although local conditions make it difficult to com
pare drilling costs in different countries, two papers 
submitted from Ja pan enable a certain measure of 
comparison to be made. A cost was given of $172/ 
metre for a well of 1,200 metres depth. That this cost 
is high was explained by the fact that the project 
was the first of its kind and, consequently, experienced 
problems connected with drilling technology, manage
ment and machinery. This example emphasises that 
careful planning and programming are essential if 
drilling costs are to be maintained at minimum levels. 



~e employme~t of la!ge "capital-intensive" drilling 
r!gs, together with considerable numbers of rig opera
tion personnel, means that drilling expenses are largely 
a ~u.ncti~n of elapsed time, and thus any delays or 
waitmg. time du~ to bad programming or rig manage
ment will result m severe cost penalties. 

In a recen_t United Nations exploration project, five 
wells averaging 3,400 feet each were drilled at an 
average cost of. $17 /~cot, excluding transportation, 
assembly and dismantlmg costs for the drilling rig. 
The average total cost for each well was $57 800 and 
~15,400 w_as sp~nt dur~g an average of tw~lve days, 
m assemblmgi d1smantlmg and moving the drilling rig 
at each location. Of t~e over-all well cost, approxi
mately 64 per cent consisted of day-rate charges while 
the drilling footage costs amounted to 28 per ~ent of 
the total. 

Although higher costs may be incurred by drilling 
deeper wells, in some circumstances such a course of 
action may be economically justified' if it results in an 
enhanced level of production. An example occurs at 
The Geysers field in California where a well was 
redrilled from 1,000 to 4,300 feet resulting in a tripling 
of its production to 180 kilopounds per hour. The 
average cost per well under conditions prevailing in 
California is approximately $150,000. 

FLUID TRANSMISSION 

The cost of a fluid collection system in a geothermal 
field will depend upon several factors. The mass flow 
and steam/water ratio of fluid from individual wells 
will de~ermine not only the number of collection points 
for a given output, but also the sizes of the associated 
pipe-work. In addition, the possibilities of interference 
between adjacent wells may vary for different fields 
caus!ng differences in collection system pipe-work costs'. 
It will be seen from the foregoing that in the field of 
fluid collection, the eventual costs depend to a large 
extent upon local reservoir characteristics and are thus 
not susceptible to accurate estimation in advance. 

With regard to the bulk transmission of geothermal 
fluids to the power-station, a decision may have to be 
taken as to whether the power station should be 
constructed close to the well heads or close to the 
cooling water. This problem was considered in some 
detail with regard to the Tauhara No. 1 borehole in 
New Zealand. This well is located one and a half miles 
from a source of cooling water in the Waikato River, 
and various economic factors determined the eventual 
site of the power plant. In this instance, well head 
generation would involve the additional capital cost of 
providing a cooling tower and would result in a lower 
plant thermal efficiency owing to the inferior vacuum 
obtainable with the tower. The lower thermal efficiency 
arising from this poor vacuum would have resulted in 
a 6 per cent increase in steam flow for the same power 
output. Nevertheless, despite these extra costs associated 
with the well head site, the large cost involved in 
constructing the necessary 24-inch-diameter pipe for 
the bulk transmission of fluid could not be economically 
justified. The utilization of ~eothe_rm~l fluid at the well 
head also eliminates excessive p1pebne pressure ~rop 
and heat loss while the poorer vacuum allows savmgs 
in turbine size which arise from the lower specific 
volume of the exhaust steam. 
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Although some geothermal fields like Larderello, 
The Geysers and parts of Wairakei produce dry steam, 
~resent indications are that these may be the excep
t10n r~ther than the rule in geothermal development. 
Experience accumulated to date indicates that many of 
th_e new geothermal areas at present being explored 
will produce geothermal fluids consisting of steam and 
water mixtures. In Kyushu, steam is separated at the 
well head and the resulting steam and hot water are 
transported in two separate pipelines. Such a scheme 
~resents difficulties of operation, since steam pipe
Imes are prone to water-hammer troubles, and hot 
water pipelines may experience cavitation problems. 
~onsiderable work appears to have been carried out 
m New Zealand on the transmission of steam/water 
mixtures in various proportions over a wide range of 
flow-rates and at pressures up to 300 psig, and there 
are a number of horizontal pipelines in 12-inch and 
16-inch diameter sizes successfully transmitting steam 
and water mixtures in New Zealand. This experience 
from Wairakei indicates that the joint transmission 
of steam/water mixtures does not present serious 
problems of chemical deposition. 

The increase in size and cost of pipelines carrying 
a steam/water mixture, compared with those carrying a 
steam phase alone, has to be balanced against the 
extra power and revenue that could be obtained from 
the steam produced by low temperature flashing of 
the hot water. R. James, in his report on the economics 
of small geothermal power stations, presents graphs 
showing the variation in both capital and average 
generation costs arising from various condenser vacua 
and non-condensible gas concentrations. The main con
clusions from this investigation are that both the capital 
and average generating costs at a given condenser 
pressure are less for steam/water transmission than for 
the transmission of the steam phase only; additionally, 
the required condenser pressure of 5 inches of mercury 
is close to that which gives the minimum generating 
costs for the range of gas contents studied. From 
these graphs it appears that changes in gas content 
have less effect on costs if steam/water transmission 
system is used than if only steam is transmitted, because 
the gas concentration in the steam entering the con
denser is reduced by the addition of comparatively 
gas-free steam flashed from water in the secondary 
separator. These circumstances indicate that the 
advantage of steam/water transmission is even more 
marked where the non-condensible gas content of geo
thermal steam is high. Other graphs indicate that joint 
steam/water transmission is economically worthwhile 
with field enthalpies up to approximately 700 BTU /lb, 
especially at higher gas contents. 

At The Geysers field the fluid transmission system 
is operating at 180 psig with well heads designed for 
500 psig. Branch pipelines are of 8-inch and 16-inch 
sizes, while main transmission piping ranges from 
10-inches to 30-inches diameter. All transmission piping 
is covered with a 2-inch thickness of fibreglass insula
tion wrapped with asbestos felt. The over-all cost of 
the pipeline system for The Geysers field is given as 
being in the range of $8 to $10 per kW of installed 
generating capacity. In this field no well is more than 
1,200 feet from the power plant; as a result there is 
an average pressure drop of only 6 psi and a tern-



perature drop _of only 1-2°F in piping the steam to 
the power station 

The st~am transmission lines of the Namafjall deve
lopment ~ Iceland have been designed as an overhead 
system with the centre-line about two metres above 
ground. This system has been adopted in view of the 
heayY ground accumulation of snow during the winter 
period. Stuffing-box type expansion joints are used 
to cornpens~~e for e~pansi?n of the pipe from cold 
to ~ot cond1t1ons, whilst mmor temperature variations 
d_unng _operation are accommodated by bellows expan
s!on pieces. Insulation consists of a 2-inch layer of 
fibreglass covered by waterproof aluminium sheeting. 

COST OF STEAM AT POWER STATION SITE 

. Steam costs are made up of the preliminary explora
tion . expen_se_s, the cost of the exploration and pro
duct10n drillmg programme and the cost of installing 
the necessary transmission pipework. By far the greater 
part of steam cost is fixed in nature and arises from 
!he amortization of and interest on the capital invested 
m the production of steam. 

In view of this preponderance of capital charges, 
the length of the amortization periods used in financial 
calculations is of particular significance in its impact 
upon over-all power costs. It seems advisable to write 
off . preliminary exploration expenses over the same 
penod as that determined or estimated for the life 
of the production well. Considerable differences are 
seen in the assessment of amortization periods for 
production wells. While allowance must be made for 
var_iations in steam quality and geological conditions 
"'.h1ch affect the anticipated well life differently at 
d1~erent fields, it is difficult to reconcile the figures 
bemg used in various countries. In some instances one 
!s forced to conclude that the plant operators, probably 
m the absence of any previous operational experience, 
ha~e adopted a very conservative approach to the 
estim~tion. of well life. The selection of a very short 
well hfe will place a severe economic limitation on the 
economic feasibility of any geothermal development. 
It can be argued that if wells are still in production 
at the e_nd of a very short amortization period, power 
product10n costs would then fall to very low levels as 
a result of the utilization of these written-off assets. 
However, if a too conservative approach is taken in 
the initial estimate of well life a prospective geothermal 
d~velopment might find itself at such an economic 
disadvantage compared with conventional sources of 
power that it might never be allowed to start. It is 
this ever-present need to compete with other energy 
sources which should require geothermal costing to 
?e as realistic as possible rather than inflated in the 
mterest of undue conservatism. 
. A further item in the cost of geothermal steam 
1s the expense of either renting or buying the land 
needed for the well field and the transmission pipework 
system, and this will depend upon the minimum distance 
between wells which, in its turn, is a function of well 
interaction. 

The variable costs associated with steam supply 
are very small and consist mainly of well and pipeline 
maintenance, which to a certain extent will be a func
tion of the corrosive nature of the geothermal fluid. 
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The mineral content of hot geothermal waters in some 
locations has been found to present problems by 
depositing calcium compounds in the well bores, and 
thus restricting the output. It is possible to remove 
these deposits by reaming, and the frequency of such 
remedial work will depend upon the characteristics of 
the water in question. In Otake an interesting experi
ment was carried out where the injection of 5000 kg 
of inhibited hydrochloric acid into a well choked with 
calcium carbonate improved the output by 100 per 
cent. Additional steam costs may also arise from the 
need to pursue a continual well-drilling programme 
aimed at the maintenance of steam quality and quantity. 

OPTIMUM OPERATION STEAM CONDITIONS 

Before any detailed plant design can be carried out, 
it is necessary to consider the optimum economic 
steam pressure under which a proposed geothermal 
power station will operate. Basically, in reducing design 
pressures, one is faced with the operation of two 
contradictory effects: first, the increased steam con
sumption rate of turbines working at lower pressures; 
secondly, the larger amount of steam taken from the 
fiel~ when it is drawn to a lower final pressure. Using 
vanous basic assumptions for possible reservoir con
ditions, it is possible to arrive at the conclusion that 
for dry steam the final well pressure should not exceed 
75 psig. After allowing a 25 psi pressure drop, this 
fixes the optimum turbine stop valve pressure at 
50 psig. The general conclusion is that for dry steam 
fields, the values of optimum production pressure are 
neither sensitive to the initial closed-in pressure of the 
reservoir nor to the amount of volcanic rock associated 
with the steam. 

By considering a theoretical model of the existing 
Wairakei system, the conclusion may be reached that 
the optimum turbine pressure for maximum field life 
lies between 40 and 60 psig. Actual operating experi
ence at Wairakei appears to confirm these theoretical 
conclusions as also does a 1964 cost estimate of a 
further possible 150 MW geothermal project in New 
Zealand. 

Another important design parameter for a geo
thermal power plant is the condenser vacuum. Raising 
condenser pressures increases exhaust steam density 
and allows greater steam flows through the turbine, 
thus giving greater output, although at the expense of 
a higher specific steam consumption. Auxiliary power 
is reduced because of the increased density of the 
non-condensable gases to be exhausted, and also the 
higher steam condensation temperature which reduces 
coolant requirements. However, increased specific 
steam consumption places heavier demands upon the 
field output and incurs the extra cost of drilling addi
tional wells and increasing transmission-pipe sizes. R. 
James, in "Power station strategy" evaluates a typical 
geothermal power project over a range of non-con
densable gas concentrations with a view to establishing 
the condenser vacuum giving the lowest capital and 
generation costs, and presents graphs showing that 
minimum capital costs occur when the vacuum range 
is from 5 to 10 inches of mercury and minimum 
generating costs from 4.5 to 7.5 inches of mercury. 
Based upon this evaluation, a vacuum of 5 inches of 
mercury would seem to be appropriate for minimum 



over-all costs where non-condensable gas contents do 
not exceed 25 per cent. 

GENERATING PLANT COSTS 

The economics of geothermal power plant are 
dominated by comparatively high fixed charges and low 
variable costs: there are similarities in cost structure 
between geothermal and hydro power development in 
that the incremental costs of both power systems 'are 
practically nil. However, not all hydro plants can 
operate at high load factors, whereas all geothermal 
statio_ns can be .relied upon to ex~loit their very low 
margmal operating costs by consistently running at 
high load factors. 

Like exploration and drilling costs, the capital 
charges ?f geothermal generating plant are a function 
of both interest rate and period of amortization. Since 
a consi_de~ab!e proportion ?f the equipment bears a 
great s1milanty to conventional power-plant designs 
the a~ortization. periods adopted are of the sam~ 
order: m the region of twenty-five years. The import
~nce of a1!1ortization periods in over-all average costs 
IS ~!early illustrated in curves provided by Hayashida, 
which show the effect of various asset lives on the 
averag~ cost of power using a 30 MW installation 
operatmg at 90 per cent load factor and 8 per cent 
auxiliary percentage. 

ment sizes a definite scale effect can be discerned. 
Over-all capital costs are quoted, ranging from $147 
per kW for 13.5 MW machines to $105 per kW for 
55 MW condensing sizes. Non-condensing installations 
are less expensive in capital cost; in the size range of 
5 to 10 MW per unit, capital costs are of the order 
of $90-130/kW. A comparison between condensing 
and atmospheric stations in Italy lists costs of $190 
and $80/kW for 15 MW sizes. Capital costs of $300/ 
kW are quoted in respect of the Otake field and 
$286/kW are given for Matsukawa, although these 
high costs are in part due to the cost of making 
necessary road improvements in mountainous areas 
and also the widely separated well locations. In general 
terms, unit capital costs for comparatively small geo
thermal power-plant sizes differ little from those 
applicable to conventional turbines in the 300 to 
400 MW range. 

In some geothermal stations, special consideration 
may need to be given to the question of condenser 
vacuum maintenance because of high concentration of 
non-condensable gases. At The Geysers installation if 
non-condensable gas quantities are not high, normal 
steam ejectors are used. However, the existence of 
higher concentrations of entrained gases necessitates 
the employment of power-driven rotary exhausters 
which add considerably to both the maintenance and 
investment costs. Water-jet ejectors are used at the 
Kamchatka power station, in addition to a single-stage 
start-up steam e_jector and a piston vacuum pump. It is 
perhaps too early to make valid comparisons between 
these ejection methods, since performances are subject 
to improvement in the near future. A comparison of 
the vacuum pump against steam ejector at Kyushu 
indicates that the use of the former, under the prevail
ing conditions, results not only in lower annual operat
ing costs, but in a higher net electrical output capacity. 

The us1;1al interest. rate is within the 7-8 per cent 
range. It is not possible to adopt a common interest 
rate applicabl_e to economic calcul~ti~ns for all geo
thermal locations. Alt~10ugh depreciation rates, being 
depen.dent ?POI_l asset hves, are susceptible to a measure 
of umfo_rmity, m~erest rates. are a function of so many 
economic, financial and social factors that international 
uniformity cannot be expected. In the economic analysis 
of any geothermal development, considerable care must 
be taken to use an interest rate corresponding to the 
local "opportunity-cost" of capital. ECONOMICS OF OPERATION 

There is a substantial difference between geothermal Since there is virtually no incremental component 
and conventional thermal plant with regard to econo- in the production costs of geothermal installations, 
mies of scale. With the latter, it has been possible to average costs will vary inversely with the quantity of 
obtain spectacular reductions in average unit costs energy produced and, therefore, the load factor. Thus 
because of substantial increases in generating plant out- a reduction in load factor for a particular plant will 
put capacities. These increases have been made possible result in a proportionate increase in average co~ts. 
by the use of higher superheat temperatures, higher It may be possible to utilize the different relative 
pressures and the use of several stages of reheat. movements of economies of scale in plant cost, and 
These factors have kept machine sizes comparatively load factor to obtain the most economic over-all 
smaJI, and this in tum has been facilitated by the operating regime. Under ideal conditions, increases in 
employment of such techniques as liquid cooled average costs arising from reduced load factors would 
generator windings. be more than offset by economies of scale obtained 

With geothermal generation, the steam supply is from the utilization of larger machine sizes. This point 
of view raises interesting possibilities of operating 

usually of comparatively low pressure and temperature geothermal plant economically at load factors lower 
with low or no superheat. Under these circumstances, than base load conditions. Theoretically, there should 
the specific steam consumption is relatively high, and be a minimum economic load factor below which it 
increases in unit size, demand correspondingly larger would not be possible to operate conventional con-
machines to accommodate the associated steam flow. <lensing plant economically. However, there is the 
Although turbines of 55 MW capa~it¥ are. at present further possibility of utilizing non-condensing turbines 
being installed at The Geysers field, it is eStlITlated that with low unit capital costs for low load factor opera-
80 MW will be the economic limit for geothermal tion. The degree to which non-condensing generation 
machine size. can be utilized is not only a question of plant cos!, 

Despite the fact that geothermal machines cannot since the increased specific steam consumption of this 
approach the scale effect achievable with conventior_ial method. must be weighed against the desirability of 
steam turbines, within the range of geothermal equip- conservmg the geothermal heat source. 
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. Curr~nt practice appears to be to operate geothermal 
mstallat!ons on base load at the highest practical load 
factors m order to maximize the savings in fuel which 
would otherwise be tised in conventional thermal 
power stations. In economic comparisons between geo
thermal and hydro-plants no fuel savings are involved 
a~d geot~ermal stations may therefore have some 
~ifficulty m competing with hydro-plants in certain 
mstances. 

From information given in several papers, it is 
apparent that plant availabilities have been good and 
that many geothermal installations have been able to 
~un at very high load factors. A 90 per cent load factor 
1s reported for Matsukawa, and for Otake factors in 
excess of 97 per cent over a two-year period are re
ported. The considerable experience at Larderello has 
shown that average load factors in excess of 98 per 
cent "Yere achieved on the majority of installations. 
The simplicity with which geothermal power stations 
can be operated, particularly on base load, has focused 
some attention on the question of automatic control. 
Plans have been drawn up in Iceland to operate the 
3.5 MW geothermal turbine-generator at Namafjall by 
remote control from a hydro-power station 12 km 
away. Many of the routine functions of the Kamchatka 
plant in the USSR are being modified for automatic 
control, and it is anticipated that this work will be 
completed in 1970. A 12.5 MW machine at The 
Geysers is being automatically operated for 16 hours 
each day. 

With regard to normally attended stations, the per
sonnel requirement of the Larderello power station is 
1.2 men per installed MW. If all staff concerned with 
the geothermal production are considered, the figure 
becomes 1.8 person per MW. 

of a boiler plant at a geothermal power station, the 
electrical auxiliary demand for station internal use will 
be less than that for an equivalent conventional thermal 
installation. Nevertheless, this percentage is subject to 
some variations from one field to another in view of 
differing basic fluid qualities. In these circumstances, 
the percentage auxiliary consumption is not necessarily 
the best indication of maximum net electrical output, 
since an increase in auxiliary consumption may produce 
a much greater increase in plant output. 

Low TEMPERATURE SECONDARY FLUID SYSTEMS 

Most geothermal power stations using water/steam 
fluids operate on the principle of passing the separated 
well steam through the high pressure stage of the tur
bine, then flashing the separated hot water for turbine 
use in a low pressure stage. The remaining hot water 
is usually discarded to waste unless a convenient con
sumer of low grade heat can be found. It is difficult 
to make any economic use of this large heat source, 
and unless there are obvious local low-temperature 
heating applications such as are found for district heat
ing in the USSR and Iceland, a considerable waste 
takes place. 

As a means of overcoming this waste, considerable 
interest is being shown in the possibilities of utilizing 
low temperature secondary fluid systems incorporating 
liquids with low boiling points. Under such an arrange
ment, the primary geothermal liquid is passed through 
a suitable heat exchanger where it vaporizes the sec
ondary fluid which then passes as a vapour to an appro
priate turbine for the production of power. Having 
completed its useful work in the turbine, the vapour 
is condensed to liquid and returned to the heat ex
changer to repeat the process continuously. By a judi
cious choice of secondary fluid, with suitable physical 
properties, it is technically possible to utilize much heat 
that would otherwise be rejected as sensible heat in 
the plant effluent. 

Apart from capital charges, the most significant com
ponent of geothermal power production cost arises 
from plant maintenance. In addition to the usual main
tenance associated with the operation of turbo
generators, special costs may arise from circumstances 
peculiar to geothermal conditions. In this respect, the The main advantage arising from the use of a sec-
experience reported from various fields is of consider- ondary system is that more power can be obtained 
able interest. Blading deposits occur on turbine blades from a given geothermal steam/water mixture. This, in 
at Larderello and these necessitate annual cleaning. At turn, results in capital cost savings arising from the 
Kamchatka, on the other hand, neither corrosion nor need for fewer wells to provide a given power output. 
~lading deposits is reported after 5,000 hours of opera- The reduced requirement for primary fluid also reduces 
t10n. Experience at Otake has been that siliceous de- the problems associated with liquid effluent disposal. 
posits are the principal problem. During the course of Apart from the technical advantages which it offers in 
the first annual turbine inspection, after 7,100 hours of the exploitation of two phase wells, the use of a 
operation, a slight siliceous deposit was observed on the secondary cycle allows power to be produced in fields 
~st stage nozzle. By the time the second annual inspec- where only hot water can be obtained at temperatures 
hon was carried out, these deposits had begun to affect so low that a steam cycle is uneconomic. There is 
the turbine blades and, in addition, siliceous deposits also an advantage in • using a secondary cycle when 
had so affected the waste disposal pipeline that power the raw geothermal fluid is very corrosive. 
generation had to be restricted. Despite the use of .Work 6n secondary systems has been carried out in 
various chemical and mechanical methods it was not the USSR, where the use of Freon 12 was compared 
possible to remove this deposit from the open duct, with a conventional steam system for use at the Pau-
and eventually a new one had to be installed to allow zhetka power station. From this comparison, it was 
full disposal. found that both systems were approximately equal 

Corrosion may be caused by a high-concentration of economically, although the employment of Freon would 
~on-condensable gases in the geothermal fluid. At Otake have involved a larger and more complicated installa-
1t was found necessary to install a chemical pump for tion with more difficult maintenance problems. It was 
the control of the cooling system pH iri order to eventually decided to design the power station using 
neutralize the sulphuric acid . being produced from geothermal steam in view of the greater mechanical 
sulphur in the entrained gasei In view of the absence simplicity of this approach. Despite this, it is possible 
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that secondary low temperature cycles may offer con
siderable promise for the future, although it may be 
necessary to find cheaper and more suitable fluids. In 
this connexion, it has been reported that a secondary 
cycle geothermal power station will be built in Nevada 
using iso-butane as the working fluid. 

A small pilot secondary cycle plant, in operation in 
the Kamchatka area of the USSR, utilizes Freon 12 as a 
secondary fluid and is designed for a geothermal water 
temperature of 90°C. Although the plant bas only 
been tested for 200 hours, indications are that the de
signed electrical output of 680 kW will be attained 
consistently. The greatest problem encountered with 
the project was the design of an industrial-size turbine 
to operate on a Freon cycle. Such experience as has 
~ec~me available d?1'ing the initial period of operation 
mdicates that turbme nozzle and blade erosion has 
~een experienced due to small foreign bodies entrapped 
m the secondary fluid system and also the impingement 
of droplets of liquid Freon. 

POLLUTION PROBLEMS 

The rising level of interest being focused on environ
~ental pol~ution in various parts of the world is of sig
n~can~e m geothermal development. Air pollution 
~nses if g~ses such a~ _hydrogen sulphide are released 
mto .t~e air, and additional costs may be incurred in 
providmg adequate means for their disposal. Since 
~eothermal d~v~lopment is not at present carried out 
m clo_se proximity to large centres of population, air 
pollution does not appear to be a major problem but 
unfortunately the same cannot be said about the dis
posal of geothermal water, which generally contains 
salt and may contain such chemicals as arsenic, fluorine 
and boron, as well as other mineral compounds leached 
out of underground deposits. 

Where a geothermal power station is situated close 
to the sea, effluent disposal usually presents no prob
lem, but where disposal takes place into a river 
important qu~stions of both chemical and thermal pol
lution may anse. Unfortunately, although some minerals 
found in geothermal effluents, do not occur in high 
concentrations, their deleterious effect is significant 
even in small quantities. Boron, for example, can have 
harmful consequences to plant life in concentrations 
as low as 2 parts per million. This single factor alone 
can cause considerable extra expenditure on the design 
and installation of an adequate disposal system. 

During the course of a recent geothermal develop
ment project in South America, plans were made to 
dispose of effluent into a nearby river. It was calculated 
that sufficient dilution would take place during the wet 
season to render the effluent contaminants harmless. 
However, it was found that during the dry season the 
boron concentration might have risen to unsafe levels 
exceeding plant tolerances. In t~is. pa_rticular insta~ce 
the river water was used for irrigation many miles 
down-stream of the geothermal site and this fact en
tailed the finding of all: altemativt: meth_od of. effluent 
disposal. This example illustrates _difficulties -:vhi~~ may 
arise with effluent disposal despite the avadabihty of 
a convenient river. 

In some geothermal areas whe_re. n? alternative 
method of disposal is available remJection must be 

considered. This solution is costly, involving as it does 
the drilling of extra wells and possibly the use of addi
tional power for pumping purposes. Furthermore, much 
still remains to be learned about the technique, partic
ularly concerning the possibility of mineral deposition 
from the reinjected fluid occurring in the reception 
formations. The need to achieve temperature compati
bility between the effluent and the reception formation 
will also pose difficult geological problems in the choice 
of well sites. 

Effluent from the Otake development is led through 
an underground pipeline to the storage reservoir of a 
hydro-power station. This not only avoids both chem
ical and thermal pollution of an adjacent river, but 
also allows the potential energy of the liquid effluent 
to be utilized in the turbines. 
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HOT WATER SYSTEMS 

Developments in the exploitation of geothermal 
liquids which are not hot enough to be used econom
ically for power production are reported from Japan 
where fruit, vegetables and flowers are produced in 
hot houses for the Tokyo market. In addition, geo
thermal heat is used in the breeding of eels, alligators 
and poultry. 

In Hungary, geothermal water is used for district 
heating, industrial heating and animal husbandry. 
Hungary operates some eighty hot-water wells, each 
producing an average of 80-90 cubic metres per hour 
at approximately 85°C. The heating loads tend to be 
seasonal, although attempts have been made to try to 
improve load factors by the promotion of summer 
agricultural drying applications. The use of geothe~al 
heating is expected to double in the next six to eight 
years and the present hothouse area of 400,000 square 
metres will be doubled by the end of 1970. With re
gard to district heating it was estimated that a geo
thermal scheme involves only 30 per cent of the cost 
of an equivalent coal-fired installation. 

Hot water is found in over 20 per cent of USSR 
territory, although the present explored po!en!ial only 
amounts to 1 per cent. This paper covers district heat
ing applications and also the possible utilization of 
absorption refrigeration machines, not only for summer 
air conditioning, but also for industrial use. The au• 
thors estimate that during 1970 the total fuel cost say· 
ing arising from the use of hot geothermal waters will 
be approximately $1,000,000 rising to $10,000,000 by 
1980. 

In the Makhachkala area, animal husbandry, horti
cultural and domestic uses are contemplated for geo
thermal hot water. In addition, the future large-scale 
use of soil warming and mine heating is foreseen to 
allow the exploitation of mineral resources all the y~ar 
round in those regions subject to long and severe win· 

ters. 
Using annual heating demand duration curves, So~et 

specialists have investigated the possibilities ~f us~g 
geothermal water for district heating in con1unct1on 
with peaking boilers. They have stressed the impor· 
tance of seasonal demands on the over-all geothermal 
load factor and also have indicated the limitations 
which apply to the direct use for heating of the cooler 
waters. To overcome the low temperature disadvantage 



of these less hot geothermal waters, it is suggested that 
heat pumps might be used for heating in winter and 
cooling in summer. 

MULTI-PURPOSE INSTALLATIONS 

The large quantities of low-grade heat, rejected as 
hot water from the separators of geothermal power sta
tions using steam/water fluids, have attracted much at
tention. This has resulted in the design of multi-purpose 
installations using as much heat as possible from both 
the steam and water phases with a view to achieving 
the greatest over-all economy. It is calculated that 
the hot water now wasted at Wairakei could provide 
central heating for a city of half a million people. Such 
multi-purpose uses are few, since in some geothermal 
fields there are no prospective heat consumers located 
within easy reach of the power station. However, in 
cooler climates, where opportunities have presented 
themselves for hothouse and domestic heating, some 
attention has been given to multi-purpose use. Such a 
system is in operation at Pauzhetka in the USSR; 
eventually Paujetsk power station will supply water at 
l10°C to 80,000 square metres of hot-houses as well 
as a domestic heating load. The Namafjall development 
in Iceland, in addition to generating electric power, 
supplies steam to a diatomite-drying plant and also 
supplies hot water to a local district heating scheme. 
In spite of this high degree of usage, it is estimated that 
only 16.5 per cent of the heat in the geothermal fluid 
is being utilized. 

Up to the present time, little appears to have been 
achieved with regard to the extraction of minerals 
from waste geothermal brines. Any financial advantages 
arising from such a system could help to offset addi
tional costs which might be occasioned by the increas
ing difficulties of effluent disposal. A small geothermal 
salt-production installation at Hokkaido in Japan has 
an annual output of 150 tons. Plans are in hand for 
constructing a new multi-purpose plant which would 
have a 7 MW electrical capacity, produce 100,000 
tons of salt annually and also fresh water from an 
effluent evaporation installation. 

Most geothermal waters contain many minerals, 
some of which cause severe effluent disposal problems. 
A multi-purpose approach to future geothermal plan
ning and development may discover that some of these 
minerals are capable of economic me when viewed 
within the context of over-all resource exploitation. 

No generalizations can be made since each location 
must be judged on its own individual circumstances 
which embrace steam conditions, water mineral con
centrations, local demands for both water and minerals, 
together with basic economic data such as interest rates 
and labour productivity. Nevertheless, the multi-purpose 
approach to the utilization of geothermal energy resour
ces will probably be more prevalent in the future, bring
ing with it substantial over-all gains. 
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SUMMARY - RESUME - RESUMEN 

Economics of geothermal power development: 
J, J. C. Bradbury 

The article discusses the basic factors involved in assessing 
the costs of the different phases associated with exploration 
for and development of geothermal energy resources. Follow
ing the discussion of general principles, figures are quoted 
for initial geothermal exploration, and the cost associated 
with drilling operations in many parts of the world is 
considered. 

The question of fluid transmission is discussed with par
ticular reference to experience gained in Iceland, Japan, New 
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Zealand and the United States of America. The author then 
reviews the constituent elements which ma~e up_ the total 
cost of steam delivered at the power-station site. .Un?er 
this heading is considered the subject of the amortization 
period for various capital equipment. 

Turning to a discussion of the optimu~ operating steam 
conditions, details are given of calculations . ba_sed up~n 
considerable experience obtained in the Wara1ke1_ field m 
New Zealand. In the section on over-all g:nei:atmg C<_>sts, 
attention is drawn to the different amortIZahon periods 
adopted at various geothe:mal sites in_ resp~ct of steam 
turbines and generating equipment. Expenence 1s also quoted 
on the over-all capital cost per kilowatt installed for different 



geothermal developments. The section on the economics of 
operation covers such factors as the influence of load factor 
on cost, the utilization of non-condensing plant, power-station 
availabilities and problems of plant maintenance arising from 
corrosion and silica deposition. 

In referring to the importance of low-temperature hot
water fields, mention is made of low-temperature secondary 
fluid power systems as a means of exploiting this energy. 
With regard to the subject of pollution, attention is drawn 
to some difficulties that have arisen concerning undesirable 
minerals found in the geothermal fluids. After mentioning 
several applications of hot water geothermal fields for 
heating purposes, the article concludes with a summary of 
past experience concerning multipurpose geothermal instal
lations and assessment of the way in which these developments 
may proceed in the future. 

Economie de la mise en valeur de l'energie geo
thermique: J. J.C. Bradbury 

L'auteur expose les principaux facteurs a retenir pour 
evaluer le cout des differentes phases de l'exploration et de 
la mise en valeur des ressources en energie geothermique. 
Apres avoir passe en revue les principes generaux, ii cite des 
chiffres au sujet de la prospection preliminaire des champs 
geothermiques et examine le cout des operations de forage 
dans de nombreuses parties du monde. 

II etudie la question du transport des fluides compte tenu 
en particulier de !'experience acquise aux Etats-Unis d'Ame
rique, en lslande, au Japan et en Nouvelle-Zelande. II 
analyse ensuite les divers elements du prix de revient total 
de la vapeur livree aux centrales. Sous cette rubrique, ii 
etudie la duree d'amortissement des differents equipements. 

Examinant ensuite la question des caracteristiques optimales 
de la vapeur aux fins de l'exploitation, il presente des calculs 
detailles, fondes sur !'experience considerable qui a ete 
accumulee a Waraikei, en Nouvelle-Zelande. Dans la partie 
consacree au cout global de la production d'electricite, ii 
fait observer que differentes durees d'amortissement ont ete 
adoptees en differents lieux d'exploitation pour les turbines 
a vapeur et les alternateurs. II mentionne aussi des donnees 
d'experience concernant le cout total des centrales par 
kilowatt installe pour differentes installations geothermiques. 
Dans la partie qui traite des aspects economiques de l'exploi
tation, il passe en revue !'influence du facteur de charge sur le 
cout, !'utilisation d'installations ne comportant pas de conden
seur, la question de !'existence de centrales electriques, les 
problemes d'entretien dus a la corrosion et aux depots de 
silice, etc. 

Evoquant l'importance des champs geothermiques d'eau 
a temperature relativement basse, l'auteur indique qu'il est 
possible d'exploiter ce type d'energie au moyen de centrales 
a fluide secondaire a basse temperature. En ce qui concerne 

la pollution, ii signale quelques difficultes imputables a la 
presence de certains mineraux dans les fluides geotbermiques. 
Apres avoir parle de differents modes d'utilisation des champs 
geothermiques d'eau chaude aux fins du chauffage, ii conclut 
en recapitulant !'experience acquise dans le domaine des ins
tallations geothermiques a fins multiples et en envisageant 
l'evolution possible a cet egard. 

Aspectos economicos clel aprovechamiento de la 
energia geotermica: J. J. C. Bradbury 

En el presente articulo se examinan los factores basicos 
que se deben tener en cuenta al estimar los costos de !as 
diversas fases de la exploraci6n y aprovechamiento de la 
energfa geotermica. Despues de analizar los principios gene
rates se dan cifras para las actividades iniciales de explora
ci6n de recursos geotermicos y se examinan los costos de las 
operaciones de perforaci6n en muchas partes del mundo. 

Se estudia el problema de la transmisi6n de fluidos con 
especial referenda a la experiencia adquirida en los Estados 
Unidos, lslandia, Jap6n y Nueva Zelandia. Despues el autor 
pasa revista a los elementos constitutivos del costo total de! 
vapor puesto en la central electrica. Bajo el mismo epigrafe_ se 
examina la cuesti6n del plaza de amortizaci6n del eqmpo 
de capital. 

En el analisis de las condiciones 6ptimas de funciona
miento del suministro de vapor se dan detalles de los calculos 
que se han hecho sobre la base de la considerable 
experiencia acumulada en las operaciones del campo de 
Waraikei en Nueva Zelandia. En la secci6n relativa a los 
gastos generates de generaci6n se seiialan a la atenci6n los 
diversos periodos de amortizaci6n de las turbinas Y ~el 
equipo de generaci6n que se han adoptado en los vanos 
campos geotermicos, y se citan cifras sobre los gastos ge
nerates de capital por kW instalado. La secci6n correspon
diente a los aspectos econ6micos de la operaci6n ~e cen
trales geotermicas trata de elementos tales coma la mfluen· 
cia de! factor de carga sabre el costo, la utilizaci6n de 
plantas de escape al aire libre, la existencia de centrales 
electricas y los problemas de conservaci6n causados por la 
corrosi6n y los dep6sitos de silice. 
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Al analizar la importancia de los campos de aguas geo
termicas a baja temperatura, se mencionan los sistemas de 
los fluidos secundarios de baja temperatura con el fin de 
explotar la energfa en ellos contenida. Al examinar los pro
blemas de contaminaci6n, se seiialan !as dificultades que ban 
surgido en cuanto a la eliminaci6n de minerales indeseables 
que se encuentran mezclados con los fluidos geotermicos. El 
articulo concluye con un examen del uso de campos geo
termicos para calefacci6n, un resumen de la experiencia ac~
mulada en materia de instalaciones geotermicas de fines mul· 
tiples y una evaluaci6n del desarrollo probable de esos usos 
multiples. 



MULTIPURPOSE EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

by Joseph BARNEA 

Director, Resources and Transport Division, 
United Nations Secretariat 

This article is based on an address delivered before the Symposium on the Development and 
Utilization of Geothermal Resources, held at Pisa, Italy, 22 September to 1 October 1970 

It is now recognized that geothermal resources have 
vast economic significance, apart from their value in 
the protection of man's environment. Certain character
istics distinguish them from other natural resources and 
to some extent make them superior. For example, if 
we may categorize the most important groups of natural 
resources as water, energy, and mineral resources, we 
note that geothermal resources may contain elements 
of all of them. 

Many natural resources serve more than one pur
pose. Petroleum and coal are used not only for their 
~nergy content but as raw materials for the chemical 
mdustry; in the future it is possible they might both 
be u_seful as a source of protein. However, their main 
use 1s as energy sources. Among conventional sources 
of energy, water, particularly the water of rivers has 
the . broadest multipurpose application. It was in 'river 
basms that the concept of multipurpose development 
was created, when it was realized that a river could 
h~ve a variety of uses and that a dam controlling a river 
nught have a variety of functions such as flood con
trol, electric po~er gener~tion, irrigation and improve
ment of navigation. In time it became obvious that 
the single-purpo~e developm~nt of a river frequently 
was less attractive. economically than multipurpose 
development. Once 1t was understood that a river could 
be developed fo~ sever~! purposes simultaneously, the 
~ustomary plannmg of nver basin development changed· 
It • ' . 1s now accepted that the first reconnaissance of a 
nver basin cannot rest with the hydrologist alone, but 
!~at a bro~d appr?ach, taJcing into consideration all 

e needs m the nver basm must be the basis even 
of the earliest survey.1 ' 

Out of the need to recognize at an early stage the 
many problems and opportunities in river-basin de
v_elopment arose new professional occupations: the 
nver-basin planner, the water resources planner and 
the water economist. These people needed to know 
enough_ of the technology and economics of every 
aspect involved, to enable them to assist in the multi
purpo~e prog~amming ?f a ri~er-basin development. 
The. nver-basm generalist, or nver-basin planner has 
t? ~1ve le~dership and direction to the team of' spe
ciaJi~ts which he leads and he must make certain that 
mult_1purpose development is carried out in the best 
possible way. 

b
1 ~ntegrated River Basin Development (United Nations 

pu hcahon, Sales No.: E.70.II.A.4). 
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In geothermal energy, we are at present at the same 
stage as was the case of river-basin development more 
than one hundred years ago: all major geothermal 
fields today are operated for one purpose only. How
ever, we are coming to recognize that even more than 
in river-basin development, possibilities exist for multi
purpose application. There were presented to the United 
Nations Symposium on the Development and Utiliza
tion of Geothermal Resources numerous papers show
ing that schemes for dual and triple purpose use are 
in the thinking and planning stage, and an even greater 
number of applications are envisioned. We can con
fidently predict that in the 1970s a change will be seen 
from single-purpose to multipurpose development. 

When we glance quickly at the most important ap
plications of geothermal energy that either exist or are 
being planned, we encounter this resource used for 
electricity production, desalination, medical purposes, 
house and hotel heating, the heating of greenhouses ~d 
mineral production. It can therefore be stated t_hat m 
geothermal resources there is a broader potential for 
multipurpose application than is the case for other 
natural resources. 

Another feature useful to note is that, with proper 
management, a geothermal resource lasts for a very 
long time and may, in fact, have the permanency of 
a river basin. This is an attractive feature because re
sources of fuels and minerals have a definite, limited 
life which comes to an end when the deposit is mined 
out after which new resources must be sought. 
Ge~thermal energy, on the other hand, is a_ resour_ce 
which may have a very long life, ~d this special 
economic feature therefore deserves special study. 

In attempting to explain the broad and attractive 
multipurpose exploitation of geothermal energy, we are 
unfortunately faced with the fact that there are no 
geothermal generalists. The papers read before the 
Symposium implied that what we have today are ~pe
cialists, and it is likely that very often no commumca
tion exists between the specialists. So far as I am aware, 
communication does not take place between th~ geo
thermal geochemist who analyses the ~ater m the 
course of projects for electricity product~on and _the 
chemist who analyses the water for possible medical 
or tourist use. The time has come to face the probl~m 
and to recognize the need for the geothermal generahst, 
or the geothermal resources economist, who, like the 
water resources planner, would possess. wi~e knowledge 
of all the possible techniques and apphcat1ons and who 



would act as team leader at each stage of geothermal 
development, from exploration to operation. 

In other new fields, where similar problems exist, 
they are handled by putting together interdisciplinary 
teams of specialists so that, on a given problem, a 
variety of technical competencies and economic ex
perience can be brought to bear. It is possible that, in 
the immediate future, in the absence of geothermal · 
specialists, we shall have interdisciplinary teams for 
geothermal reconnaissance exploration, planning and 
operation. 

It is therefore the concern of all of us to consider how 
to produce the generalist who will be needed increas
ingly as geothermal development expands. Eventually a 
few specialists will become generalists through ex
perience in the field; but this may not be soon 
enough, and Governments, companies or universities 
able to afford it may have to provide opportunities for 
selected people to work or to observe the work of the 
geothermal industry in order to obtain, in time, the 
geothermal generalist. What would be well to avoid 
is that universities should begin to train generalists 
long after they are needed, as was the case, for ex
ample, with water resources planning generalists a 
generation ago. 

The multipurpose approach, then, is a necessity, 
applied at every stage of development from the first 
reconnaissance to the management of the reservoir. 
That this point of view is shared by others was clearly 
brought out in a paper submitted to the Symposium 
by the Union Research Institute of Hydrogeology and 
Engineering Geology, Moscow.2 The authors state that 
the consideration described above necessitates a com
plex assessment of thermal water deposits, taking into 
account the technical and commercial facts relating 
to the extraction and utilization of thermal waters in 
specific conditions and regions: 

"Up till the present moment, the deposits of 
thermal waters from the viewpoint of their utilization 
have been mainly assessed taking into account their 
hydrogeological, thermodynamic and power genera
tion aspects. Unfortunately, investigations conducted 
in this field did not deal sufficiently with the prob
lems relating to the economics of reconnoitring, 
prospecting and utilization of thermal water deposits, 
though the geological-economic analysis should be 
regarded as one of the main elements of geological 
prospecting and primarily aimed at establishing their 
relative significance for the people's economy and 
priority of commercial development." 
It is further stated: 

"The geological-eco~omic assessment at the stag_e 
of preliminary prospectmg of a thermal water deposit 
should concentrate on the solution of problems re
lating to the expediency of its development. 

"The geological-economic asse~sment based on 
the data of preliminary prosp~ctmg should char
acterize the future raw material . base. It sho~Id 
elucidate the natural and econom1~ factors,. which 
are of great importance for selectm~ a vanant c:,f 
the deposit development, and contain an analysts 

k B F Mavritsky and L. F. Polubotko, 
2 S. S. Bondarel o, f ~ ~f thermal waters and geological

"M ethods for exp ora io . d osits" 
commercial assessment of their ep • 
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of the effect of these factors on the selection of the 
main technological solutions. On the basis of all 
the results obtained from the preliminary prospecting, 
the technical-economic substantiations or reports 
(TES or TER) are compiled. These reflect the eco
nomic expediency and establish the priority of com
mercial development of the given deposit." 
Finally, the authors are of the opinion that when 

the decision-making for detailed prospecting is done, 
an interdisciplinary team should be involved in de
cision-making: 

"The geological-economic assessment carried out 
at the stage of detailed prospecting is very significant 
as it determines the future of the deposit. That is 
why it should be accomplished by a number of 
specialists, viz. hydrogeologists, economists, experts 
in heat engineering and power generation, agrono
mists, balneologists etc." 
It is an obvious comment that the usage in the USSR 

and other areas with colder climates of hot water for 
heating houses and hospitals, in district heating and in 
greenhouses, may have only a limited relevance, in 
warmer areas, whereas, in desert and semi-arid areas, 
the use of geothermal fluids as a source of water might 
be much more important. If climatic and other local 
conditions are taken into account in determining the 
composition of the interdisciplinary teams, their cost 
can be minimized. 

The multipurpose approach is relevant not only in 
the final investment decision but ( as was recognized in 
the paper quoted) in the first exploration stage. In 
this stage, three groups of problems have to be analysed 
and the exploration programme should supply informa
tion relating to (a) geology, water, gases; (b) needs 
and opportunities in the area; and ( c) the possible 
effect of geothermal resource development on the water 
resources in the area and on the human environment. 

In each of the three groups, there are many questions 
which will have to be worked out in detail, and it is 
to be hoped that the United Nations will one day de
velop a programme of geothermal exploration which 
will take into account all the items that have to be 
studied in a multipurpose geothermal exploration pro
gramme. For the present, one item may be singled out 
for more detailed discussion; that is water, included 
in category (a). 

Chemical analyses of geothermal water samples 
should be examined in relation to several different 
factors, for example geothermal-geologic information; 
possible economic significance of the trace metals and 
other minerals contained in the water; use of the water 
for possible geothermal desalination; use of the water 
for balneological purposes; content of elements which 
might be detrimental to the environment (such as 
boron and arsenic); and the effect of possible geo
thermal development on the water regime of the region. 

At present, most of the information provided by the 
geothermal geochemist is designed to answer only the 
first question, namely, whether we can estimate froip 
the water sample the temperature and steam condi
tions of the geothermal resource for power production, 
However, complete water analysis should provide 
answers to the other questions also; the approach in ex
ploration from the beginning should be the maximiza
tion of information, so that in the final planning no 



important problem connected with the geothermal 
potential has been overlooked. 

With the rapid improvement in geothermal tech
nology, it is important too that the latest technological 
advances be taken into account in the planning stage. 
Three of these advances were mentioned in the 
Symposium. The first is that active research and de
velopment are now in progress towards the use of hot 
water, not steam alone, for power production, by means 
of heat exchangers. This technology will come into 
general use very soon and should be taken into account 
in the exploration planning stage so that, where ap
propriate, power planning should not be restricted to 
the steam element only in a wet steam field. 

The second advance is that minerals in geothermal 
waters have been found to have possible economic 
significance, and it is necessary, therefore, to analyse 
geothermal waters for trace metals and other minerals. 
The third case concerns the fact that hot water may be 
used for air-conditioning-a matter of significance in 
hot climates. Among the papers read before the Sym
posium, it was interesting to hear from the USSR and 
New Zealand that lithium bromide absorption machines 
have been developed to operate on geothermal water 
and that they are now being mass-produced in the 
USSR. However, the USSR paper provides no eco
nomic data on this subject.3 

After the exploration has been carried out, decisions 
must be made for development of the resource, and, 
here again, a multipurpose approach designed to ob
tain the best economic results is vital. Often the 
sequence in which the geothermal resources is used is 
of great economic significance. A Japanese paper de
scribed how hot water was used first in a hospital, after 
which it was still sufficiently hot to be used for house 
heating. In the United Nations geothermal project in 
Chile, a certain procedure has been provisionally de
veloped for the exploitation of the El Tatio field. First, 
the hot water-steam mixture from the wells is run 
through a separator, where the steam is separated for 
power use while the hot water is directed to a desalina
tion plant to be transformed into fresh water, the salts 
and minerals being concentrated fourfold. This con
centrated brine will then be pumped to a mineral 
processing plant where the valuable minerals will be 
extracted. As the hot water reaching the desalination 
plant will be hot enough for desalination, we shall have 
a desalination plant operating with no thermal energy 
input; as a result, this plant will produce desalinated 
water at a relatively low cost in a desert area where 
alternative supplies of water are more expensive. By 
concentrating the minerals fourfold through desalina
tion at no cost, the mineral extraction becomes more 
economically attractive. This is an example of the 
significance of multipurpose planning, which is possible 
only after the full range of relevant information is col
lected. 

We are now in a position to classify, to some extent, 
the possible multipurpose uses of geothermal energy 
and it can be stated that the following systems either 
exist or will come in existence during the 1970s: 

(a) Single-purpose use of geothermal resources, for 
example for power generation alone, for medical use 

3 A. M. Tikhonov and I. M. Dvorov, "Development of 
research and utilization of geothermal resources in the USSR". 
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alone or in house-heating alone. Another kind of 
single-purpose use might be where one part of the 
resource is used for one purpose and the other part 
for another, similar, purpose: thus, if part of the hot 
water were used for public baths and another part for 
hotel heating, we would still have a single-purpose use, 
although the specific applications differ. We might, 
therefore, define this classification as the case of geo
thermal resources being used for several single-pur
pose applications; 

( b) Dual-purpose application such as power pro
duction and desalination; or the sequential use of hot 
water, first for one purpose and then for another, when 
the same hot water is used for greenhouses and after
wards for swimming pools; 

( c) Triple-purpose use, as in the case of the Chilean 
geothermal project mentioned above and other cases 
described in some papers, especially from Ja pan. 

It is likely that the 1970s will also witness geothermal 
projects where the geothermal resource will be used 
for four or more purposes; certainly, we can depend on 
the ingenuity of our geothermal resources . planners and 
on their ability to develop geothermal projects of many 
new varieties, basing their decisions on a full under
standing of local needs and opportunities. As develop
ment tends more and more to become multipurpose in 
character, the economics of such projects will become 
more complex, both as to calculation and allocation of 
costs among the various end-products. We shall have 
a lot to learn from the economics of multipurpose river 
basin development, and we must apply the principle 
that the alternative cost of every single end-product 
should be cheaper in the multipurpose project than the 
product obtainable from a non-geothermal resource 
or from a single-purpose geothermal project. • 

This has been a very compressed discussion of the 
multipurpose approach of geothermal exploration 
within the concept of geothermal technology, but if 
one may dream a little and look further afield into the 
future, it can be supposed that geothermal resources 
will play an increasing role, and that considering the 
relationship that exists between geothermal resources 
and water resources, new and more complex relation
ships can be expected to develop. At the Symposium, 
it was learned (what was not brought out in the 
United Nations Conference on new sources of energy, 
held in Rome in 1961) that the future of a geothermal 
field may depend on the re-charge of water and on the 
hydrogeological conditions of the region. It might be 
possible one day to use brackish water as a re-charge 
for a geothermal field, thereby perhaps increasing the 
potential of the geothermal areas and making use of 
water which, in that area, has not found economic use. 
The United Nations, in the El Salvador project, is now 
trying for the first time to establish the technology of 
re-charge in a geothermal field, and it is hoped that 
once these techniques are established, low-quality water 
might be utilized for such purposes. 

Today, in many countries, pump storage schemes 
are being developed whereby, using off-peak power of 
a thermal power system, water is pumped up a hill to 
be released and the power used during the hours of 
peak demand on the electricity system. Perhaps one 
day it will be found cheaper to let the boilers run in a 



thermal power station, using the hot water and steam 
to re-charge a geothermal field rather than using the 
steam to produce electricity for pumping water up 
a hill. 

These are a few ideas for the distant future; there 
are many others and these have been brought forward 
only to demonstrate that the range of applications 

of geothermal resources will grow steadily in the future. 
The tempo and range of these multipurpose applica
tions will depend on the ingenuity and broadminded
ness of the small group of people who study and de
velop geothermal resources. It is on them-in fact it 
is on ourselves-that the multipurpose development 
of geothermal resources will depend. 

SUMMARY - RESUME - RES UM EN 

l\lultipurpose exploration and development of geo• 
thermal resources: Joseph Barnea 

Given the economic importance of geothermal resources and 
their significance from the point of view of the human environ
ment, as well as the fact that in their nature they contain 
elements of water, mineral and energy resources, it is important 
to consider all the possible economic uses of geothermal energy 
in order to obtain the maximum benefit from its utilization, as 
in the case of the integrated development of river basins. 

A multipurpose approach should be made to the development 
of geothermal resources, from the very earliest stage of re
connaissance to that of reservoir management. Such an ap
proach calls for generalists who are abreast of the latest 
technological developments and who are capable of main
taining an integrated approach to the decision-making process 
at all stages of exploration and development, keeping in mind 
the potential uses to which these resources can be put under 
specific conditions. 

At the present time one can think of geothermal resources 
as having (a) a single-purpose use whether it be for power pro
duction alone or house-heating alone; (b) dual purpose use 
such as the association of power production with desalination; 
and (c) triple-purpose application, as in the UNDP project 
in Chile, where the United Nations, as the executing agency, 
is developing a procedure for the recovery of valuable minerals 
from geothermal brines as a result of a prior use of the 
geothermal waters for power production and desalination. In 
the 1970s, however, one may expect four and more uses of a 
single resource to come about, with a concomitant develop
ment of new and more complex relationships. 

Recherche et mise en valeur des ressources geo
thermiqucs : Joseph Barnea 

Etant donne !'importance economique des ressources geo
thermiques, leur interet du point de vue de l'environnement 
humain et le fait que ces ressources, par leur nature, con
tiennent des elements de ressources hydrauliques, minerales 
et energetiques, ii importe d'en considerer toutes les utilisa
tions economiques possibles afin d'en tirer des avantages 
maximums, comme c'est le cas dans la mise en valeur integree 
des bassins fluviaux. 

Les ressources geothermiques doivent etre envisagees d'un 
point de vue polyvalent, depui~ le s_tade de la ~rospection 
jusqu'a celui de la gestion du reservoIT. U~ tel pom~ de vue 
exige des generalistes au courant des dermers progre~ ~e !a 
technique et capables de conserver c~tte approche mtegree 
dans Je cours des decisions a prendr,. a tous les stades de la 
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recherche et de la mise en valeur des ressources geother
miques, en ayant presentes a !'esprit les differentes utilisa
tions possibles de ces ressources dans des conditions deter
minees. A l'heure actuelle, les ressources geothermiques soot 
utilisees tantot a une fin unique, que ce soit la production 
d'energie ou le chauffage domestique, tantot a une double 
fin, comme dans le cas oil la production d'energie est associee 
au dessalement, tantot a une triple fin, comme dans le cas 
du projet du PNUD au Chili, oil !'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, en tant qu'organisation chargee de !'execution, met 
au point une methode de recuperation des minerais utiles a 
partir de saumures geothermiques a la suite de !'utilisation 
des eaux geothermiques pour la production d'energie et le 
dessalement. Mais on peut s'attendre que dans les annees 
70 une seule ressource fera l'objet de quatre utilisations et 
plus, tandis que s'etabliront des relations nouvelles et plus 
complexes. 

Prospecci6n y aprovechamiento de recursos geo• 
termicos con fines multiples: Joseph Barnea 

Dada la importancia econ6mica de los recursos geotermi
cos, y su importancia desde el punto de vista de! ambiente 
humano, asi coma el hecho de que Jos recursos geotermico!• 
por su naturaleza, contengan elementos de agua, recursos nu
neraJes y energeticos, es importante considerar todos !os po• 
sib!es usos econ6micos de este recurso, para obtener maximos 
beneficios de su utilizaci6n, como en el caso del desarrollo 
integrado de !as cuencas fluviales. 

Se debe empJear un enfoque de fines multiples para los 
recursos geotermicos desde la misma etapa de reconocimiento 
hasta la administraci6n del yacimiento. Tal enfoque e~ge 
especialistas que esten al corriente de Jos ultimos camb10s 
tecnol6gicos y que scan capaces de mantener un enfoque 
integral en Jos mementos decisivos de todas !as etapas de la 
exploraci6n y el desarrol!o de Jos recursos geotermicos, te
niendo presentes los usos potencia!es que pueden hacerse 
de estos recursos bajo condiciones especificas. 

En estos mementos se puede pensar en utilizar los re
cursos geotermicos con un solo fin, ya sea soJamente para 
producci6n de energia o solamente para calefacci6n; con un 
doble fin, como la asociaci6n de la producci6n energetica 
con Ja desalaci6n; y en aplicaciones con tres fines, coma en 
el proyecto del PNUD en Chile, donde !as Naciones Unida~, 
coma organismo de ejecuci6n, estan ideando un proced1• 
miento para recuperar minerales valiosos de !as aguas salo· 
bres geoterrnicas como resultado de! uso anterior de aguas 
geotermicas para Ja producci6n de energia y desaJaci6n. En 
el decenio de 1970 se pueden esperar, sin embargo, cuatr~ 
usos y mas de un solo recurso, con el desarrollo conconu• 
tante de relaciones nuevas y mas comp!ejas. 



L'INFORMATIQUE GEOLOGIQUE 

par p. LAFFITTE 

Ingenieur en chef des mines 
Sous-Directeur de l'Ecole des mines de Paris 

et A. MARELLE 

lngenieur general des mines 

L'utilisation massive des ordinateurs modifie les me
thodes de travail de tous les secteurs de l'activite 
humai~e. Pour les geologues et mineurs charges d'in
ventoner et de mettre en valeur Jes ressources mine
rales de la planete, ii importe, plus encore que pour 
d'autres categories d'hommes, de bien connaitre les 
po~sibilites n~mv~lles qui leur sont offertes, pour pou
vo1r en particuher : 

a) Utiliser dans de bonnes conditions les ordina
te~rs; employer des methodes de travail qui econo
ip1sent le temps des specialistes; savoir que certaines 
etudes, auparavant jugees impossibles parce que trop 
l~ngues ou fastidieuses, deviennent tres rapides et fa-
ciles; • 

b) Critiquer valablement les conclusions de travaux 
~asees s_ur une utilisation incorrecte des techniques 
informat1ques; 

c) Prevoir !'evolution a court terme des possibilites 
nouvelles de l'informatique de fa~on a orienter leurs 
travaux vers des themes nouveaux· , 

d) ~aire evoluer, si possible, les techniques de l'in
fo~~atique pour qu'elles s'adaptent mieux aux besoins 
spec1fiques de leur propre branche. 

Ay~~t, d'ana~y_ser. le champ d'action et quelques 
poss1b1htes d'ut1hsat1on de l'informatique geologique 
donnons quelques explications tres breves sur les pro~ 
cessus de stockage d'information en ordinateur. 

Comment enregistre-t-on une donnee dans un ordi
nateur? 

, R~~pel,?ns qu'e~ in!opnatiq~e on utilise la notion 
d unite d Information elementaire ou bit. Le bit cor
respo_nd a ~me i~ormation simple: la reponse a une 
question qw se r~so~t en une alternative (non ou oui) 
ou en _langage bma1re ( 0 ou 1). La combinaison de 
deux bits donne quatre possibilites de reponse : 1 et 1 · 
1 ~t O; 0 et 1; 0 et 0. La combinaison de huit bit~ 
qui est ,Parfois_ appelee un byte ou un octet ouvre 
256 (2 a la pmssance 8) possibilites. Un octet permet 
done de representer un caractere (lettre ou chiffre) 
alphanumerique avec facilite. 

Une succession d'octets permet de representer un 
mot ou une phrase. • 

Les ordinateurs sont des systemes complexes com
por:tant en particulier des memoires. Certaines me
morres sont dites extemes et peuvent se pre
s~nter sous forme de bandes ou disques magne
tiques. Les memoires internes sont des "unites de 
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memoire a ferrites". Chaque unite de memoire est 
susceptible d'etre aimantee dans un sens ou dans le 
sens contraire; ii suffit de lier la notion O a un sens 
d'aimantation et la notion 1 au sens contraire pour 
lui faire supporter un bit d'information. Un groupe. de 
huit ferrites ( ou octet) supporte done la representation 
d'un caractere alphanumerique. Une succession d'oc
tets permet de stocker en memoire un mot ou une 
phrase. 

La position des octets - ou des mots fonnes par 
des successions d'octets - est definie par leur adresse. 

Une structure complexe de connexions penne~ d'ef
fectuer des operations diverses, de nature anthme
tique ou logique, sur les unites d'information stoc~e;s· 
Les operations, OU groupes d'operations, sont re~lisees 
a la suite d'instructions, qui sont souvent groupe~s en 
programmes. Une partie de ces program~es est mtro
duite de fa~on comparable a l mtroductton d~s d_on
nees. Une partie peut etre stockee _dans des 1!1emo1res 
annexes de l'ordinateur. Une parhe p~ut _meme _etre 
prevue par le constructeur de l'appareil (mstructions 
cablees). 

Par opposition au materiel - le hardware o!-1 quin
caillerie - !'ensemble des programmes constitue ce 
que l'on appelle souvent le software. 

A. - CHAMP D'ACTION DE L'INFORMATIQUE 
GEOLOGIQUE 

Dans tout travail de recherche utilisant Jes ordina
teurs, on peut distinguer les phases suivantes : , 

a) Enonce des objectifs de la recherche et deter
mination des etapes de la recherche pour Iesqu~lles 
l'informatique est necessaire et le passage sur ordma
teur utile, 

b) Determination des donne~s a rassemb!er et ?~ 
caractere des traitements machme a leur faire subir 

c) Recherche des possibilites d'utilis~r les "con
naissances" deja formalisees et rassemblees dans ,Ies 
memoires du systeme de traitement (stock de donnees, 
programmes, controles, etc.); 

d) Etude des principes de lof!I1alisatio~ des. donne~s 
a traiter; formalisation des tra1tements a fatre subtr 
a ces donnees; . 

e) Rassemblement des donnees a traiter (y ~ompns 
les programmes d'utilisation du stock des conna1ssances 
anterieures) ; 



f) Etablissement des documents d'entree en me
moire des donnees en langage formalise (fiches, bandes, 
etc.), redaction du programme de stockage et des pro
grammes de traitement; 

g) Traitement machine. Controle. Corrections; 
h) Etude des resultats. Conclusions provisoires. 

Modifications des traitements; 
i) Nouveaux traitements. Controle. Corrections; 
j) Conclusions finales ( ou retour a h). 
II est a noter dans cette succession de phases un 

point evident qu'il n'est pas inutile de rappeler : aucun 
ordinateur, si perfectionne soit-il, ne peut remplacer 
les geologues dans l'enonce des programmes d'etudes 

geologiques, le rassemblement des donnees sur les
quelles seront basees ces etudes, la critique et l'inter
pretation des resultats. Une autre observation merite 
d'etre soulignee : l'essentiel du travail des specialistes 
d'informatique geologique reside dans les deux points 
suivants : a) l'etude critique de la possibilite et de 
l'interet de faire subir certains traitements a certaines 
donnees, et b) la formalisation des donnees et des 
programmes. 

Dans le cas ou l'on peut distinguer nettement des 
donnees et des programmes, ce qui est le cas des trai
tements de fichiers ou files, le schema ci-dessous 
montre assez bien les domaines qui relevent de la 
specialite informatique geologique. 

DEFINITION D'UN THEME DE RECHERCHE 

PROGRAMMES D'E.TUDE 
RECOL TE ET CRITIQUE 

DE RELATIONS ENTRE • DES DONNEES 

:_:_:.:_:,1_:,1_:,i_:,i_ :_,_:.:_,_:.:,:_:,!_:,:_t> ?}{}}) _[)_() _N N_ E_ES :)/)\'\ t}}},:,:,:,:{}:}{:}{:}}:}}=t:?' :ttt 
,:.·.·.·•:•:•::::: :•:-::?" ·-:::::;:❖:•:::•:-:.:-::::·::;:;:;:;: ::::::•: ·::::::=·:=:-:·:·:·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=-:::•.':. ... •• .. ::- :···: ;.-:-:;,•-:-::•:: 

•o- nttliiJliil.t~~,1!:itiiliiii~111t11 
I · ENTREE I 
I TRAITEMENT I 1-

I SORTIE I 
I 

IG:f f If liii~,~~f i~i~~111illii 
G = Domaine du geologue 

JG= Domaine du specialiste d'infor
matique geologique 

I = Domaine du specialiste de l'in
formatique 

B. - TYPES DE PROBLEMES ABORDES 
PAR L'INFORMATIQUE GEOLOGIQUE 

En information geologique, on est assez vite conduit 
a differencier Ies donnees selon leurs caracteristiques 
et Jes programmes d'etudes ~elo? !.eu~s A objectifs P;in
cipaux. D'autre part! on a decele 1 mteret ~e. C?~bmer 
l'utilisation de plus1~urs pro&r~~mes speciahs~s, en 
vue de faciliter les pns~s de dec1s10n, et ~ette p_re~ccl!
pation incite a l'et~bltssemen~ .~e systemes mtegres 
d'information geolog1que et mm1ere. 

Parmi Jes prograJ?mes specialises nous distinguerons 
Jes trois groupes suivants : 

a) Banques de donnees; 

b) CalcuJ; 
c) Cartographie. 
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Bien que Ja collecte des donnees pose des proble
mes non negligeables qui font l'objet d'une preoccu
pation constante et permanente, nous n'en parlerons 
pas et evoquerons sommairement les divers types de 
programmes. 

Programmes "banque" de donnees 
Les ordinateurs, par construction, s'adaptent aise

ment au traitement de programmes de ce type. Chaque 
programme est defini en tant que fichier comportant 
des articles; chaque article peut lui-meme comporter 
un nombre plus ou moins grand de rubriques. 

Les fichiers correspondant a des donnees nume
riques sont les plus aises a realiser. 11 en existe de tres 
nombreux dans les divers organismes geologiques, dans 
Jes societes petrolieres OU minieres. Le nombre d'ar
ticles de certains d'entre eux est parfois tres eJeve. 



La documentation automatique s'apparente aux pro
grammes "banque" avec des donnees numeriques et 
semantiques. ll convient de signaler egalement des 
programmes qui permettent de selectionner de fac;on 
automatique une liste des cartes minieres ou geolo
giques qui contiennent, pour une region definie _Par 
ses coordonnees geographiques, telle ou telle indication. 

Programmes "calcul" 
De tres nombreux programmes de calcul sont utili

ses par les geologues ou les mineurs ( voir bibliographie 
ci-apres). D'autre part, des organismes tels que 
GOSSIP a l'Universite de Reading en Angleterre et le 
Comite d'informatique geologique de Paris di.ffusent 
parfois des listes relatives a ces programmes. 

La plupart d'entre eux concernent des donnees 
chiffrees et en particulier les donnees recueillies par 
des appareils de physique ou de geophysique. Il existe 
neanmoins des etudes sur des correlations entre carac
teres touchant a des donnees semantiques. 

Mais ce point merite une attention spcciale ( voir 
sect. D ci-dessous). Il est loin d'etre tres etudie et 
c'est pourtant l'un de ceux qui, sur le plan de l'avan
cement de nos sciences, s'averent le plus prometteur. 

Programmes "cartographie" 
Les programmes de cartographie constituent sur

tout une technique de presentation des resultats de 
programmes du type calcul. Nous les avons neanmoins 
~dividualises car il s'agit d'un ensemble specialement 
llllportant pour les geologues pour trois raisons. 
, ~n premier lieu, parce que Jes geologues habitues 
a lire des cartes apprecient tout particulierement des 
sorties d'ordinateur de ce type. En deuxieme lieu, 
par~e que l'automatisation de la cartographie rend 
moms couteuse et plus rapide la fabrication de cartes, 
quelle que soit leur legende. En troisieme lieu, parce 
que la vision sous forme de carte ou graphique per
met une synthese d'observation par l'reil humain qui 
est une fac;on habituelle, rnais aussi remarquablement 
efficace, de "traiter des informations" nombreuses a 
plusieurs parametres. 

De ce tour d'horizon il convient de retenir ceci : 
en matiere de stockage de donnees, de calcul sur 
donnees numeriques et de cartographie autornatisee, 
on utilise deja largement des ordinateurs pour resoudre 
les problemes les phis varies touchant a la geologie. 
. Par contre, pour le traitement des donnees seman

tiques, en particulier lorsqu'on veut faire subir a ces 
don~ee~ un traitement un peu plus elabore que la 
restitution en documentation automatique, notre science 
en ~st encore a l'heure actuelle a ses tout premiers 
essa1s. 

C. -SYSTEMES D'INFORMATION GEOLOGIQUE 
ET MINIERE 

De multiples informations d'ordre geologique, me
tallogenique, minier et economique interviennent dans 
l'el~bo!ation. d~ toute decision de prospection ou d'ex
plo1tatton m1mere. On peut done penser que la mise 
en reuvre de ces informations variees, leur traiternent, 
est un element fondamental dans la strategie des entre
prises minieres. Les organismes et societes rninieres 
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disposent de documents tres varies : ouyrages, a_rticles, 
cartes, description de gites et rapports divers, qm cons
tituent deja en eux-memes une synthese, ~ regroupe
rnent partiel des donnees brutes d'observatton. 

Ces documents varies sont le fruit d'un traitement 
et rcgroupement partiel qui donne a chacun de ces 
documents !'aspect d'un sous-ensemble de donnees 
elaborccs a partir des donnees brutes. 

Des qu'un problcme se P?S~, decisio~ de _pros~cter 
ou d'invcstir, par exemple, tl 1mporte d av01r acces d_e 
fac;on economique a un ensemble de donnees partJ
culiercs liecs a cette decision. Cet ensemble, en ge
neral, ne correspond pas a l'un des sou~-ense~bl~s 
deja regroupes <lans un des documents evoques Cl-

dcssus. 
Pour rassembler a l'intention des chefs de departe

mcnts de rcchcrche, des conseillers _et ?es geologues 
lcs donnccs liees a un objectif particuher, le. Centre 
d'informatique geologique de !'Ecole des, mmes de 
Paris a cffectuc des travaux en vue de creer un sys
teme d'information geologique et miniere (SIGMI). 

L'objcctif de SIGMI est de faciliter la creation, 
!'elaboration et le traitement de !'ensemble d~s ~?n
nees necessaires a une prise de decision particuhe!e, 
a partir d'une serie de sous-ensembles de doD?ees 
deja stockees sous forme de cartes, rapports, fichiers, 
bibliographies, etc. 

Un systeme d'inf onnation geolo&ique et ~umere 
comme SIGMI comportera a la f01s des refe_rt:nces 
documentaires et des donnees geologiqueJ _et numerrs 
norrnalisees (numeriques et non numenques). en 
systeme sera operationnel lorsqu'on aura des donn es 
et des moyens de traitements. 

Les parties essentielles d'un tel systeme sont les 
suivantes : , 

a) Donnees: i) des banques de donnees, par 
exemple des donnees rassemblees dans ?,es fichiers 
de gise~ents ou des fichiers de sondages; u) des sys
temes de documentation automatises; par exemple, ,en 
France la bibliographie du Bureau de rech~rches _geo
logiqu;s et minieres (BRGM); iii) ~es. fich1er~ ml.Xt!~ 
combinant a la fois des references b1bhographiques 

1 des donnees normalisees correspondant, par exemp e, 
a une analyse de contenu; 

b) Moyens de traitement. - Pour ~aiter l'e~Je%~: 
de ces fichiers, les croiser, en ex!rai~e , ce qu il faut 
Jes traiter pour rechercher des correlations, etc., 1 des programmes adequats, et eventue!le~ent t ull ~~; 
gage informatique particulier. Une oper!fit10!1 .e d:ssus 
SIGMI en vue d'arriver a l'objectif de m et- ' 
consist~ done en diverses phases : 

. . , h d 1 • ues permettant 1) Defimr les normes met o o ogiq . " en . , , 1 • es et m1meres de normaliser Jes donnees geo og1qu Les 
vue de constituer des fichiers de ~iverses nat~reb:blio-
fichie~s choisis sont classes en SlX f ~Y!r~s de ~ites, 
graph1es, cartes et plans, rapport~, c descri tions 
fichiers d'objets geologiques et fichiers de P 
regionales; , . ettant 

ii) Batir un langage adequat c'est-a;t:e pe::Ude les 
d'interroger de fac;on economique ces c iers 
traiter; . t t mise 

iii) Ecrire des programmes de traitemen e 
a jour; 



iv) Montrer, sur un ou plusieurs exemples, le ca
ractere operationnel des realisations en cours. 

A titre d'exemple a propos de la complexite de 
tels systemes, voici l'etat d'avancement fin 1970 des 
divers points de ce programme : 

a) Bibliographie. - Le Bureau de recherches geo
logiques et minieres (BRGM) avec lequel le Centre 
d'informatique geologique de l'Ecole des mines est en 
liaison a realise et mis en reuvre dans le cadre de son 
programme de documentation sur les sciences de la 
Terre le travail correspondant aux references biblio
graphiques; 

i) Cartes et plans: un systeme d'analyse des cartes 
et plans est en place et son caractere operationnel 
prouve par divers essais portant sur plusieurs cen
taines de cartes ( voir annexe I) ; 

ii) Rapports : une etude preliminaire a ete effec
tuee. Avant de passer au stade operationnel, une con
certation et la participation de diverses parties inte
ressees sont necessaires (voir annexe Il); 

iii) Fichiers de gites : les methodes d'elaboration 
et de stockage de donnees relatives aux gites ont ete 
testees. Un certain nombre de fichiers sont en cours 
d'elaboration (voir annexe III); 

iv) Fichiers d'objets geologiques : la methode d'ela
boration a ete etudiee. Les fichiers correspondants sont 
en cours de realisation; 

v) Fichiers de descriptions regionales : la methodo
logie est en cours d'elaboration; 

b) Langage d'interrogation. - Un langage spe
cialise pour le traitement et !'interrogation des fichiers 
(TIF) est en cours de constitution au Centre de cal
cul de l'Ecole des mines de Paris. La phase initiate 
de conception est terminee. Un compilateur est en 
cours de constitution. Ce langage pourra etre mis 
en service fin 1971. Les questions posees en langage 
TIF doivent conduire, grace au compilateur special, 
a une tres notable economie dans le temps machine 
et la puissance des ordinateurs necessaires pour effec
tuer Ies operations courantes. Cette economie peut 
a l'heure actuelle etre difficilement appreciee par rap
port aux systemes actuels tels que MARK, SAFRAS, 
SAGESSE et GIPSY. Lorsque TIF sera operationnel 
il conviendra bien entendu de constituer une biblio
theque des programmes de traitement les plus cou
rants. Actuellement TIF n'etant pas encore opera
tionnel,' des ,programmes de chargement, de tri de 
selection OU de correlations ecrits en cobol OU en 
assembleur 360 permettent des operations Jes plus 
simples. 

D. - PROGRAMMES CONCERNANT LES DONNEES 
SEMANTIQUES 

La formalisation des donnees constitue l'une des 
phases principales du travail d'informatique geolo-
gique. 

La premiere idee qui vient a 1:esprit est de consti
tuer un glossaire auquel ~n ass?c1e ~.m code. On_ peut 
ainsi associer a une notion geolog1que des ch1ffres, 
des Jettres ou un melange chiffres-lettres. Les geo
Iogues ont une pratique assez ancienne !1e t~ls codes; 
une partie de la legende des ca:1~s geolog1ques est 
constituee par un code alphanumenque. 
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La carte geologique internationale de !'Europe a 
l'echelle du 1/1 500 000, par exemple, utilise pour 
le jurassique superieur le code J 3 et pour le devonien 
inferieur le code D 1. Autre exemple : le code des 
symboles chimiques; Cu pour le metal cuivre, Hg 
pour le mercure et Pb pour le plomb ( ou encore les 
symboles alchimiques utilises sur les cartes geologiques 
fran9aises pour les rnineraux). 
' Les ordinateurs a faibles performances obligeaient 

les utilisateurs a se servir de codes courts etablis dans 
le meme esprit que le code des symboles chimiques. 
L'encombrement de memoires annexes ne devenant 
plus une gene, on passe a des codes mnemoniques, OU 

meme on se contente de la codification que constitue 
la suite de lettres qui forme le nom (les sept lettres 
de "granite", les quatre Iettres de "gres" constituent 
un code dont l'emploi est commode). 

Codification semantique 
L'analyse des notions geologiques peut conduire a 

un type de codification particulier. Designons les ele
ments, qui definissent par une analyse du contenu 
semantique une notion A, par· !'ensemble (A) = a1 
• • • ak • • , Affectons a chaque element a1 une position 
fixe dans une chaine de bits. 

La chaine (1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0) signifie 
a1 = oui; a2 = oui; a3 = oui; a4 = non; a5 = oui; 
as = non. 
En affectant deux bits a chaque element ai, on peut 
en outre prevoir Ies cas OU !'element a1 n'a pas ete pre
cise (ni oui ni non = reponse inconnue). 

La codification par ensemble d'elements ordonnes 
qui vient d'etre explicitee peut d'ailleurs etre combinee 
avec une codification alphanumerique. A titre d'exem
ple dans une telle codification mixte, un gres grassier, 
pris, a ciment calcaire peut etre codifie par un code 
de quatre Iettres "gres", suivi d'une chaine de bits 
qui precisent la structure, la couleur, la nature du 
ciment, la presence de fossiles, etc. 

Outre Ies chaines, on peut prevoir des structures du 
type des arborescences ou des treillis que Jes ordina
teurs explorent aisement par une suite de reponses 
digitalisees ( droite-gauche et continuer-stop). 

Un tel systeme de codification presente de grands 
avantages : il assure a la memoire une flexibilite beau
coup plus grande et des possibilites accrues en matiere 
de recherche de correlations, car il permet une recher
che en memoire-machine au niveau des bits elemen
taires. Nous l'appellerons codification semantique 
( semantic coding). 

C'est a !'elaboration d'un systeme coherent de codi
fication semantique que vise le projet GEOSEMAN· 
TICA 70, lance par !'Ecole des mines de Paris et la 
Royal School of Mines de Londres. 

E. - PERSPECTIVES D'AVENIR 

La description rapide des problemes abordes par 
l'informatique geologique a ete faite ci-dessus en 
s'appuyant pour illustrer Jes exemples sur l'activite 
menee a !'Ecole des mines de Paris en liaison avec le 
Bureau de recherches geologiques et minieres et la 
Royal School of Mines de Landres. 



. • En fait, ces travaux se developpent dans le cadre de 
liaisons beaucoup plus diverses aux echelons national 
et international. En plus des contacts directs entretenus 
avec d'autres equipes et developpes en particulier 
grace a des visites mutuelles et a des stages de longue 
duree, un comite international place sous les auspices 
de l'Union internationale des sciences geologiques per
met aux specialistes du stockage, de la recherche 
documentaire et du traitement des donnees geologi
ques de se retrouver. En outre, pour la premiere fois 
dans la longue histoire du Congres geologique inter
national, une section speciale traitera de l'informatique 
geologique lors de sa vingt-quatrieme session qui se 
tiendra a Montreal, en 1972. 

II n'est pas douteux que l'acceni mis sur !'utilisation 
des ordinateurs par Jes differents services de !'Organi
sation des Nations Unies et des institutions specialisees 
et la prochaine installation a Geneve du Centre inter
national d'informatique des Nations Unies permettront, 
sur le plan international, de faciliter le developpement 
des applications de l'informatique geologique au profit 
de la communaute mondiale. 

Les systemes et programmes decrits ci-dessus, et les 
systemes et programmes nouveaux qui seront mis en 
a:uvre par la suite, sont de nature a rendre de plus 
en plus service aux organismes nationaux et societes 
minieres. Le souci d'efficacite necessaire dans le travail 
considerable incite cependant a chercher a ne pas 
limiter son utilisation au niveau d'un seul organisme ou 
d'un seul pays. L'etablissement en commun et la com
munication des donnees inserees dans ces programmes 
OU systemes meritent au contraire d'etre recommandes. 

11 y a quelques annees le chemin a deja ete trace 
pour une cooperation intemationale utilisant le traite
ment sur ordinateur. En 1967, l'inventaire mondial 
des gisements de fer etabli par la Division des ressour
ces et des transports de !'Organisation des Nations 
Unies a fait l'objet, pour de nombreux gisements 
d' Afrique et, d'Europe, d'une mise sur fichier et d'un 
traitement sur ordinateur. Le completement et la mise 
a jour de ce fichier, !'extension a d'autres fichiers et 
la mise sur pied en commun de systemes integres d'in
formation geologique et miniere peuvent constituer 
des elements constructifs de la cooperation future entre 
organismes geologiques et miniers du monde. 

ANNEXE I 
Systerne d'analyse de cartes et de plans elabore 

a l'Ecole des mines de Paris 

.Ce systeme d'analyse de cartes et de plans a ete teste sur 
300 cartes de disciplines variees (geologiques, tectoniques, 
paleogeographiques, minieres, hydrogeologiques, glaciologi
ques, oceanographiques, etc.) s'appliquant a differents pays. 

11 comporte J'etablissement de bordereaux dont Jes rubri
ques concernent : 

a) Les references bibliographiques; 
b) Les donnees cartographiques : echelle, projection, reseau 

de coordonnees, surface representee, documents annexes; 
c) La localisation : coordonnees geographiques, nom; 
d) Le contenu : donnees scientifiques, categories d'objets 

naturels OU de phenomenes decrits. 
Les essais ont ete faits sur un ordinateur IBM 360/40, 

Jes programmes etant ecrits en coho! avec quelques sous
programmes en assembleur. Une partition de 100 K est 
necessaire (voir ci-dessous un exemple d'edition en clair des 
donnees relatives a une carte de Libye). 

Exemple d'edition en clair de donnees relatives a une carte de Libye 

NO DE L'ANAL YSE=C280 
ANAL YSEU R=LESAGE 
BIBL IOTHEQUE=CCGM 

EMP 
98242 

DOCUMENT=C 

EDITION=l935 
TITRE=SCHIZZO GEOLOGICO DELLA CYRENAICA DEL DESERTO LIBICO, DELLA TRIPOLITANIAE DEL FEZZAN ORIENTAL! 

ECH ELLE=3000000 

RESEAU=GEOGRA 

LIMITE NORD=N33D 

LIMITE SUD=N21D40M 

LIMITE OUEST=El6D 

LIMITE EST-E25D 

PAYS=LIBYE( P) 

CONTENU PRINCIPAL DE LA CARTE=GEOL 

FOND GEOGRAPHIQUE=CRS D'EAU 
PEU NOMS 
LIM ADM 

CARTE GEOLOGIQUE=SYST 
IGN GEN 
VOLCA GEN 

CARTE DES FORMATIONS SUPERFICIELLES=DET 
SYSTEMES DU MESOZOIQUE=CRETACE 
SYSTEMES DU CENOZOIQUE=EOCENE INF 

LISTE DES FICHIERS CODES 

EOCENE MOY 
EOCENE SUP 
OLIGOCENE 
MIOCENE 
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Le systemc permet une selection des cartes comme ii est 
pratiqucment impossible de le faire avec Jes moyens classi
ques manuels. Cette selection se fait par combinaison de 
trois operations logiqucs : et, 011, non, sur tous les termes, 
avec un nombre maximum de 10 par operateur. 

A titre d'exemple, on peut indiquer que le temps d'entree 
d'une analyse avec creation automatique des dictionnaires 
sur le disque magnetique et stockage code de l'enregistrement 
sur la bande a ete en moyenne de 8 secondes par carte. 
Le temps de selection pour une recherche portant sur sept 
criteres relatifs aux 300 cartes a ete en moyenne de 8 se
condes egalement. 

ANNEXE II 
Resultats de l'etude prcliminaire faite sur 

l'analyse et la creation d'un fichier de rapports 

L'etude avait pour but de rechercher les possibilites de 

creer a partir des rapports geologiques et miniers inedits un 
systeme mixte de documentation et d'information, du modele 
de celui qui a ete decrit a l'annexe I ci-dessus pour Ies 
cartes et plans. 

Un tel systeme peut se reveler extremement utile en raison 
des difficultes particulieres rencontrees pour utiliser les rap
ports inedits : a) en nombre limite d'exemplaires souvent 
peu accessibles; b) portant des titres souvent peu precis; 
c) ne comportant pas de resumes. 

L'analyse a conduit a repartir les donnees en sous-fichiers 
relatifs aux categories suivantes de donnees : bibliographic, 
cartographic, geologic (geologic generate, leves geologiques), 
prospection, gitologie (fichiers d'indices ou de gisements), 
economic minerale, geochimie, hydrogeologie, geotecbni
que (voir ci-dessous la lisle de donnees envisagee pour le 
sous-fichier "prospection"). 

Lisle de donnees relatives a la prospection 
SOUS FICHIER PROSPECTION / 

/NUMERO= 
/NOM LOCAL= 
/DIV ADMINISTRATIVE= 
/SOCIETE= 
/PAYS= 
/LIM N= /LIM S= 
/TYPE DE PROSPECTION= 
/MATERIAU={ prospecte) 
/SURFACE PROSPECTEE= 
/NAT ECHANTILLON= (sol, roche, ... ) 
/NB ECHANTILLON= 
/NB STATION= 
/NB PUITS= 
/NB SONDAGE TARIERE= 
/NB PROFIL 
/NB BATEE= 
/MAILLE= 
/DISTANCE={entre profils) 
/PROFONDEUR= 
/LONGUEUR TOTALE= (profils) 
/ALTITUDE VOL= 
/ORIENTATION= 
/LONGUEUR= (profits) 
/PROFONDEUR TOTALE=(puits, ... ) 
/GRAVIER LAVE= 
/TRAVAUX COMPLEMENTAIRES= 

(MINERAL= /ABONDANCE= 

{
ELEMENT= /TENEUR= 

OU 

OXYDE= 

/NB ANALYSE= 
/METHODE= 
/NB ANOMALIE= 
/INTENSITE= 
/NB !NOICE= 

/DIFFUSION= 

Comme pour le fichier de cartes, Jes essais o~t ete ,fai_ts sur 
un ordinateur IBM 360/40, Jes programmes etant cents en 
coho! avec quelques sous-programmes en assembleur. 

L'entree des donnees a ete faite en format libre, sous 
reserve que Ja longueur maximum des "noms" et "valeurs" 
soit inferieure a 255 caracteres. 

L'utilisation des fichiers susceptibles d'etre crees necess!te 
la creation de Jangages d'interrogati~n. DanJ Uf1 p~em1er 
temps des questions simples pourront etre posees a. I aide de 
tests ~rithmetiques pour Ies valeurs et de tests log1ques ( et, 
ou non) pour Jes noms d'elements. Dans un second temps, 
de; 0 erations plus complexes, par , exe:11pte _des, calculs de 
type siatistique, pourront etre effectuees a partir d un langage 

/LIM E= /LIM W= 
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/TENEUR= 
/FOND= 

/UNITE= 
/UNITE= 

plus evolue tel que le langage du systeme TIP en cours 
d'elaboration a !'Ecole des mines de Paris. 

ANNEXE III 

Fichiers de gisements metalliques ctablis 
a l'Ecole des mines de Paris 

FICHIERS REGIONAUX 

Carte metallogenique de l'Europe 

La carte metallogenique de l'Europe au 1/2 500 000 est 
preparee dans le cadre de la Commission de la carte geolo
gique du monde, affiliee a !'Union internationale des sciences 



geologiques. Elle est publiee en commun par l'UNESCO et 
le BRGM. Elle concernera environ 6 000 gites. 

Le fichier est etabli au fur et a mesure de la mise au net 
des feuilles. Actuellement 2 500 gites soot reportes au fichier; 
ils concernent les feuilles no 1 (ABERDEEN), n° 2 (STOCK
HOLM, n° 3 (PERM), no 4 (PARIS), no 5 (MOSCOU). 

Les fiches comportent les donnees suivantes : coordonnees 
~eo~raphiques, nom du pays, nom du gite, type morphologique, 
md1ce de dimension, mineralisation (elements principaux et 

elements secondaires), type genetique et age du gite, nature et 
age des roches encaissantes, bibliograpbie, remarques. 

Des listes de gites classes par ordre alphabetique, par zone 
redactionnelle et par elements chimiques soot etablies a partir 
du fichier et soot publiees avec les feuilles de la carte metal
logenique. 

Des methodes de recherche ont ete testees a partir du 
fichier partiel (voir ci-dessous un exemple d'edition en clair 
des donnees relatives a un gisement du Royaume-Uni). 

Edition en clair de donnees relatives a un gisement du Royaume-Uni 

(CME 03 .. 01 I) TYNDRUM 
ROYAUME UNI TAILLE=I 
ORIENTATION= N.NE 

MORPHOLOGIE=FILON 
REMPLISSAGE 

CHIMISME=PB {SULF} 
ZN {SULF) 

TYPE GENETIQUE=TELETHERMAL OU EPITHERMAL 
AGE OROGEN= VARIS. 
AGE ABSOLU= 550M.ANS PB/PB 

TELETHERMAL OU EPITHERMAL 
= AGE ABSOLU= 230M.ANS U/PB 

ROCHE ENCAISSANTE=SCHISTES 
AGE STRATI= Y3 
=QUARTZITES 
AGE STRATI= Y3 

LONG.=355.17 EST LAT.=56.25 NORD. 

NOTES, BIBLIO.=SITUE DANS UNE FAILLE D'AGE ACADIEN (VI} 

FIODEl!.S MONDIAUX 

Des fichiers plus complexes que le precedent, qui com
prennent en particulier des indications sur les teneurs, la 
production, les reserves et !'exploitation, ont ete constitues 
pour diverses substances : 

a) Minerai de fer: fichier etabli grace a la collaboration 
de nombreux redacteurs nationaux en vue de la revision par 
!'Organisation des Nations Unies de l'inventaire des ressour
ces mondiales en minerai de fer. II concerne actuellement 

environ 400 gites d'Europe et d'Afrique (voir ci-dessous un 
exemple d'edition en clair des donnees relatives a un gise
ment de Guinee); 

b) Beryllium : fichier d'essai constitue en rubriques fixes 
pour tester la valeur d'etudes statistiques (en particulier de • 
la methode des grappes); ii concerne 350 gites. 

c) Molybdene : fichier constitue en rubriques fixes pour 
les memes fins que le precedent; ii conceme 300 gites; 

d) Etain : fichier en cours d'elaboration en format variable; 
il concerne actuellement 30 gites. 

Edition en clair de donnees relatives a un gisement de Guinee 

LONGITUDE= 13 DEG. 43 
LATITUDE - 9 DEG. 30 
GITE POINTE 
NU MERO DU GISEMENT = 
NOM= CONAKRY 

MIN.W 
MIN.N 

PAYS= GUINEE 

SUBDIVISION DE PAYS OU LOCALITE = CONAKRY 
NIVEAU D'EXPLOITATION= EN EXPLOITATION 
UNITE DECRITE = DISTRICT 
DOCUMENTATION NOR MALE DATANT DE 1967 
MORPHOLOGIE = STRATIFORME 
DOMAINE GEOLOGIQUE = PRECAMBRIEN OU PRIMAi RE NON DIFFERENCIE PLISSE 
ROCHE ENCAISSANTE=DUNITES 
TYPE GENETIQUE= ALTERATION SUPERFICIELLE 
TYPE BLONDEL = LATERITES 
COM POSITION Ml N ERALOGIQU E=GOETH ITE 
HEMATITE ABONDANT 
COMPOSITION CHIMIQUE DU MINERAi 
FE=51,50 S 102= 2,50 S= 0,10 
AUTRES ELEMENTS 
CA=0,05 AL= 9,80 CR=I, 20 NI= 0,02 

ABONDANT 

P=0,06 

RESERVES MINERAi EN PLACE ( 10**6 TONNES METRIQUES) 
MESUREES MESUREES,INDIQUEES 

9 - 10 
FER METAL= 4 - 5 

MINERAi POTENTIEL= IOOO FER METAL= 450 
TOTAL RESSOURCES= 1010 FER METAL= 455 
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H2O+=12,I PERTE AU FEU= , 

M ESU REES.I NDIQU EES,PRESU MEES 
- 10 
- 5 



PRODUCTION ( 10••3 TONNES METRIQUES) 
AN NEE= 1966 MINERAi= 442 
METHODE DE TRAITEMENT CRIBLAGE 
POURCENTAGE DE FINES 
ANALYSE CHIMIQUE DU MINERAi MARCHAND 
FE=52,20 S 102= 1,60 S= 0, 14 
AL= 8,80 CR= 1,83 
QUALITE DE LA DOCUMENTATION= NORMALE 

FER METAL= 

P=0,25 
NI= 0,15 

200 

H20+=10,8 PERTE AU FEU= 

=' 

SURFACE INTERESSEE A L'EPOQUE METALLOGENE=) 100*100 KM 
ZONE LIBRE= ALTERATION SUPERFIC 

IELLE DE ROCHES BASIQUES ET LATERITISATION 

D'autre part, des fichiers en rubriques fixes et contenant 
des donnees analogues a celles qui ont ete reportees dans 
les fichiers mondiaux enumeres ci-dessus ont ete etablis et 
sont tenus a jour au laboratoire de geologie industrielle de 
!'Ecole des mines de Paris. Ils portent sur les substances 
suivantes: 

a) Cuivre : fichier concernant 700 gites; 
b) Plomb-zinc : fichier concernant 800 gites; 
c) Manganese: fichier concernant 260 gites; 
d) Antimoine : fichier concernant 130 gites; 
e) Spath-fluor : fichier en cours de constitution. 

Entin, en association avec des organismes miniers, des 
fichiers comportant de nombreuses donnees geologiques et 
economiques sont en cours d'etablissement sur les substances 
suivantes: 

a) Nickel-cobalt : 150 gites decrits; 
b) Platine : 75 gites decrits; 
c) Wolfram: 150 gites decrits. 

Dans un premier temps, les rubriques considerees comme 
les plus essentielles seront introduites en ordinateur, en 
rubriques fixes. 
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SUMMARY - RESUME - RESUMEN 

Geological data processing: P. Laffitte and A. 
1'1arelle 

After a brief review of data storage methods, the authors 
discuss the types of problem posed by geological data pro
cessing which may be resolved by combinations of simpler 
programmes, such as the following: 

(a) Bank programmes (data file storage, automatic docu
mentation); 

(b) Computing programmes; 
(c) Cartography programmes, in which the computer pro

duces a map on the basis of the data; 
(d) Correlation programmes. 
As an example of combinations of specialized programmes 

and automatic documentation, the authors describe the geol
ogy and mining data system being developed by the Ecole 
des mines in Paris. This system is designed to facilitate the 
acquisition and processing of the data set required in order 
that a decision concerning prospection, research or mining 
operations may be taken on the basis of a series of sub-sets of 
data, such as maps, reports, files or bibliography. The authors 
describe the progress achieved at the end of 1970. 

The latter part of the article is devoted to correlation pro
grammes involving semantic data. Computer work requires 
a high degree of precision, and it is necessary to define 
without ambiguity the geological terms ~tiliz~d in order ~o 
be able to codify them. The task of cod1ficat10n may consist 
of an actual analysis of semantic con_h:nt. The autho~s 
propose a mixed codification system compnsmg an alph~menc 
component followed by a bit string which may be considered 
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as "yes" or "no" responses to questions on such subjects as 
structure, colour or the presence or absence of various char
acteristics. Correlation studies may be more fruitful under 
these conditions. The development of such a semantic codi
fication system is the aim of the GEOSEMANTICA 70 proj
ect initiated by the Paris Ecole des mines and the Royal 
School of Mines in London. 

L'informatique geologique : P. Laffitte et A. 
Marelle 

Apres un bref rappel des processus de stockage d'informa
tions en ordinateur, les auteurs evoquent les types de proble
mes abordes par "l'informatique geologique", et qui peuvent 
se ramener a des combinaisons de programmes plus simples, 
telles que les suivantes : 

a) Programmes "banque" (stockage de fichiers de donnees, 
documentation automatique); 

b) Programmes "calcul"; 
c) Programmes "cartographie" dans lesquels l'ordinateur 

etablit une carte a partir des donnees; 
d) Programmes "correlations". 
A titre d'exemple des combinaisons entre programmes spe

cialises et documentation autornatique, les auteurs decrivent 
le programme du systeme d'information geologique et miniere 
(SIGMI) elabore par !'Ecole des mines de Paris. Ce systeme 
est destine a faciliter la creation, !'elaboration et le traite
ment de !'ensemble de donnees necessaires a une prise de 



~ecisio~ d~ pros~ection, de recherche ou d'exploitation miniere 
a partir dune serie de sous-ensembles de donnees telles que 
c.~tes, ;apports, fichiers, bibliographie. Les auteurs indiquent 
letat d avancement du programme a la fin de 1970. 

La de;ni~re partie de !'article est consacree aux programmes 
de_ correlations concernant les donnees semantiques. Le tra
~ail_ sur o!di~ateur necessite une grande precision et ii 
s ag1~ de defimr sa_ns ambigui"te Jes termes geologiques em• 
ployes pour pouvo1r les codifier. Le travail de codification 
~ut C<;>nstituer une veritable operation d'analyse de contenu 
semantique. Les auteurs proposent une codification mixte 
com~rena~t une partie alphanumerique, suivie d'une chaine 
de bits qu1 peuvent etre consideres comme des reponses "oui" 
ou "non" a des questions concernant par exemp!e la struc
ture, la couleur, la presence ou !'absence de caracteres 
varies. Les recherches de correlation peuvent dans ce cas 
etre_ plu~ fec~ndes. C'est a !'elaboration d'un 'tel systeme d~ 
cod1ficat;on semantique que vise le projet GEOSEMANTICA 
70 lance par !'Ecole des mines de Paris et la Royal School 
of Mines de Londres. 

La informatica geologica: P. Laffitte y A. Marelle 

Despues de una breve introducci6n sobre !os procedimien
tos para almacenar informaci6n en !as computadoras Ios 
a~tores recuerdan los diversos problemas de que se ocu~a la 
"m~~rmatica geol6gica", y que se pueden reducir a la combi
nac1on de los programas mas sencillos, tales como: 

a) Programas de "banco'' (almacenamiento de fichas de 
datos y documentaci6n automatica); 
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b) Programas de "calculo"; 

c) Programas de "cartografia", en los cuales la computa
dora establece un mapa partiendo de los datos; 

d) Programas de "correlaciones". 

Como ejemp!o de !as combinaciones entre programas espe
cializados y documentaci6n automatica, los autores describen 
los programas de! Sistema de informaci6n geol6gica y minera 
(SIGMI) preparado por la Escuela de Minas de Paris. Este 
sistema sirve para facilitar la creaci6n, elaboraci6n y trato 
de! conjunto de datos requeridos para adoptar decisiones sobre 
prospecci6n, investigaci6n o explotaci6n de minerales a base 
de una serie de subconjuntos de datos, tales como mapas, 
informes, fichas, bibliograffas, etc. Los autores describen el 
progreso del programa hasta finales de 1970. 

La ultima parte de! artfculo esta dedicada al programa de 
correlaciones de los datos semanticos. El trabajo con compu
tadora requiere una gran precisi6n y para la codificaci6n es 
necesario definir sin ambigiiedades los terminos geo16gicos 
usados. La labor de codificaci6n puede constituir una autentica 
operaci6n de analisis de! contenido semantico. Los autores 
ban propuesto una codificaci6n mixta, que tiene una parte 
alfabetico-numerica, seguida de una cadena de bits que po• 
drfan considerarse como respuestas afirmativas o negativas a 
cuestiones relativas a la estructura, color, presencia o ausen• 
cia de diversas caracterfsticas, por ejemp!o. En este caso, !as 
investigaciones de correlaci6n pueden resultar muy utiles. 
El proyecto GEOSEMANTICA 70 iniciado por la Escuela 
de Minas de Paris y por la Real Escuela de Minas de Lon• 
dres, esta orientado a la preparaci6n de tal sistema de codi
ficaci6n semantica. 



DEVELOPMENT NEWS AND NOTES 

Major clevelopments in the Economic and Social 
Council in the fielcl of natural resources 

CREATION OF THE COMMITTEE ON 
NATURAL RESOURCES 

In a report to the Economic and Social Council at 
its forty-eighth session (E/ 4801 ) the Secretary-Gen
eral of the United Nations, suggested that the Council 
might wish to provide guida.'lce in the formulation and 
implementation of natural resources policies through 
such means as, for example, a substantive committee 
on natural resources. In a further report (E/4801/ 
Add. 1 ) , more specific information was given concern
ing the tentative terms of reference of the proposed 
committee. 

In resolution 1482 (XLVII), of 3 April 1970, the 
Council recognized the importance of establishing an 
intergovernmental body in the field of natural re
sources, and decided to continue, at its forty-ninth 
session the discussion of that particular question on 
the basis of a draft resolution submitted to it at its 
forty-eighth session. 

During the debate, at the forty-ninth session of the 
Council, there was general recognition of the paramount 
importance to developing countries of natural resources 
development. Mention was made of the increasing 
tendency of developing countries to request United 
Nations assistance, and attention was called to the 
many successes achieved at a cost which was low in 
comparison to the results obtained. The majority of 
representatives supported the proposal for the estab
lishment of such a committee, and at the conclusion of 
the debate, on 27 July 1970, the Council adopted 
resolution 1535 (XLIX), by which it established a 
standing Committee on Natural Resources. 

In this resolution, the Council recalled the important 
role played in the past 1?Y the_ United Nations in assis!
ing Governments to mvestigate and develop their 
natural resources and expressed the conviction that 
similar co-operation should continue throughout the 
Second United Nations Development Decade on an 
enlarged and accelerated ~cale, with ?1ore adequate 
intergovernmental leadershi~ and guidan~e. There
after, as stated in the resolution, the Council: 

"1. Decides to dissolve the Ad Hoe Committee 
on the Survey Programme for the Development of 
Natural Resources; 

"2. Further decides to establish a standing com
mittee on natural resources composed of twenty-seven 
States Members of the United Nat_ions, to be ele~ted 
by the Council on the basis of equ!table ge?graph1cal 
distribution at its resumed forty~mnth session m the 
autumn of 1970, the representatives of States Mem-
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hers on the standing Committee being, as far as 
possible, experts in the field of natural resources; 

"3, Decides also that the term of office for mem
bers of the Committee shall be four years, that for 
the initial period thirteen members shall serve for 
two years and the remaining fourteen for four years, 
the term of each member to be determined by lot, 
and that retiring members shall be eligible for re
election; 

"4. Decides further that the terms of reference of 
the Committee on Natural Resources shall include, 
with due respect for the concept of the sovereignty 
of every nation, responsibilities for: 

" (a) Assistance to the Council in providing 
guidance in the programming and implementation of 
activities in the United Nations system for the de
velopment of natural resources, particularly with 
regard to the development of water, energy and 
mineral resources, keeping in mind requirements for 
planning for the Second United Nations Develop
ment Decade and for the protection of the human 
environment, and new technological developments 
in the field of natural resources; 

. " ( b) The establishment of guidelines for the pro
vision and for the improvement and strengthening 
of advisory services to the Governments of Mem
ber States, to be made available at their request, for 
the planning, development and utilization of their 
natural resources within the framework of their 
over-all development plans; 

" ( c) The substantive review and reformulation 
of the survey programme as originally planned; 

" ( d) The analysis of existing resolutions in the 
field of natural resources, with a view to recommend
ing the consolidation and streamlining of their 
legislative basis; 

"(e) The selection and follow-up of priority 
questions concerning long-term problems and trends 
of world-wide significance in the field of natural 
resources; 

"(f) The examination of reports concerning op
erational and research activities in connexion with 
natural resources, including reports from relevant 
panels and seminars already in the programme and 
from such as may develop; 

"(g) Appropriate attention to the problems _of 
research promotion and of the exchange and dis
semination of experience and information in the 
fields of the development, utilization and conser
vation of natural resources; 

" ( h) Recommendations to the Economic and 
Social Council and, through the Council, to Gov
ernments and also to other bodies, such as the Gov
erning Council of the United Nations Development 
Programme, on appropriate priorities, programme 



emphasis and other relevant matters concerning the 
exploration and exploitation of natural resources; 

"(i) Assistance to the Council and the Com
mittee for Programme and Co-ordination in main
~aining the necessary liaison between the activities 
m the field of natural resources of the regional 
economic commissions, the specialized agencies, the 
Inte_rnatio~al Atomic Energy Agency and other 
bodies domg relevant work, with a view to ensuring 
the utmost efficiency and co-operation; 

"(j) Such other relevant functions as the Coun
cil may assign to the Committee from time to time; 

"5. Decides also that the Committee on Natural 
Resources is to meet and report to the Council at 
least every other year; 

"6. Decides moreover that the Committee on 
~~~ural Resources is to give high priority in its 
initial work programme to the formulation and sub
mission of appropriate recommendations to the 
Council in regard to operative paragraph 4 (d) 
above." 
At its resumed forty-ninth session on 13 November 

1970, the Council decided to amend resolution 1535 
(XLI~) in order to enlarge the membership of the 
Committee to thirty-eight members with a four-year 
te!m of office. For the initial period, nineteen members 
will serve for two years and the remaining nineteen 
for four years. 

On .1 December, the Council elected the following 
countn~s for membership in the Committee: Algeria, 
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, 
Central African . Republic, Chile, France, Gabon, 
Gh~na, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Ja
maica, Japan, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Netherlands, Nor
~ay, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, 
~1erra Leol!e, Sweden, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socia
list Republics, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Venezuela and 
Yugoslavia. 

The following nineteen countries were elected for 
a two-year term: Algeria, Austria, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Canada, Chile, Ghana, India, Jamaica, Japan, Malawi, 
Mali, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Sierra Leone, 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Venezuela. 

The Committee held its first session at United Na
tions Headquarters from 22 February to 10 March 
1971. 

NATURAL RESOURCES SATELLITES 

The Secretary-General had previously submitted to 
the Council at its forty-eighth session a report on natu
ral resources satellites (E/4779 and Corr.1-3), con
~erning the potential contribution of earth-orbiting satel
lites to natural resources surveys (including mapping), 
and on the role that the United Nations might play in 
the organization and utilization of pertinent data ob
tained from such satellites. In the annex to the report, 
he made a number of tentative recommendations, and 
suggested that the Council might convene a small ad 
hoe panel of experts, competent in remote earth re
sources surveying and mapping; or should a standing 
committee be decided upon, it might be charged with 
the task of refining and elaborating the tentative rec
ommendations. 
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At its forty-ninth session the Council requested the 
newly established committee on Natural Resources 
to examine the question. 

THE SEA 

In a statement to the Council at its forty-ninth ses
sion, the Under-Secretary-General for Economic and 
Social Affairs said that in the light of new discoveries 
of resources, decisive technical progress in ocean
drilling and political events affecting the regime of the 
oceans, the question of international co-operation re
lating to the seas and the oceans had assumed increased 
importance. He drew attention to a number of far
reaching economic problems that might arise in the 
context of the development of the resources of the sea 
and urged that they should be studied carefully, even 
though some of the parameters were not yet known. 

In connexion with its consideration of this question, 
the Council had before it a report of the Secretary
General on international co-operation on questions 
relating to the oceans (E/4836) and a report on the 
exploitation and conservation of living marine resources 
(E/ 4842), prepared by the Secretary-General in co
operation with the Food and Agrictulture Organization 
(FAO) of the United Nations. The two reports, which 
had been prepared in accordance with General Assem
bly resolutions 2413 (XXIII) and 2414 (XXIV), 
were dealt with in the context of other achievements 
in the field of marine resources. In the course of the 
debate, mention was made of various other reports and 
studies in that field that had been completed or were 
being completed for submission to the General Assem
bly. Offering further comments on the report prepared 
with the co-operation of his agency, the representative 
of PAO said that the work relating to the conservation 
of fisheries was part of the Indicative World Plan for 
Agricultural Development that was being prepared 
by FAO. 

At the conclusion of its debate, on 27 July, the 
Council adopted a resolution on marine co-operation 
(1537 (XLIX) ), in which it requested the Secretary
General, in consultation with organizations of the 
United Nations system, to prepare a concise review of 
the current and foreseeable uses of the sea as well as the 
effects and possible conflicts that might be created by 
those uses. It also requested the Secretary-General to 
communicate the study to the Governments of Member 
States and to invite them to communicate to him their 
proposals for strengthening international co-operation 
in the marine environment. On the basis of those 
views and of the comments of other organizations in 
the United Nations system and taking into account the 
results of the United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment, he was requested to submit a brief report 
to the Council on the subject. 

Meetings 

SECOND MEETING OF THE Ad Hoe GROUP OF EXPERTS 
ON GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES 

The Ad Hoe Group of Experts on Geographical 
Names met at United Nations Headquarters for its 
second session from 10 to 20 March 1970 in pursuance 
of Economic and Social Council resolution 1314 
(XLIV). 



The Ad Hoe Group considered the desirability of 
holding a second United Nations Conference on the 
Standardization of Geographical Names and specific 
matters referred to it by the first such conference which 
was held at Geneva, Switzerland, for three weeks in 
September 1967. 

The session was attended by twenty-five experts 
representing twelve of the fourteen major linguistic 
geographical divisions of the world as defined by the 
Geneva Conference. The Group discussed and prepared 
a list of its aims, functions and modus operandi, giving 
due consideration to future meetings of the Group, 
as well as to regional meetings concerned with the 
standardization of geographical names. Three working 
groups were organized during this session, one to 
study the procedures for the naming of undersea fea
tures, another on extraterrestrial topographic names, 
and a third to make a complete study of the various 
systems of transliteration and to analyse the advantages 
and disadvantages of each in the international standard
ization of geographical names. The Group also agreed 
to hold its third session in the early part of 1971. 

On the basis of a decision of the Economic and 
Social Council at its forty-eighth session, the Secretary
General invited this Group of Experts to meet for its 
third session from 2 to 12 February 1971 to consider 
the provisional agenda, as well as other necessary 
guidance for the Secretariat responsible for the organiza
tion of the Second United Nations Conference on the 
Standardization of Geographical Names which will be 
held in London, England, during the first half of 1972. 

Ad Hoe GROUP OF EXPERTS ON HYDROGRAPHIC 
SURVEYING AND BATHYMETRIC CHARTING 

The Ad Hoe Group of Experts on Hydrographic 
Surveying and Bathymetric Charting met at United 
Nations Headquarters from 31 March to 10 April 1970 
in accordance with Economic and Social Council resolu
tion 1313 (XLIV). The Group considered such reso
lutions, adopted by United Nations regional carto
graphic conferences for Asia and the Far East, as were 
concerned with problems of hydrographic surveying 
and bathymetric charting. The Group also considered 
the status of hydrographic surveying and bathymetric 
charting and took into account present and future 
needs; ways and means of accelerating hydrographic 
surveys; the establishment of hydrographic services in 
developing countries, including the training of per
sonnel; a review of modern techniques and instru
mentation; and a review of the role of the International 
Hydrographic Bureau (IHB), as well as regional co
operation projects. 

Six experts and an adviser of IHB were invite~ to 
take part in this meeting. The Group adopted eight 
recommendations as follows: 

(a) That count~ies not al~eady having. hydrograp_hic 
services but havmg estabhshed mapping agencies, 
should take inventory of their _real needs so that an 
objective programme may be devised; 

( b) That countries requiring assistance should enter 
into bilateral agreements for the ?ecessary help; f~rther, 
that the United Nations pay mcreased attention to 
assistance needs in this field; 
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(e) That each country should implement the estab
lishment of a reporting system for international con
sumption in accordance with the recommendations 
of IHB; 

( d) That each country should consider the economic 
benefits that result from having adequately surveyed 
the continental shelves and that a coastal surveying 
capability be developed as a matter of high national 
priority; 

( e) That basic capability in hydrographic surveying 
should be built up within the framework of an existing 
organization such as a national mapping agency or a 
port authority; 

(f) That institutions holding hydrographic data 
should provide them to the hydrographic services or 
to IHB to help expedite the compilation of 1: 1,000,000 
plotting sheets which are the basic documents for 
recording deep-sea bathymetric data; 

(g) That new hydro graphic surveys should be con
sidered in accordance with the standards, as laid down 
by the IHB; 

( h) That countries interested in pooling various 
available resources should co-ordinate their plans within 
a region either by forming hydrographic survey projects 
or by organizing regional hydrographic commissions in 
consultation with IHB. 

PANEL OF EXPERTS ON WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

At the invitation of the Government of Argentina, 
which provided host facilities, the United Nations Panel 
of Experts on Water Resources Development Policies 
was convened at Buenos Aires from 8-13 June 1970. 

The Panel, which was composed of twelve experts, 
took an interdisciplinary approach to questions of 
water policy and hence included, in addition to high
level policy makers, water resources planners, political 
scientists, public administration experts, geographers, 
economists and lawyers. Some of the experts were of 
cabinet rank, including the Director of the Service de 
l'Hydraulique, Ministry of Public Works of Algeria; the 
Secretary of State for Water Resources of Argentina; 
the Minister for Irrigation and Power of India; and the 
Deputy Minister of Water and Power of Iran. The 
Secretariat was represented by three staff membres 
from the Resources and Transport Division. In addition, 
two regional economic commissions, and all major 
specialized agencies with responsibilities related to 
water were represented. A large number of high
ranking government officials from Argentina, Brazil and 
Uruguay attended the proceedings as observers. 

Work proceeded in plenary sessions and in three 
working groups established to deal with detailed ques
tions of water planning, technical and economic aspects, 
and with institutional aspects of water policy. 

In the draft report elaborated in the course of the 
week-long meeting, the Panel underlined the import
ance of adequate planning procedures for the achieve
ment of set objectives of over-all economic and social 
policies. In reviewing recent technological develop
ments affecting the use of water, the Panel found a 
trend of expanding the basic entity for water resources 
planning beyond the river basin, through a growing 
number of cases of inter-basin transfers or the estab· 



lishment of regional or even national water-grid systems. 
The Panel noted in this context the California and 
Israeli water-grid systems and discussed proposals for 
the water transfer systems in North America, Central 
Europe and India. As regards the institutional aspect 
of water resources development, the Panel pointed to 
the need for modern water legislation which would 
allow for the easier transfer of water rights from 
"lower" to "higher" uses, for a more resource-oriented 
administration, and for new imaginative institutional 
arrangements for the development and use of inter
national water resources, the scope of which still 
requires a more adequate legal definition. 

The Panel is expected to be reconvened during 1971 
to discuss and approve a draft final report on water 
policies currently under preparation by the Secretariat. 

SYMPOSIUM ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION 
OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

The United Nations Symposium on the Develop
ment and Utilization of Geothermal Resources, which 
was organized in collaboration with the Government of 
Italy, was held at Pisa from 22 September to 1 October 
1970. Three hundred and eighteen participants from 
forty-six countries were present at the Symposium. 

The technical sessions of the Symposium were con
cerned with the whole range of geothermal energy 
exploration and exploitation, including scientific engi
neering and economic aspects. The 182 papers sub
mitted were grouped by subject, and for each a rap
porteur presented a survey of development within his 
field which was followed by a general discussion. The 
papers presented, and the discussions which followed, 
demonstrated a rapidly growing interest in geothermal 
resources as a source of thermal energy for space 
heating and for the generation of electric power. 
The association of thermal waters with deep sedi
mentary basins discovered in eastern Europe and the 
USSR suggested that a much wider distribution of 
hydrothermal resources may exist than had been 
supposed in the past. 

Prospecting techniques have been defined. In the 
field of geophysics, electrical surveying techniques were 
described that have been developed for the detection 
and mapping of the hot dilute brines that appear to 
be common in volcanic areas. 

In the field of geochemistry, isotope studies were 
described which demonstrate that geothermal water 
is derived in very large part from the atmosphere, that 
the chemical constituents of hot springs can often be 
used to determine the temperature of the water as 
\t was before it reached the surface and finally that, 
m many cases, the fluids withdrawn from geothermal 
reservoirs are being replaced by inflowing water. 

Techniques for the utilization of geothermal water 
and steam were described, and these also indicate 
substantial progress. The use of geothermal water or 
steam for space heating and power generation using 
conventional steam turbines remains fully competitive 
with alternative sources of energy. At the same time 
experiments with the use of secondary fluids to drive 
turbo-exchangers after these fluids have been heated 
by thermal water in heat exchangers was described 
and is being actively investigated both in the USSR 
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and the United States of America. The successful 
development of equipment of this kind could greatly 
enlarge the potential for geothermal electric power 
development by making economic the use of deposits 
of relatively low temperature water. 

The use of the thermal energy in geothermal water 
for desalting by flash distillation was described, as was 
the extraction of the mineral component of geothermal 
brines. 

The economic advantages arising from the use, in 
suitable circumstances, of geothermal brines for the 
simultaneous production of electric power, desalted 
water and useful minerals, were described in the final 
technical session of the symposium. 

INTERREGIONAL SEMINAR ON MINERAL ECONOMICS 

From 12 to 23 October 1970, the United Nations, 
in co-operation with the Government of Turkey, con
vened an Interregional Seminar on Mineral Economics 
at Ankara, Turkey. The Seminar was the latest in a 
series of seminars designed to provide assistance to 
developing countries in the exploitation and utilization 
of their mineral resources, in implementation of reso
lution 1033 C (XXXVII), adopted by the Economic 
and Social Council 14 August 1964. Previous seminars 
have been held on the following subjects: Geochemical 
Methods for Mineral Exploration (Moscow, USSR, 
1965); Ore Concentration in Water-short Areas 
(United Nations Headquarters, New York, 1966); and 
Geophysical Methods for Mineral Exploration (Mos
cow, 1967). 

The programme of the Seminar embraced the various 
aspects of the economics of the mineral industry within 
the context of the world economy and the problems 
of economic development. The agenda was divided 
into three parts: the first group of lectures examined 
the position of the mineral industry as a whole, and 
its position within the framework of the economics 
of developing countries. The second group of lectures 
reviewed the mineral resources of the developing re
gions of the world, while the final group of lectures 
treated the specific elements involved in the economics 
of mineral resources development. 

The programme of lectures included the following 
topics: 

Group One. Economics of mineral exploration; Signi
ficance of mineral resources in the economies of 
developing countries; An approach to mineral policy 
formulation; Organization and management of mineral 
industries. 

Group Two. The Mineral position of Africa, Asia, 
the Far East, Middle East and Latin America. In 
addition, an account was given of mining activity in 
Turkey during the decade 1960-1970. 

Group Three. Mining legislation; Mine taxation; 
Minerals and metals in international trade; Changing 
patterns in mineral supply and demand; Modern ore 
transportation and its economic significance; Marketing 
of minerals and metals; Possibilities of more extensive 
processing of minerals in their country of origin; 
Conservation of mineral resources and protection of 
the environment; Development and improvement of 
national capabilities in mineral econocics. 



The series concluded with an account of the mineral 
exploration activities of the United Nations during 
the decade 1960-1970. 

In addition to the programme of lectures and dis
cussions, three concurrent technical field excursions 
were organized, which permitted the participants to 
visit some of the interesting mining and metallurgical 
installations in Turkey. 

SIXTH REGIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC CONFERENCE FOR 
ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

The Sixth Regional Cartographic Conference for 
Asia and the Far East was held at Tehran, Iran, 
from 24 October to 7 November 1970 in accordance 
with resolution 1313 (XLIV) adopted by the Economic 
and Social Council on 31 August 1968. 

The Conference was attended by 162 participants 
from 36 countries. In addition, the Food and Agricul
ture Organization sent two observers and two inter
governmental organizations, as well as five international 
scientific organizations, each designated one observer 
to the Conference. 

The Conference considered several items, including 
geodesy and ground-control; medium-scale and large
scale surveying and mapping; earth-oriented satellites 
for geodesy, cartography and earth resources studies 
and inventory; photo-interpretation; topical maps and 
national atlases; smaU-scale mapping; hydrographic 
surveying and bathymetric charting; and geographical 
names. 

Twenty-nine resolutions were adopted by the Con
ference. The first was in appreciation of the offer 
made by the Government of Ja pan to hold the seventh 
United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for 
Asia and the Far East in Japan, during October
November 1973. Of three other general resolutions 
one concerned continued submission of information 
to be entered into the Bibliography of Cartographic 
Literature, a practice which has already been initiated 
by the Federal Republic of Germany; a two-part resolu
tion concerned technical assistance to developing coun
tries seeking assistance in the various disciplines of 
cartography; and a third resolution concerned docu
mentation for future United Nations cartographic con
ferences, requesting national mapping agencies and 
their respective Governments to abide by procedures 
and dates set down by the United Nations for the 
submission of technical papers. 

Other resolutions covered substantive items of the 
agenda as follows: an extension of geodetic and 
mapping control; satellite geodesy; geodetic contribu
tions to crustal movements; orthophotomaps; cadastral 
and urban surveying and mapping; application of map
ping techniques; map compilation. techniqu_es; trai11:ing 
facilities· earth resources observation satellttes; topical 
maps a~d national atlases; p~oto-interpretation; a 
regional economic atlas for . Asia and th~ Far East; 
training in photo-interpretat10n; geograph1ca~ names; 
aeronautical charting; small-sc~le m~ppmg; time-zone 
charts· financing of hydrograph1c assistance; the Inter
gove~mental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) Pro
gramme for the South China Sea; rep?rt of the _Ad Hoe 
Group of Experts on Hydrograph1c Surveying and 
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Bathymetric Charting; marine geophysical surveys; the 
international tsunami warning system in the Pacific 
area; and the South China Sea Hydrographic Com
mission. 

New natural resources projects 

The United Nations will be the executing agency for 
twelve new or second-phase projects in the field of 
natural resources, which have been approved by the 
Special Fund component of the United Nations Develop
ment Programme (UNDP). These projects were among 
others authorized by the Governing Council of UNDP 
at its eleventh session, held at United Nations Head
quarters in January 1971. The total cost of the eleven 
projects will be $19,159,900, with UNDP contributing 
$9,678,900. The projects pertain to the foUowing coun
tries: Argentina, Burundi, Cameroon, Chile, Greece, 
India, Lesotho, Morocco, Niger, Rwanda, Tanzania, 
Upper Volta and Yugoslavia. 

Under a two-year project, the Governments of Bu
rundi, Rwanda and the United Republic of Tanzania 
will be assisted in planning the development of the 
Kagera River basin (REG-147) at a total cost of 
$1,365,700 of which UNDP will contribute $974,700. 
A plan will be prepared for developing the water and 
land resources of the Kagera River basin, and in training 
personnel to carry on such development. 

A three-year project for groundwater investigation 
and pilot development (CMR-16) in Cameroon has 
been approved by the United Nations at a total cost 
of $1,501,200. The UNDP will contribute $966,200 to 
this project which will assist the Government in improv
ing the techniques and intensifying the pace of ground
water research and use in three departments of northern 
Cameroon, by strengthening the groundwater explora
tion and exploitation services working in the region. 

Assistance will be provided to the Government of 
Lesotho in exploring for diamonds (LES-3) and 
assessing the diamond-bearing potential of kimberlite 
bodies which have already been located in various 
parts of the country; and in locating additional kim
berlite bodies. Of the estimated cost of $663,100, 
UNDP will contribute $513,100. 

In Morocco, the approved project is for a mineral 
survey in the Anti-Atlas (MOR-35). Assistance will 
be given to the Government in its task of mineral 
development by undertaking a search for economic 
mineral deposits and by investigating previously located 
occurrences in about 17,500 square kilometres of the 
central-eastern part of the Anti-Atlas. Training of local 
staff in modern methods of exploration, and the testing 
of these methods, will be an important part of the 
project. The cost will be $2,322,500, UNDP contribut
ing $1,081,500. 

The Government of the Niger will be assisted in a 
mineral exploration project in two areas (NER-22, 
phase II) at a cost of $1,457,000 of which UNDP will 
contribute $1,039,000. The purpose of this project 
will be to complete a mineral exploration programme 
in the western part of the Niger, including the detaile~ 
assessment of a molybdenum occurrence near Kourld, 
and to carry out in central Niger preliminary geological 
exploration to determine if a basis exists for the execu
tion of detailed studies in the future. 



In Upper Volta, the project (UPV-16) will _assist 
the Government in executing a programme for mmeral 
exploration in the northern part of the country. The 
cost will be $1,810,900 of which the UNDP contribu
tion will be $1,169,900. 

In India, three projects have been approved ~y the 
United Nations. The first project is for a duration of 
two-and-a-half years at a total cost of $1,338,700, of 
which UNDP will contribute $683,700 for mineral 
surveys in Uttar Pradesh ( IND-94). The purpose of 
the project is to assist the Government in undertaking 
economic feasibility studies of industrial rocks and 
minerals in the northern and southern districts of 
Uttar Pradesh, and by carrying out detailed investiga
tions along the copper-bearing Sonrai fault zone as well 
as broader scale surveys on other geologically similar 
structures in the Jhansi-Sonrai area. 

A four-year project has been approved for assistance 
to the Government of India in establishing a coastal 
engineering research centre and in the development 
of hydraulic instrumentation (IND-101) at a total cost 
of $1,874,300, the UNDP contribution being $936,300. 
By providing more advanced equipment and training 
staff to apply it to programmes of coastal engineering 
and general hydraulics, the capability of the Central 
Water and Power Research Station at Poona should 
be strengthened. 

Lastly, in India, the Government will be assisted 
in carrying out a three-year groundwater survey in 
Rajasthan and Gujarat (IND-114) at a total cost of 
$2,133,900, the UNDP contribution being $664,900. 
This project will assist the Government in determining 
the technical and economic potential of groundwater 
in the semi-arid Mehsana and Banaskantha districts of 
Gujarat, as well as in five areas in the arid region 
of western Rajasthan. 

In Europe, under a project to last three years, the 
Governments of Greece and Yugoslavia will be assisted 
in the integrated development of the basin of the 
Vardar and Axios rivers. (REG-203). The total cost 
will be $3,638,100 of which UNDP will contribute 
$1,143,100. The purpose of the project is to assist in 
the formulation of an appropriate programme for the 
development of the Axios-Vardar river system. 

In Latin America, two projects have been approved. 
The Government of Argentina will be assisted by 
UNDP, to the extent of $707,200 towards the total 
cost of $2,286,200, for launching and operating the 
newly-created National Institute of Water Economy, 
Law and Administration (INELA) and enabling it to 
provide technical services and guidance to Argentina 
and, progressively, to other Latin American countries 
(ARG-44). • 

The estimated cost of providing assistance to the 
Government of Chile for off-shore exploration for 
petroleum (CHl-41) is $2,406,400, of which the 
UNDP contribution is $942,400. The project will be 
for the purpose of locating geologic structures favour
able for the entrapment of hydrocarbons. 
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Notes 

Effect of the Guayaquil (Ecuador) earthquake of 
9 December 1970 on groundwater in Nicaragua 

The pressure waves of powerful earthquakes can 
travel around the earth, and their effects may . be 
recorded by sensitive seismographs thousands ?f kilo
metres away. As the shock travels fr~m the ep1ce~tre, 
the earth is set in motion in a series of v1brat1ons 
that weaken with distance. The water-table may also 
vibrate and there are many cases known in which 
ground~ater levels have been disturbed by distant 
earthquakes. 

A powerful earthquake (Richter 7.6) occurred near 
Guayaquil, Ecuador, at 2235 ~ours on 9 Dece~ber 
1970. The shock wave arrived m north-western Nica
ragua, 1,500 kilometres distant, about t~enty-five 
minutes later and caused the water-table to vibrate. 

The sketch shows the graph of 9 December as 
obtained by a Stevens Type-F water-level _recorder 
installed in a shallow well at Posoltega, Nicaragua. 
The depth of water was 15.025 metres below ground 
at midnight 8/9 December. After risin~ and falli~g 
through the day in response to changes m bar~m~tnc 
pressure, the depth was 15.040 metres at_ m1dmght 
9/10 December. Owing to the compressed time scale, 
the effect of the Guayaquil earthquake appears as a 
vertical line at 2300 hours, at which time there was 
a fluctuation of water-level of 12 millimetres that may 
have lasted for only a few seconds. 

The recorder is operated by the staff of the UNDP 
project "Groundwater Investigations in the Pacific 
Coastal Region (Chinandega area) of Nicaragua". 
The executing agency is the United Nations. 
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Obituaries 

Emmanuel S. de Breuvery 
"As we say goodbye to Emmanuel de Breuvery, 

we should only speak of hope .... It was hope which 
stimulated the work - and his work, in tum, produced 
hope. It traversed the frontiers of new knowledge, of 
new and better ways of doing ancient things. It covered 
the broadest range, preparing the peaceful uses of the 
atom; probing new sources of energy, sometimes in the 
face of wide scepticism; experimenting with new tech
niques of mapping and exploring mineral resources; 
searching for groundwater in desert areas; untangling 
the intricate problems of harnessing the resources of 
international rivers, and more recently-this was in 
fact his last undertaking-breaking the ground for a 
rational utilization of marine resources for the benefit 
of all mankind." 

These were the opening remarks of a eulogy delivered 
on 17 January 1970 by Philippe de Seynes, Under
Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs, at 
the funeral mass of one of the world's foremost re
sources economists, Emmanuel de Breuvery. For 
eighteen years he had been a member of the United 
Nations staff, a span of years during which, as Mr. de 
Seynes said, "the vast drama of the developing world 
unfolded before our eyes ... ". 

Emmanuel S. de Breuvery was born in Caen, Nor
mandy, the son of an army officer, the grandson of a 
diplomat. He became an economist purely by chance; 
as a Jesuit novice, he was trained as an economist, 
there being a shortage of priests in that field. He studied 
at the Ecole de science politique in Paris and later 
worked in investment banking in France, Germany 
and the United Kingdom. In 1937, his career again 
took an unexpected direction when a Jesuit assigned 
to teach economics in China got an ulcer: he stayed 
in Paris, and Emmanuel de Breuvery took his place. 

In Shanghai he organized the faculty of economics 
in the French Jesuit university there, but he found 
that his training as a banker was useless to him in 
this task. "I had to tum to the real need-resource 
economics. I travelled on foot, on horseback, planning 
the development of resources over three quarters of 
the whole of China, including Tibet.'~ 

After the war, Emmanuel de Bl'euvery left China 
and became an economic adviser to the French Govern
ment at Bangkok before joining the United Nations 
Secretariat in 1952. 

Emmanuel de Breuvery resigned in 1964 at the 
mandatory retirement age of sixty, but he continued 
to serve as an adviser and consultant, especially in 
the field of marine resources. 

James MacMillan Brown 
On 12 August 1970 James MacMillan (Hamish) 

Brown suffered a heart' attack and died at the age ?f 
forty-nine. He had just returne? from an ~rduous _tnp 
to Somalia and Ethiopia, crow~mg a month s wo_rk mto 
a couple of weeks. During his se~en years w1_th th.7 
United Nations, this had been. his modus v_zvendi. 
pressure work at Headquarters mterspersed with fre-

ent trips in response to urgent calls from Govern
!~nts and project personnel in al!fiost. every part of 
the world. His contribution was umque m that he was 
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not only the chief geophysicist of an Organization which 
has played an outstanding role in applying geophysics 
to the global search for natural ressources, but also 
an economic geologist of note. 

Before joining the Secretariat in April 1963, Hamish 
already had an established position as a practitioner 
of the geological arts. After six years of war service, 
he achieved the rare distinction of graduating from 
the University of Glasgow with a double first-in 
geology and geophysics. He then became the ~st 
geophysicist on the staff of the Overseas Geological 
Survey, assigned to a territory that in7luded countries 
now known as the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Kenya, Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania. 
As such, he was part of the famous scientific team 
that in the early 1950s worked in the Ruwensori 
Mountains in Uganda and the Congo, bedding down 
in snow-drifts at times, even though he was on the 
equator. In addition, his contributions towards an 
understanding of the terrestrial magnetism of East 
Africa were outstanding. 

Recently Hamish received signal recognition: he was 
elected an honorary member of the Canadian Explora
tion Geophysical Society, the first and only person to 
be so honoured. 

His death triggered an unprecedented move~ent 
within the United Nations. His friends have obtamed 
sanction to set up a James MacMillan Brown Memo~ial 
Fellowship. Funding will be obtained entirely outside 
the United Nations from individuals and firms. 

Thomas Glenn Murdock 
With the death on 2 January 1971 of Thomas Glenn 

Murdock, aged 70 years, the Resources a!1d Tran~port 
Division has lost one of its senior tecbmcal advisers. 
He had worked in the United Nations since 1965 after 
a distinguished career in the field of mineral resources. 

Tom was born at Hidenite, North Carolina. He served 
as a military engineer in the First World Wa~ before 
graduating from the University of North Ca!oltn:t and 
engaging in post-graduate work at the Umversity_ of 
Alabama. His early professional career was ~pen_t mam!Y 
as a mining engineer with private comp~mes m Lat~ 
America. The Second World War saw him engaged m 
strategic mineral work for the United States Govern
ment in Brazil and Ethiopia. From 194 7 he was 
United States Minerals Attache in Ankara, and later, 
in Elisabethville, formerly the Belgian Congo, American 
Consul and Minerals Attache for Africa south of the 
Sahara. From 1961 to 1965, he was with the Bureau 
of Mines in Washington. 

Tom Murdock's broad experience in all aspects of 
mineral resources development, particularly in the 
developing countries, made him a valuable member 
of the Division. His special expertise in mineral econo
mics and mining legislation was sought after and made 
available to many developing countries. He was a 
believer in helping people to help the'!1selves; the 
mineral projects with which be was ~s~ociated, t~ere
fore, focused attention upon the trammg of natto~al 
staff at all levels, providing them with a . foundation 
for continuing independently. The Geological Su~ey 
Institute project in Iran and the Institute of Applle_d 
Geology in the Philippines are good examples of his 
approach. 



During his service with the Secretariat he undertook 
more than a score of missions. His last major task 
was to organize and help direct a mineral economics 
seminar in Ankara. 

His professional stature, tremendous capacity for 
work and readiness to share his knowledge with others, 
commanded the high esteem of all who knew and 
benefited from association with him. 

United Nations publications in the field of 
natural resources, 1968-1970 

MINERAL RESOURCES 

Proceedings of the United Nations Interregional Seminar 
on Ore Concentration in Water-Short Areas, August 
1968 

Sales No.: E.68.II.B.4 
T~e proceedings cover the principles, operation, 

application and economics of ore concentration in 
wat~r-short areas. The importance of experimental 
te_s!mg to determine the variable and optimum con
d1t10ns for processing specific ores and the best 
process to adopt are stressed. 

Survey of World Iron Ore Resources: Occurrence and 
Appraisal, February 1970 
Sales No.: E.69.II.C.4 
The study is a substantial rev1s1on of the earlier 

Survey of World Iron Ore Resources: Occurrence, 
Appraisal and Use, published in 1955. The survey 
takes ir_ito account the great number of new develop
!11-ents m the supply and utilization of iron ore and 
1s a m_ajo~ c~ntribution to knowledge of the magnitude 
and d1stnbut1on of world iron ore resources. 

Mineral Resources Development with Particular Refer
ence to the Developing Countries, May 1970 
Sales No.: E.70.II.B.3 
. The study defines the various operational stages in 

m~eral resources development and indicates the insti
tutional framework within which these are usually 
exe~uted. The study also covers mineral development 
pohcy and legislations and includes the United Nations 
operational and substantive activities in the field of 
mineral resources development. 

WATER RESOURCES 

Solar Distillation as a Means of Meeting Small-scale 
Water Demands, March 1969 
Sales No: E.70.II.B.1 
The study defines conditions under which solar 

distillation may provide an economic solution to the 
problems of fresh water shortage in small communities. 

The First United Nations Desalination Plant Operation 
Survey, May 1969 
Sales No.: E.69.II.B.17 
The present survey is the first of a continuing series 

planned with the objective of compiling a progressive 
record and analysis of the economic and technological 
development of desalination plants throughout the 
World. 
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The survey includes all plants engaged in commercial 
production for which it was possible to obtain records 
of operation throughout 1965. Plants with a capacity 
of less than 10,000 gallons per day, specialized boiler 
feed-water plants and experimental plants were ex
cluded. 

Integrated River Basin Development, November 1969 
Sales No.: E.70.II.A.4 
The publication is a revised and updated edition of 

an expert panel report prepared in 1958 on the subject. 
It includes, in addition to a new preface which reviews 
technological and economic developments during the 
past ten years, new annexes of economic planning, 
health aspects, problems of reservoir development, 
water desalination and international water resources 
law. 

ENERGY RESOURCES 

A Study of Power Generation Based on the Utilization 
of Low-grade Fuels in Developing Countries, May 
1969 
Sales No.: E.69.II.B.11 
The study examines the possibilities of using low

grade fuels such as peat, lignite and oil shales as well 
as domestic, industrial and agricultural wastes for 
electric power generation and heat production in de
veloping countries. 

MARINE RESOURCES 

Mineral Resources of the Sea, May 1970 
Sales No.: E.70.II.B.4 
The report contains up-to-date information relating 

to known mineral resources of the sea, as well as the 
most recent technological developments regarding ex
ploration and exploit~tion techniques an~ points ~mt 
problems relating to mmeral development m the marme 
environment which require special attention. 

CARTOGRAPHY 

Fifth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference 
for Asia and the Far East, April 1969 
Sales No.: E.68.I.14 
Volume II of this Conference which was held from 

2 to 22 March 1967 in can'.berra, Australia, was 
issued. This volume contains the proceedi_ngs of the 
Conference and the technical papers submitted. 

International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale, 
1970 
Sales No.: E.F.70.I.3 

United Nations Conference on the Standardization of 
Geographical Names, October 1969 . 
Sales No.: E.69.I.8 
Volume II of this Conference in three editions, 

English, French and Spanish, was issued. This volume 
contains the summary records of the Conference and 
the technical papers submitted. 



World Cartography, Volume IX, October 1969 

Sales No.: E.F.69.1.7 

This publication covers four articles as follows: 
(a) The potential of geometric satellite triangulation 
for establishing continental geodetic control; ( b) a 
unified plane co-ordinate reference system; (c) general 
organization, execution and cost of cartographic work; 

and (d) cartographic aspects of geomorphological sur
veys in relation to development programmes. 

World Cartography, Volume X, November 1970 
Sales No.: E. 70.1.4 
This publication covers: (a) The status of world 

topographic mapping; ( b) A guide to standard tech
nical specifications for aerial photography. 
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UNITED NATIONS 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

The United Nations carries out 
wide-ranging programmes of tech
nical co-operation with the developing 
countries of the world, particularly 
in the field of natural resources
mineral, water and energy. These 
activities require the services of, 
among others: 

GEOLOGISTS 
ECONOMIC GEOLOGISTS 
GEOPHYSICISTS 
GEOCHEMISTS 
PHOTOGEOLOGISTS 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS 
MINING ENGINEERS 
PETROLEUM ENGINEERS 
DRILLERS 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 

(HYDRAULICS) 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 

(POWER) 
WATER RESOURCE 

ECONOMISTS 
HYDROLOGISTS 
SEISMOLOGISTS 
HYDROGRAPHERS 

Initial employment contracts are 
usually for one year, but many 
United Nations experts continue to 
serve for several years. Others are 
recruited for a few weeks or months 
for short-term assignments as con
sultants. 

As the success of international 
technical co-operation depends in 
no small measure on the personal 
and professional qualifications of the 
experts selected, the United Nations 
makes every effort to recruit senior 
people with sound academic back
ground and several years of exper
ience in their professions. 

Qualified interested candidates are 
invited to write to: 

ASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE 
DES NATIONS UN/ES 

Les Nations Unies executent, dans 
les pays en voie de developpement, 
un vaste programme de cooperation 
technique, portant notamment sur les 
ressources naturelles, a savoir Jes 
ressources minerales, hydrauliques et 
energetiques. Ces programmes font 
appel aux services d'experts tels que : 

GEOLOGUES 
GEOLOGUES MINIERS 
GEOPHYSICIENS 
GEOCHIMISTES 
PHOTOGEOLOGUES 
CHIMISTES ( CHIMIE 

ANALYTIQUE) 

INGENIEURS DES MINES 
INGENIEURS DU PETROLE 
FOREURS 
INGENIEURS CIVILS 

( HYDRA ULICIENS) 
INGENIEURS ELECTRICIENS 

(ENERGIE) 
ECONOMISTES HYDRAULICIENS 
HYDROLOGUES 
SEISMOLOGUES 
HYDROGRAPHES 

En general, Jes experts des Nations 
Unies sont d'abord recrutes pour un 
an, mais Ieur engagement est sou
vent proroge pour un certain nombre 
d'annees. 11 arrive aussi que des 
consultants soient recrutes pour quel
ques semaines ou quelques mois 
seulement. 

Le succes de ta cooperation tech
nique internationale depend, dans 
une large mesure, des qualites per
sonnelles et professionnelles des ex
perts recrutes. L'Organisation cherche 
done a engager des personnes d'une 
valeur professionnelle reconnue, 
ayant une bonne formation theo
rique et une solide experience pra
tique de plusieurs annees dans leur 
specialite. 

Les candidats qualifies interesses 
sont invites a ecrire au : 

Technical Assistance Recruitment Service 
United Nations 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
United States of America 
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ASISTENCIA TECNICA 
DE LAS NACIONES UN/DAS 

Las Naciones Unidas Ilevan a cabo 
un vasto programa de cooperaci6n 
tecnica con los pafses en desarrollo 
de todo el mundo, particularmente 
en el campo de los recursos natu
rales - minerales, hfdricos y energe
ticos. Estas actividades de asistencia 
tecnica requieren los servicios de, 
entre otros : 

GEOLOGOS 
GEOLOGOS ECONOMISTAS 
GEOFISICOS 
GEOQUIMICOS 
FOTOGEOLOGOS 
QUIMICOS ANALISTAS 
INGENIEROS DE MINAS 

INGENIEROS EN PETROLEO 
TECNICOS PERFORADORES 
INGENIEROS HIDRAULICOS 
INGENIEROS ELECTRICISTAS 

(ENERGIA ELECTRICA) 
ECONOMISTAS DE RECURSOS 

HIDRICOS 
HIDROLOGOS 
SISMOLOGOS 
HIDROGRAFOS 

Los nombramientos iniciales se 
hacen usualmente por un aiio, pero 
muchos expertos de !as Naciones 
Unidas continuan prestando servicios 
por varios aiios. Otros reciben mi
siones de algunas semanas, o meses, 
como consultores por plazos cortos. 

Dado que el exito de los progra
mas internacionales de cooperaci6n 
tecnica depende en no poca medida 
de las calificaciones personales y 
profesionales de los expertos seleccio
nados, las Naciones Unidas hacen 
todo lo posible para contratar perso
nas con firme preparaci6n academica 
y varios aiios de s61ida experiencia en 
su profesi6n. 

Se invita a todos los candidatos 
calificados e interesados a dirigirse 
por escrito a: 
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